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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with the vertical grating alignment of fer-

roelectric liquid crystals (FLCs). FLCs exhibit fast electro-optic re-

sponse times compared to traditional nematic devices, and so are of

particular interest for use in micro-displays and liquid crystal on sil-

icon (LCoS) spatial light modulators. Unfortunately such materials

are highly susceptible to shock induced flow. This work introduces

the VGA-FLC device geometry: a vertical grating aligned ferroelec-

tric liquid crystal display. The vertical alignment gives preferential

alignment to the smectic layers, and the amplitude and pitch of the

grating ensure stable alignment of the c-director of the FLC. The

combined effect is shown to result in a shock-stable FLC geometry.

The device is addressed with in-plane electric fields, and is shown to

obtain fast optical response times. The theory and physics of the de-

vice is explored, and further experiments are suggested that can be

performed for device optimisation.
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APP Peak to Peak Amplitude

C Polymer Concentration

d Cell Gap

dA Smectic Layer Spacing

E Electric Field

hfilm Film Thickness

k Smectic Layer Normal

n Refractive Index

n Orientational Director
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S Orientational Order Parameter
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TNI Phase Transition Temperature (here between N and I)
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∆n Birefringence

θC Smectic C Cone Angle

λ Wavelength (of Light)

τ(ON/OFF ) Response Time (On / OFF)

* Indicates Chiral Molecule

(*) Indicates Chiral Molecule, Not Exhibiting a Helical

Structure
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Chapter 1

Motivation and Direction: Liquid

Crystals for Future Display and

Device Applications

“There is nothing like looking, if you want to find something. You certainly

usually find something, if you look, but it is not always quite the something you

were after.”

— J.R.R. Tolkien, The Hobbit: or There and Back Again

1.1 The Rise of the Liquid Crystal Display

If there is one story that I’ll remember long after writing this PhD, its the one

told by my supervisor as the introduction to most of his talks. It concerns the

dawn of the flat screen television.

Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) is considered one of the

greatest and most influential films ever made. The beginning of the film takes

place on board a permanently inhabited international space station, highlighting

technologies such as videophone communication and supercomputers with artifi-

cial intelligence. A particular scene shows two astronauts eating their breakfast

while watching a video on a tablet-like device with a flat-panel display screen.
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1. MOTIVATION AND DIRECTION: LIQUID CRYSTALS FOR
FUTURE DISPLAY AND DEVICE APPLICATIONS

The audience watching the film at its premier at the Loews Capitol Movie Theatre

on Broadway, New York, on Tuesday 28th May 1968 would have been astonished

by this. A modern audience in 2020 (52 years later) would not have the same

response, being all too familiar with what now seems a mundane, everyday tech-

nology. On the same day, just down the street from the films premier, at the

Rockefeller Centre on 5th Avenue, this future was unveiled. Here, James Hillier,

George Heilmeier and Bernard Lechner demonstrated the world’s first liquid crys-

tal display (LCD) [1]. This display utilised the dynamic scattering mode (DSM),

and inspired technologists around the world to begin research into the LCD [2–5].

This is considered the start of the information revolution: the dawn of the LCD

[6].

Today, LCDs are everywhere. At the time of writing I can see four on my

desk: a laptop screen, a monitor, a mobile phone, and a calculator. It is hard to

imagine a modern world without them.

The origin of liquid crystals (LCs) begins with their discovery in 1888 by

the botanist Friedrich Reinitzer who discovered the liquid crystalline nature of

cholesterol benzoate extracted from carrots [7]. He observed two distinct melting

points, where the solid material reversibly melted into a cloudy and then a clear

liquid, although the discovery of this new phase of matter was not immediately

accepted. The work was continued by Otto Lehmann who proved that this was

a new phase of matter, and named it “Liquid Crystal” [8]. In 1911, Charles

Mauguin confined nematic LCs between rubbed plates, performing experiments

on the optics of structures twisted by 90◦ [9]. Georges Friedel in 1922 was the

first to classify three types of LCs, the nematic, smectic and cholesteric phases,

by describing their structure and physical properties [10]. Soon after in 1927,

Vsevolod Fréedericksz demonstrated the Fréedericksz transition, which later be-

came an essential effect for enabling electro-optic switching for almost all LCD

technologies [11]. The first device based on this electro-optic effect in LCs was

patented in 1936 by the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company: a light valve [12].
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1.1 The Rise of the Liquid Crystal Display

Figure 1.1: The chemical structure of 5CB, a member of the family of first stable

nematic room temperature liquid crystals.

The start of LCs for display applications began in the mid 1960s driven by

the idea of a “hang on the wall” television, inspired by the works of George Grey,

Glenn Brown and Richard Williams [2, 13, 14]. Following the presentation of the

DSM display in 1968, research began around the world, resulting in the invention

of the twisted nematic (TN) LCD in 1970 by Wolfgang Helfrich [4, 5, 15–18].

This device formed the basic design for the next 30 years of flat-panel LCDs.

George Gray and Ken Harrison synthesised the first stable room temperature LC

mesogens, of which the most commonly used is 5CB: 4-cyano-4’-pentylbiphenyl,

of which the chemical structure is given in Figure 1.1 [19]. This enabled Peter

Raynes to formulate the first LC mixture that could operate below 0 ◦C [20]. The

worlds first commercial LCD was incorporated into Sharp’s electronic calculator

in 1973 [21]. The basics were established.

Low power and high information content flat-screen TVs were imminent, see-

ing success in watches and calculators. However, they could not yet compete with

cathode-ray tube displays [22]. The next challenge was to increase the complex-

ity of the LC displays to enable video frame rate, grey-scale and colour. There

was one component missing: the recently invented thin-film transistors (TFTs)

available in 1973 deteriorated too quickly to pass lifetime tests [23, 24]. TFTs

were considered too expensive and low yielding, with no indications that they

could ever be made for a mass market. This led to research looking towards

alternative modes relying on the discovery of the Alt-Pleshko multiplexing limit

for passive matrix (PM) addressing [25]. One approach led to low-cost, black

and white super-twisted nematic (STN) displays, but this was limited by its slow
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frame rate and maximum of 480 multiplexed lines [26]. Bistable LCDs were also

invented towards the end of the 1970s [27], with the surface-stabilised ferroelec-

tric LC (SSFLC) display in 1980 by Clark and Lagerwall proving promising [28].

Ferroelectrics based on PM addressing were a key contender for the next fifteen

years for LCD research against active matrix (AM) TFT approaches.

In 1975, Walter Spear and Peter Le Comber discovered a-silicon as a suitable

material for TFTs, by 1978 had fabricated a functioning transistor, and built

the worlds first α-silicon TFT driven LCD a year later [29–32]. The 1980s saw

the first commercial full colour TFT based TN display TVs from Sharp, along

with the STN mode [6, 33]. TFTs were finally beginning to meet the complexity

requirements to compete with cathode-ray tube (CRT) displays, and saw their

first market appearance as a flat panel display for laptop computers. The SSFLC

could not compete in this market due to its sensitivity to shock, making it un-

suited for portable displays. The SSFLC also lost out on the monitor market due

to the superior CRTs. SSFLC development for mainstream displays was minimal

by the end of the 1990s, while TFT driven TNs were booming.

Due to the success of laptop computers, TFT TNs attracted large amounts of

investment for their flexibility to develop new operating modes to target the CRT

monitor market. Eventually, focus also shifted towards the television market. The

late 1990s saw vertically aligned (VA) and in-plane switching (IPS) modes for the

improvement of viewing angles of nematic displays [34–37]. This was sufficient

to displace the CRT as the dominant technology, and the 2000s saw the LCDs in

displays ranging from watches to large area monitors [21]. 2007 saw LCD TVs

surpass the sales of CRTs. As of 2010, LCDs predominate the display market

[38]. At this stage it’s hard to imagine a present without them. In essence it

was the range of modes that could be enabled by AM addressing with TFTs that

led to the success of the LCD, and the adaptability of this technology to provide

solutions to competitors. For example, organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs)

have a much higher contrast, viewing angle and colour gamut than LCDs, but

the LCD technology was able to respond and compete by introducing quantum
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dot (QD) colour filter films with a blue-LED back light [39].

1.2 Ferroelectric Liquid Crystals for Future Dis-

play and Non-Display Applications

The exploration into LCs did not stop with solving television. There are a

plethora of technologies that have been and could still be realised based on LCs.

The current “hot topics” in 2019 presented at Display Week, Silicon Valley, CA,

hosted by the Society for Information Displays (SID) were:

• bendable, rollable and foldable displays,

• virtual, augmented and mixed reality displays, and

• displays for automotive applications.

There is still an active industry in the discovery and invention of the next gener-

ation of display technologies, especially with new contenders entering the market

such as OLEDs and micro-LEDs, which are not LC based technologies.

The history of the LCD was ultimately a race for the first to obtain a display

capable of full-colour, video rate television. This resulted in some technologies

that could not compete at the time, or did not have a suitable market. One of

these was the ferroelectric liquid crystal display (FLCD), which proved promis-

ing by demonstrating microsecond optical switching times [28]. Following intense

research into the design and synthesis of ferroelectric materials for display ap-

plications, some commercial displays based on FLC technology came to fruition,

although only in small numbers. In the early 1990’s Canon launched a passively-

addressed, desk-top monitor colour display [40]. It was never shipped to the USA

or Europe despite fast switching speeds and high resolution as it was too difficult

and expensive to ship and produce, and couldn’t compete with CRTs [41]. Other

promising technologies for FLCDs were introduced, such as the τVmin mode en-

abling a 17 ” video rate, full colour, FLCD [42, 43]. However TFT driven active
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matrix addressing NLCs rapidly improved, and so this was the end of the line for

large-area FLCDs.

This was not the end of research into FLC technologies, and emphasises the

power of the adaptability of TFT driven LCDs. FLCs have an advantage of sub-

millisecond response times, and as such are found to be suitable for small area

devices such as SLMs for beam steering, optical tweezers, holographic devices and

image processing and analysis [44, 45]. Today there is still a high demand for the

miniaturisation of electronic technologies requiring small display devices, such

as near-to-eye equipment for camera view-finders, virtual, augmented and mixed

reality systems, medical imaging and pico-projectors [46–52]. Forth Dimension

Displays (ForthDD) in the UK make high resolution micro-displays and SLMs

based on FLCs for near-to-eye applications, optical metrology and 3D resolution

microscopy by operating at high enough speeds to use frame-sequential colour

technologies [53]. As of 2019, research continues into FLCs for non-display ap-

plications, for example FLCs have been shown in Pancharatnam-Berry lenses, or

even photonic crystal fibres for optical modulators in telecommunications [54–56].

As such, FLC on Silicon (FLCoS) has found a market by filling a gap for fast

switching and high resolution applications, enabled because of TFTs and active-

matrix addressing.

This thesis is concerned with FLCDs. One of their major problems is the

layered structure of the FLC which yields them susceptible to shock-induced

flow. Once a well aligned device is disrupted, the layers can become permanently

displaced, resulting in an inoperable device. This is not a major problem for

the lower-order nematic phases. This thesis aims to explore the shock stability

of FLCs by introducing the vertical grating-aligned ferroelectric liquid crystal

(VGA-FLC) mode. This geometry is analysed for its resistance to mechanical

shocks, and its potential for sub-millisecond response times. If successful, such a

geometry will have potential for improving FLCs in LCoS SLMs for use in high-

speed adaptive optics, head mounted displays for virtual/augmented reality and

telecommunications. Might the FLC finally take the crown?
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1.3 Thesis Roadmap

This work is split into three main sections. The first contains the Introduction

(Chapter 2) and Experimental Methods (Chapter 3). Here, liquid crystals and

their role in electro-optic displays and devices is discussed, as well as exploring

the more complex task of containing FLCs. The experimental section introduces

photolithography as a means to create variable and reproducible containments for

aligning LCs, and explains the analytical techniques used throughout the work.

Part two concerns the device idea: the VGA-FLC geometry. This includes

Chapter 4 and explains the theory behind the VGA-FLC geometry as a means to

control the FLC c-director, while imparting an increased level of shock-resistance,

or self-healing. Chapter 5 then explores how to fabricate surface-relief gratings

for the device using photolithography techniques developed for this work.

The final section begins by exploring the alignment induced to FLCs with and

without surface-relief gratings (Chapter 7), and discusses the observations derived

from cooling and mechanical shocks. Chapter 8 analyses prototype electro-optic

devices based on the VGA-FLC geometry to explore its potential for high-speed

applications. The thesis concludes (Chapter 9) with potential future work and

optimisation that may improve the VGA-FLC geometry.
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Chapter 2

An Introduction to Liquid

Crystals for Electro-Optic

Displays and Devices

Chapter 1 introduced the history of liquid crystals (LCs) and their use in electro-

optic displays. This Chapter explores these unique properties and how they

can be used to enable these technologies, enabled by the anisotropic and fluid

properties of LCs. This, coupled with their engineered optical birefringence and

dielectric properties allows them to reversibly and controllably respond to electric

fields and interact with polarised light. These are the fundamental properties of

electro-optic devices. There is an emphasis placed on ferroelectric liquid crystals

(FLCs) and their important physical properties for use in displays and devices.

2.1 Nematic Liquid crystals

LCs are a “mesomorphic phase” of matter, an ordered intermediate liquid phase

between a crystalline solid and an isotropic liquid. They are usually organic

materials, and can be induced to exhibit LC phases by either changes in their

concentration in a solvent, or changes in temperature. Those that are obtained

through concentration changes are called lyotropic LCs, which are commonly ex-

perienced in everyday life, from soaps, to lipid bilayers found throughout the

9
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biological cells in your body. These are not the topic for this project. Here we

concentrate on LC phases obtained through temperature changes, called ther-

motropic LCs. Of the thermotropic LCs, there a number of different shapes that

a LC molecule can take: here we only consider those consisting of elongated rod-

like molecules, such as 5CB introduced in Figure 1.1. These are called calamitic

LCs.

Figure 2.1 presents the differences between the crystalline solid, liquid crys-

talline and isotropic liquid phases. The LC phase can be seen to show its char-

acteristic average direction of the molecules, defined as the director by the unit

vector n. This is the nematic phase (N), where the LC molecules tend to align

parallel to one another along some direction. There is no long-range correlation

between the position of these molecules relative to one another, and so they may

freely translate parallel with one another while maintaining an aligned state. This

phase is uniaxial as a result of the rotational symmetry about the anisotropic axis,

although the existence of the biaxial thermotropic nematic phase is still in debate

[57]. A typical rigid-rod LC molecule has a 4 : 1 length to width ratio, for exam-

ple of the order of ∼ 20 Å : 5 Å [58]. The first NLC was synthesised in 1890 by

Gattermann and Ritschke, p-azoxyanisole (PAA) [59]. It wasn’t until 1969 where

the first room temperature NLC was synthesised by Kelker and Scheurle called

MBBA (4-methoxybenzylidene-4’-butylaniline), although this was not considered

suitably stable for commercial device applications [60].

2.1.1 Order Parameter

For simplicity a NLC molecule is considered to be a cylindrical rigid-rod. In the

absence of polarity, n = −n and so the two are indistinguishable. Let the axis

of one rod be the unit vector a, and exist in the coordinate geometry defined in

Figure 2.2a. The direction of n can be written in terms of polar angles (ξ, η) of

a, such that [58, 61]:

ax = sin ξ cos η , ay = sin ξ sin η , az = cos ξ , (2.1)

10
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Figure 2.1: A schematic of a solid crystal, liquid crystal and isotropic liquid phase

of a material that displays a nematic phase on heating. The director, a unit vector

n, defines the average orientation of the anisotropic axis, or the long molecular

axis.

where n is taken to be in the z-direction. The alignment of the rods is described

by the distribution function f(ξ, η)dΩ, which is independent of η due to cylin-

drical symmetry, and f(ξ) ≡ f(π − ξ). A quadrupole is used to define the order

parameter [58]:

S =
1

2
〈(3 cos2 ξ − 1)〉 =

∫
f(ξ)

1

2
(3 cos2 ξ − 1)dΩ , (2.2)

where 〈 〉 represent a statistical average. An isotropic liquid (I) satisfies S = 0,

whilst perfect order would be S = 1. NLCs typically have S = 0.6 → 0.8 [21].

The order parameter is temperature dependent, and varies approximately with

[62, 63]:

S =

(
1− T

T ∗

)ν
, (2.3)

where T is the temperature, T ∗ is a temperature slightly below TNI (the N to I

11
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Figure 2.2: A schematic diagram of a): the uniaxial nematic and b): the biaxial

nematic phases, where n is the director, and the coordinate geometry is defined

by the polar angles ξ, η and ζ.

transition temperature), and ν is a material constant which is typically between

0.15 ≤ ν ≤ 0.2. S jumps from 0→ 0.43 at this first order phase transition [62].

2.1.2 Biaxiality

If an NLC is not uniaxial, such that the short-axes are not the same magnitude,

the molecule is said to be biaxial. A schematic of such is shown in Figure 2.2b.

The biaxial order parameter, D, is introduced to describe orientations of this

short axis relative to n [64]:

D =
3

2
〈sin2 ξ cos(2ζ)〉 . (2.4)

In the isotropic phase and for systems with perfect order, D = 0. D is usually

12
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small and so has small effects on the material’s anisotropic properties, and so is

often ignored [64–66].

2.1.3 Cholesterics and Chirality

Chiral molecules dissolved in NLCs can induce a twist distortion, leading to a

helical structure and the cholesteric phase (N*). This name arose due to being

first observed in cholesterol esters [58]. n varies in space, such that:

nx = cos(pz + φ) , ny = sin(pz + φ) , nz = 0 , (2.5)

where the z-direction is that of the helical axis, p is the helical pitch and the

chiral wavelength is defined as:

q =
2π

p
, (2.6)

where φ is an arbitrary angle. Importantly p is temperature dependent, and com-

monly increases with decreasing temperature.

2.1.4 Refractive Indices

The refractive index for anisotropic materials such as LCs is related to its orien-

tation. Light propagating though a medium has speed given by:

v =
c

n
(2.7)

where c is the speed of light, and n is the refractive index of the medium. LCs

are anisotropic and so the observed refractive index is relative to the orientation

of the principal axis of the material. In the homeotropic geometry where n is

aligned parallel to the surface normal (z), the speed of incident light (propagat-

ing in z) is unaffected and so is said to behave isotropically. This is called the

13
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Figure 2.3: The indicatrix for a): uniaxial, and b): biaxial liquid crystals.
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ordinary refractive index, no or n⊥. Light propagating perpendicular to this ex-

periences the extraordinary refractive index, ne or n‖. A uniaxial material has

just one optic axis, while biaxial materials such as the SmC have two optic axes.

This can be represented with an indicatrix, shown in Figure 2.3 for a material

with no < ne [67]. This allows the calculation of the effective n to be calculated

if ne and no are known. The indicatrix is an ellipsoidal surface that maps n to

the principal axes and allows the measurement of ne and no.

A geometrical equation for light propagating in the arbitrary S direction is

given by:

Uniaxial :
Sx

2 + Sy
2

no2
+
Sz

2

ne2
= 1 , (2.8)

Biaxial :
Sx

2

n1
2

+
Sy

2

n2
2

+
Sz

2

n3
2

= 1 , (2.9)

where n1 < n2 < n3. If the LC molecule is tilted at an angle from the direction of

light propagation, for example in the case of a homeotropic SmC(*), the observed

refractive indices are given by:

1

n′e
2 =

sin2 γ

no2
+

cos2 γ

ne2
; n′o = no , (2.10)

where γ is the tilt angle of the molecule relative to the incident light, and for a

SmC, γ ≡ θc [68, 69].

2.1.5 Elastic Constants and Free Energy

Deformations in the director field of a LC in a containment are defined by the

boundary conditions and electric fields, and are best described using a continuum

theorem rather than considering individual mesogens. Only slow and smooth ro-

tations in n are considered such that the optical properties remain the same as

those for a uniaxial system. There are three possible types of changes to the ori-

entation of n, which is assumed to be in the z-direction such that n0 = (0, 0, 1).
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Figure 2.4: A 2D schematic of the splay (K1), twist (K2) and bend (K3) Frank

elastic constants in the x, z-plane.

These small changes are ∆x, ∆y and ∆z, which lead to six curvature components

that can be written in Frank notation as [70]:

splay : s1 =
∂nx
∂x

, s2 =
∂ny
∂y

, (2.11)

twist : t1 =
∂ny
∂x

, t2 =
∂nx
∂y

, (2.12)

bend : b1 =
∂nx
∂z

, b2 =
∂ny
∂z

. (2.13)

These can be depicted as shown in Figure 2.4. The free energy of a LC is ex-

pressed in terms of a volume integral of the free energy density (w) as a quadratic

function of the above six curvature strains [70, 71]:

w = kiai +
1

2
kijaiaj , i, j = 1, 2, . . . 6, , (2.14)

where ki and kij are the curvature elastic constants, and a1 = s1, a2 = t2, a3 = b1,

a4 = −t1, a5 = s2 and a6 = b2.

Considering symmetry and uniaxiality, the nematic free energy density is given

by [70]:
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wF =
1

2
K1(∇ · n)2 +

1

2
K2(n · ∇ × n)2 +

1

2
K3(n×∇× n)2 , (2.15)

where the Frank elastic constants are given by [70]:

K1 = k11, K2 = k22, and K3 = k33 , (2.16)

and are shown schematically in Figure 2.4.

2.1.6 Permittivities and Electric Fields

LCs are dielectric due to their anisotropic nature, where the dielectric permittiv-

ities are given by ε‖ = ε3 and ε⊥ = ε1 = ε2 relative to a parallel or perpendicular

n and E, respectively. The electric displacement for a uniaxial material is given

by:

D = ε0εE , (2.17)

where:

ε =

ε1 0 0
0 ε2 0
0 0 ε3

 , (2.18)

ε0 is the permittivity of free space (ε0 = 8.85 × 10−12 m−3kg−1s4A2), and E is

the electric field (where E ‖ n). The general solution is:

D = ε0ε‖E + ε0∆ε(n · E)n , (2.19)

where ∆ε is the dielectric anisotropy, defined to be ∆ε = ε‖ − ε⊥.
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The free energy in Equation 2.15 can be updated to include the dielectric

energy density, given by:

welec = −1

2
ε0∆ε(n · E)2 . (2.20)

2.1.7 The Liquid Crystal Cell and Surface Anchoring

The containment for LCs is of great importance. A simple device requires that n

is controllably aligned. There are many ways to control n, but the most common,

and that which will be considered throughout this project, is the LC contained

between two parallel glass plates with transparent patterned electrodes, shown in

Figure 2.5. This is called a cell. These plates are separated using spacer beads or

film and secured with a sealant. This ensures a uniform cell gap (d) over the ac-

tive electrode area. The desired n-field is achieved by adding alignment layers, or

surface treating, the glass slides before constructing the cell. The application of

a field that overcomes the elastic forces will reorient n, and controllably change

the polarisation of incident light. Importantly this should return to its initial

alignment when the field is removed.

Planar and homeotropic alignment are considered here and shown in Figure

2.5, although hybrid alignments also exist. Planar alignment is obtained by rub-

bing a polymer layer. This introduces microgrooves with a pitch and peak to peak

amplitude of around 200 Å and 10 Å respectively [72–74]. The nematic order in-

duced at this surface by local melting uniformly aligns the director perpendicular

to the surface normal, and (usually) parallel to the direction of rubbing. A small

pre-tilt of n is also usual. Homeotropic alignment aligns n parallel to substrate

normal, and can be obtained using surfactants with variable hydrocarbon tail

lengths [73, 75]. Different alignment methods result in different anchoring en-

ergies. This is the energy required to move n at the surface from its preferred

orientation, and should be strong enough to overcome the bulk elastic forces in

the LC to obtain uniform alignment. A good example of this is the TN mode,
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of a): the liquid crystal cell, b): planar surface treatments,

and c): homeotropic surface treatment.
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which uses rubbed planar alignment on each surface oriented perpendicular to

one another to induce a 90◦ twist through the cell [15]. Chapter 3 introduces the

surface treatment methods used in this project.

2.2 Smectic Liquid Crystals

Smectic LCs are layered structures with a well defined interlayer spacing, named

after their soap-like mechanical properties (smectic = soap in Greek). The smec-

tic phases exist at lower temperatures than the nematic phase. Two smectic

phases are of interest to this work: smectic A (SmA) and smectic C (SmC),

shown schematically in Figure 2.6 [76, 77]. The SmC exists at lower tempera-

tures than the SmA.

2.2.0.1 Smectic A

The molecular structure of the smectic A phase is given in Figure 2.6. They are

simply characterised here by a layered structure with a layer spacing or thickness,

dA, close to but lower than that of the LC molecule [78]. Within these layers,

there is no long range order such that each layer can be considered as a two-

dimensional (2D) layer of liquid. This phase is therefore optically uniaxial and

rotationally symmetric about the optic axis, where the optic axis is normal to the

plane of the layers, here labelled as k. And as with NLCs, k = −k. The order

parameter for the SmA phase is typically S =∼ 0.8.

2.2.0.2 Smectic C

A schematic diagram of the SmC coordinate geometry is given in Figure 2.7. The

molecular structure of the SmC phase is also characterised by 2D liquid layers,

however the long molecular axis is tilted away from k, and is optically biaxial

[79, 80]. This is defined by the smectic tilt or smectic layer angle, θC . This typ-

ically results in a shrinking of the layer thickness proportional to the tilt angle,
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Figure 2.6: Schematic diagrams depicting the layered structure of the Smectic

A (SmA) and Smectic C (SmC) phases. The molecules are confined to layers,

where each layer can be modelled as a 2D liquid. In the SmA the director n is

parallel to k, while in the SmC, n makes an angle θc to k. The layer spacings are

shown by dA and dC , where the schematic eludes to the smaller layer spacing of

the SmC.
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Figure 2.7: A schematic diagram of the smectic C coordinate geometry, redefined

from the polar angles ξ, η and ζ as the azimuthal angle η ≡ ϕ, ξ ≡ θc (the

cone angle, the tilt of n relative to k), and ζ ≡ ψ is the rotation about n which

represents the simple biaxial order parameter. C2 is defined to be perpendicular

to the plane of molecular tilt, k is the smectic layer normal and c the c-director

(the in-layer projection of n).

following: [58]:

dC = dA cos θC , (2.21)

although de Vries materials have a layer spacing that remains almost constant

over a wide temperature range through the SmA and SmC* phases [81–83]. In

fact dC tends to increase on cooling [84].

A unit vector parallel to the projection of n onto the smectic layer is defined

as the c-director. This is oriented in the layer plane by an azimuthal angle ϕ.

There are two additional order parameters describing the ordering of the long

and short axes relative to the plane of the tilt (the C2 axis is perpendicular to

the plane of tilt). These are [85]:
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P =
3

2
〈sin2 ξ cos(2η)〉 , (2.22)

C = 〈1
2

(1 + cos2 ξ) cos(2ζ) cos(2η)− cos ξ sin(2ζ) sin η〉 , (2.23)

where P and C describe the fluctuation of the long and short axes respectively.

Usually a simpler biaxial order parameter is used:

Ω = 〈cos(2ψ)〉 , (2.24)

where ψ is the rotation about the n-director.

The SmA to SmC transition can be first or second order depending on the

material, although henceforth only the second order transitions are considered.

Additionally, θC increases with decreasing temperature following:

θc = θ0(Tc − T )α0 , (2.25)

where θ0 is a constant, Tc is the smectic A to C temperature transition, T is

the temperature, and α0 is an exponent theoretically predicted to be 0.5 [86].

Experimentally, results usually vary around 0.35 ≤ α0 ≤ 0.5 [68]. This implies

that the SmC layer spacing must also decrease with decreasing T.

2.2.1 Symmetry and Ferroelectricity

The chiral SmC phase (SmC*) has a sufficiently low symmetry such that it ex-

hibits ferroelectricity, and was first predicted and demonstrated by R. Meyer

[87]. These phases can naturally occur by incorporating a chiral element into the

mesogenic molecule, and can also be achieved by introducing a chiral dopant to
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a host material that exhibits a SmC phase [58, 68, 88]. SmC* phases may pos-

sess a spontaneous polarisation (Ps). Ferroelectricity arises from a component of

the polarisation not averaging to zero and remaining invariant over all symmetry

operations.

All LC molecules possess a dipole moment, with components parallel to the

axes of the molecule (µ1, µ2 and µ3). In the N and SmA phases there is a uni-

axial symmetry as a result of the rotational freedom around n, as n ≡ −n. All

rotations are equally likely, and so there is no net dipole and so no Ps. The SmC

phase has a hindrance of rotation about n, and so has biaxial symmetry. This

has two possible symmetry operations: two-fold rotation axis, and mirror plane.

Therefore there is an inversion symmetry for each dipole (µ1, µ2 and µ3), and so

no Ps. Chirality in LCs removes the mirror plane symmetry, resulting in a Ps

in the SmC* phase, with a direction in the layer plane and perpendicular to the

plane of tilt (parallel to C2). Interestingly, the chirality of the phase results in no

net polarisation of a bulk sample, as c precesses about k in a helix, of pitch R0.

Therefore the helix must be suppressed to take advantage of the Ps, which can

be achieved in numerous ways: surface-stabilisation, mixing oppositely twisting

compounds with the same sign of Ps, or coupling with an electric field (E) [68, 89].

The PS is temperature dependent:

PS = P0(Tc − T )β , (2.26)

where P0 is a material or mixture constant, and β is an exponent derived from

Landau theory, predicted to be 0.5, and found to be smaller experimentally [58].

2.2.2 SmC and SmC* Free Energy

The static theory for SmC and SmC* materials is based on the nonlinear contin-

uum theory proposed by Leslie, Stewart and Nakagawa [90, 91]. First, the theories

assume that the viscous stresses are identical for both the SmC and SmC* LCs,
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with the main difference being different elastic, dielectric and ferroelectric ener-

gies. Other assumptions include incompressible layers and equally spaced layers.

The layer normal is defined as k, and the c-director c, and giving the n-director as:

n = a cos θc + c sin θc , (2.27)

with the unit vector b introduced, defined to be orthogonal to a and c:

b = a× c , (2.28)

and is parallel to the spontaneous polarisation vector Ps. The energy density, w,

is associated with distortions to the n-director, which is in the form given by [92]:

w = w(a, c,∇a,∇c) , (2.29)

with the total free energy given by:

W =

∫
V

w(a, c,∇a,∇c)dV , (2.30)

where V is the volume of the sample. The energy density must be invariant

to rigid body rotations, and a → −a and c → −c due to the requirement of

n→ −n. Therefore the energy density for the non-chiral SmC takes the form of

[90]:

w =
1

2
K1(∇ · a)2 +

1

2
K2(∇ · c)2 +

1

2
K3(a · ∇ × c)2

+
1

2
K4(c · ∇ × c)2 +

1

2
K5(b · ∇ × c)2 +K6(∇ · a)(b · ∇ × c)

+K7(a · ∇ × c)(c · ∇ × c) +K8(∇ · c)(b · ∇ × c)

+
1

2
K9(∇ · a)(∇ · c) , (2.31)
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where Ki , i = 1, 2, 3 . . . 9 are elastic constants with the surface terms omitted.

Next, the nonlinear energy for small perturbations is considered [93]. Such

elastic deformations are described by setting:

a = â + Ω× â , b = b̂ + Ω× b̂ , c = ĉ + Ω× ĉ , (2.32)

where:

â = (0, 0, 1) , b̂ = (0, 1, 0) , ĉ = (1, 0, 0) , Ω̂ = (Ωx,Ωy,Ωz) , (2.33)

and Ω is a small rotation in the smectic layers, where the result in combination

with Equation 2.31 gives [93]:

w =
1

2
A12(Ωy,x)

2 +
1

2
A21(Ωx,y)

2 − 1

2
A11(Ωx,x)

2

B1(Ωz,x)
2 +

1

2
B2(Ωz,y)

2 +
1

2
B3(Ωz,z)

2 +B13Ωz,xΩz,z

− C1Ωx,xΩz,x + C2Ωx,yΩz,y , (2.34)

where:

K1 = A21 , K2 = B2 , K3 = B1 ,

K4 = B3 , K5 = 2A11 + A12 + A21 +B3 , K6 = −(A11 + A21 +
1

2
B3) ,

K7 = −B13 , K8 = C1 + C2 −B13 , K9 = −C2 . (2.35)

This can be written in terms of just the vectors b and c to write the SmC energy

density in a particularly convenient form [90, 94]:

w =
1

2
A12(b · ∇ × c)2 +

1

2
A21(c · ∇ × b)2
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+A11(b · ∇ × c)(c · ∇ × b) +
1

2
B1(∇ · b)2 +

1

2
B2(∇ · c)2

+
1

2
B3

[
1

2
(b · ∇ × b + c · ∇ × c)

]2

+B13(∇ · b)

[
1

2
(b · ∇ × b + c · ∇ × c)

]2

+ C1(∇ · c)(b · ∇ × c) + C2(∇ · c)(c · ∇ × b) . (2.36)

The constants A12, A21 and A11 are related to bending of the smectic layers,

B1, B2, B3 and B13 to the reorientation of the c-director, and C1 and C2 relate

the coupling of these deformations. Using Equation 2.36 it is possible to easily

visualise these five basic deformations of non-chiral smectic layers. A schematic

diagram of this is given in Figure 2.8.

Adjusting for the SmC* is not too complex. The vector b = a× c is parallel

to the spontaneous polarisation vector, and can be written as Ps = P0b = −P0b,

where P0 = |Ps| [95]. An adjustment to the elastic energy density, w, is made

which adds two additional terms [96]:

w1
∗ = A11δ(c · ∇ × c− b · ∇ × b) (2.37)

w2
∗ =

1

2
B3q(c · ∇ × c + b · ∇ × b) , (2.38)

where δ is a chiral elastic constant, and q is the wave vector defined in Equation

4.18. Thus the chiral elastic energy density takes the form:

wf = w + w1
∗ + w2

∗ , (2.39)

and so by ignoring surface contributions, the bulk elastic energy is [96]:

wf =
1

2
A12(b · ∇ × c)2 +

1

2
A21(c · ∇ × b)2

−A11

[
1

2
(c · ∇ × c− b · ∇ × b)− δ

]
+

1

2
B1(∇ · b)2 +

1

2
B2(∇ · c)2
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Figure 2.8: A schematic diagram of the possible smectic layer elastic distortions.

The black arrow indicates the c-director.
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+
1

2
B3

[
1

2
(b · ∇ × b + c · ∇ × c) + q

]2

+B13(∇ · b)

[
1

2
(b · ∇ × b + c · ∇ × c)

]2

+ C1(∇ · c)(b · ∇ × c) + C2(∇ · c)(c · ∇ × b) . (2.40)

2.2.3 SmC and SmC* Electric Energies

To find the total energy of the SmC system in the presence of an electric field,

the dielectric energy density for the nematic in Equation 2.20 can be combined

with Equation 2.27 to give [92]:

welec = −1

2
ε0εa(a · E cos θ + c · E sin θ)2 . (2.41)

This is strictly true if the dielectric biaxiality is considered small and so neglected

[97]. This is a satisfactory assumption for this work, but not always correct to

assume [98–100].

The contribution of Ps in the SmC* is given by [95]:

Ps = P0b , as , (2.42)

as Ps ⊥ c, as introduced in Section 2.2.1. This creates the additional term that

must be added to Equation 2.41:

wpol = −Ps · E , (2.43)

which is minimised when Ps and E are parallel. This leads to the electric energy
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density due to an electric field for a SmC* to be [92]:

welec + wpol = −1

2
ε0εa(a · E cos θ + c · E sin θ)2 −Ps · E , (2.44)

resulting in the total energy density to be w∗ = wf +welec+wpol, which is just the

combination of Equation 2.36 and 2.44 [92]. It should be noted that wpol couples

linearly with E, while welec couples quadratically, as so it is usual to consider that

wpol >> welec and so neglect the welec term altogether [92].

2.2.4 Ferroelectric Liquid Crystal Alignment

Smectic alignment is achieved in much the same way as for NLCs, however extra

care must be taken to ensure the layers are desirably aligned. For planar homo-

geneous alignment, this can be obtained by slowly cooling the nematic phase into

the SmA phase to obtain the “bookshelf” geometry, shown in Figure 2.9 [28].

This alignment can be slowly cooled into the SmC(*) phase to ensure uniform

layers, again shown in Figure 2.9 [28]. There are two possible alignments for the

SmC(*) phase in a parallel rubbed planar geometry, determined by the cell gap, d

[58]. Large d results in a chiral structure forming dechiralisation lines (unwinding

lines) as the director is free to twist in the bulk [69]. If d is sufficiently small,

such that:

4d < R0 (2.45)

then the helix is suppressed, producing the surface-stabilised FLC (SSFLC) state.

This was first demonstrated by Clark and Lagerwall in 1980, and marks the first

time that the potential for FLCs in displays was realised [28]. The director must

lie on the smectic cone resulting in two possible orientations, which results in the

bistability observed in the SSFLC [28]. This is discussed further in Section 2.4.1.

Cooling into the surface-stabilised state from the SmA results in a chevron

layer structure [101]. The state forms to conserve the number of smectic layers
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Figure 2.9: The characteristic layer geometries of the SmA and SmC(*) found

with three planar pre-tilt surface conditions: no pre-tilt, parallel pre-tilt and

anti-parallel pre-tilt.

due to Equation 2.21, rather than breaking and reforming layers. The layer pe-

riodicity therefore remains constant at the surfaces, resulting in a lower energy

state as there is no energy barrier associated with breaking this alignment [69].

The layer tilt as a function of temperature is given by:

δc = ±cos−1

(
dC(T )

dA

)
= δ0

(
1− T

TCA

)αc
, (2.46)

where TCA is the SmA to SmC temperature transition and αc is a exponent de-

rived from Landau theory. The magnitude of δc
θc

is constant and temperature

independent [102]. The chevron structure can be controlled by the pre-tilt. Par-

allel pre-tilt prefers a C1 chevron orientation orientation, that is, the layers form

in the direction of the pre-tilt. A low or zero pre-tilt gives no preference for the

direction of chevron formation, and so there is an even distribution of C1 and C2

chevron structures, where a C2 chevron structure is one that forms against the

direction of pre-tilt [101, 103, 104]. It is usual for the C1 state to be preferred

just below Tc, and for C2 to become energetically favourable on cooling, resulting
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in hairpin (face-to-face chevrons) and lightening (back-to-back chevrons) zig-zag

defects [105]. This is shown in Figure 2.9. In the case of an anti-parallel rubbed

device, the SmA bookcase layer alignment is tilted, where the tilt angle is ap-

proximately equal to the pre-tilt angle. The chevron interface shifts towards one

surface in the SmC(*) resulting in asymmetric chevrons, again shown in Figure

2.9 [68, 106].

2.3 Liquid Crystals in Electro-Optic Devices

2.3.1 Polarisation Optics for Liquid Crystal Displays

Chapter 4 introduces the VGA-FLC, for which the optics of a TN are used. Con-

sider the case where c (and hence Ps) is in the plane of the cell and E is applied

parallel to one of the surfaces. At that surface, the c-director reorients to 90◦

from the opposing surface and forms the equivalent of a twisted nematic geometry

(albeit one where the director is constantly at the cone angle to the plane of the

cell). For such geometries, it becomes important to consider the optics, and this

is done simply by considering the c-director to be a TN.

2.3.2 General Birefringent Retarder

For a general birefringent retarder, ignoring reflections and refractions and just

considering the polarisation state, made with a uniform director alignment and

cell gap, the polarisation state can be calculated using the Jones Matrix [107]:

(
E ′x
E ′y

)
=

(
1 0
0 0

)(
cosφ − sinφ
sinφ cosφ

)(
e−i

Γ
2 0

0 ei
Γ
2

)(
cosφ sinφ
− sinφ cosφ

)(
0 0
0 1

)(
0
1

)

=

(
−2i sinφ cosφ sin Γ

2

1

)
, (2.47)

where the retardation due to the LC birefringence (∆n) is [108, 109]:
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Γ =
2π∆nd

λ
, (2.48)

and E ′x/y is the electric field vector of the transmitted light travelling in the z-

direction, φ the angle of the slow-axis of the material between crossed polarisers,

λ the wavelength of incident light, and d the thickness of the birefringent layer,

referred to as the cell gap. We use λ = 550 nm for white light as the human eye

is most sensitive to this wavelength [110]. The transmission (T ) for this simple

retarder is then given by:

T =
E ′∗E ′

E∗E
=
E ′x

2 + E ′y
2

Ex
2 + Ey

2 = sin2(2φ)sin2 Γ

2
, (2.49)

T = sin2(2φ)sin2(
π∆nd

λ
) , (2.50)

where E∗ is the conjugate of E. Taking Equation 2.50, the maximum transmis-

sion is found at the quarter wave plate condition, where ∆nd = λ
4
, and orientated

with the director at ±45◦ between crossed polarisers. Conversely, the dark state

is obtained with the director at multiples of 90◦ between crossed polarisers, and

is independent of the cell gap, d.

2.3.3 Gooch-Tarry Equation for a Twisted Nematic

The twisted nematic (TN) mode creates a 90◦ twist of n through the device by

utilising rubbed planar alignment on opposing substrates oriented perpendicular

to one another. A schematic of the TN mode is shown in Figure 2.10, where

the LC has a positive ∆ε. Such a device can operate between either parallel or

crossed polarisers, resulting in the normally black (NB) or normally white (NW)

modes respectively. A voltage significantly larger than the threshold (Vth) is ap-

plied to reorient n in the bulk to appear optically isotropic, and so the NW mode

become dark, and NB becomes bright. The threshold voltage for a positive ∆ε
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Figure 2.10: A schematic of the twisted nematic (TN) geometry operating in the

normally white (NW) mode where, a): OFF, and b): ON.

NLC is given by [111]:

Vc = π

√
K11

ε0∆ε
. (2.51)

Jones matrices can be used to calculate the final polarisation state of a TN de-

vice. A retarder can be defined as a series of N birefringent retarders, each at a

slightly different angle to the next [107, 112–115]:

Γ

N
=

2π∆nd

λN
; (2.52)

φj+1 = φj +
Φ

N
, j = 0, 1, 2 . . . , N − 2 , (2.53)

where Φ is the total twist angle, which in this case is Φ = 90◦. The matrix, M ,

is given by the multiplicative sum of these elements, Mj, by [21]:

M =
N∏
j=1

(
R(φj) ·Mj ·R(φj)

)
, (2.54)
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≡
N∏
j=1

(R(−φj) ·Mj ·R(φj)) , (2.55)

= R(−Φ)

[(
e−i

Γ
2N 0

0 ei
Γ

2N

)
R

(
Φ

N

)]N
, (2.56)

= R(−Φ)

[(
cos Φ

N
e−i

Γ
2N sin Φ

N
e−i

Γ
2N

− sin Φ
N
ei

Γ
2N cos Φ

N
ei

Γ
2N

)]N
, (2.57)

where R is the rotation matrix. With an infinite number of N’s, the limit as

N →∞ [21, 115]:

M∞ =

(
cos Φ − sin Φ
sin Φ cos Φ

)(
cosχ− iΓ

2
sinχ
χ

Φ sinχ
χ

−Φ sinχ
χ

cosχ+ iΓ
2

sinχ
χ

)
, (2.58)

where:

χ =

√
Φ2 +

(
Γ

2

)2

. (2.59)

The transmission is solved as in Equation 2.49, and gives:

T =

{
cosχ cos(Φ + φ1 − φ2) +

Φ

χ
sinχ sin(Φ + φ1 − φ2)

}2

+

{[
1−

(
Φ

χ

)2
]

sin2χcos2(Φ + φ1 − φ2)

}
, (2.60)

where φ1 and φ2 are the input and output polariser directions relative to the input

director of the liquid crystalline material. For example, between crossed polaris-

ers for the bright state, φ1 = 0◦ and φ2 = 90◦. As a sanity check, this equation
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for a twisted device (Equation 2.60) becomes equal to the transmission of a re-

tardation plate with no twist (Equation 2.50) as Φ = 0 between crossed polarisers.

The Gooch-Tarry equation for the transmission of the NW mode between

crossed polarisers with a 90◦ twist is obtained by setting Φ = 90◦, φ1 = 0◦ and

φ2 = 90◦ [112, 113]:

T = 1−
sin2

(
π
2

√
1 +

(
2∆nd
λ

)2
)

1 +
(

2∆nd
λ

)2 , (2.61)

where to make T = 1, the R.H.S. of the equation is chosen to be equal zero. For

parallel polarisers to obtain the NB mode, Equation 2.60 simply becomes:

T =

sin2

(
π
2

√
1 +

(
2∆nd
λ

)2
)

1 +
(

2∆nd
λ

)2 . (2.62)

There are a series of maximum and minimum values for the transmissions of

Equations 2.61 and 2.62 at a series of specific conditions, given by:

∆nd

λ
=

√
m2 − 1

4
, m = 1, 2, 3 . . . , (2.63)

where the first minimum is found at:

∆nd =

√
3

2
λ , m = 1 . (2.64)

At higher order minima, the transmission becomes less sensitive to changes in

retardation until the Mauguin limit is reached whereby polarised light will be

rotated by 90◦ and transmitted independent of the cell gap and input wavelength

of light [21]. This seems like the ideal limit, however, this requires large values

of either ∆n or d, both of which are not realistic or practical for creating a func-

tioning device. Further device optimisation shows that the TN display can be

operated by only inducing a 75◦ twist angle [21, 116]. This reduces the maximum
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transmission to only 98.4 % compared to a twist of 90◦, while decreasing the cell

gap to 80 % the initial size, potentially yielding up to 50 % faster response times

[21, 116].

2.3.4 Passive Matrix Addressing

In passive matrix (PM) addressing, the electrodes are shaped into a desired pat-

tern (such as the seven-segment image used for numbers on a calculator) and the

opposing electrode is the common electrode. All electrodes are addressed from

the bonding ledge, and simple designs can be directly driven, but more complex

designs require matrix addressing or multiplexing. Here, the electrodes are split

into N rows and M columns for a M × N display, requiring M + N connections.

An example of a 2 × 2 matrix is given in Figure 2.11. Pixels are addressed by

sequentially scanning the rows (V = +S), and simultaneously the columns are

provided with data signals to determine the ON and OFF states (V = ±D),

where the potential difference per pixel is defined to be the row minus column

voltage. The high voltages |(S + D)| must be distinguishable from the low volt-

ages |(S −D)|, and each row is addressed for 1
N

of a time frame. Once the signal

is removed, each pixel will relax back to its OFF state.

The maximum number of lines that can be driven for a particular S and D

is determined by the Alt-Pleshko limit [25]. This describes that as the amount

of multiplexing increases, the larger the voltage that must be delivered by the

driver. A typical STN display has 240 rows and applies an electrical potential

difference of S + D = 20 V . Importantly the addressing scheme must include a

DC balance in the waveform to avoid the electrical breakdown of the LC resulting

in image sticking [21].

2.3.5 Active Matrix Addressing

Thin-film transistors (TFTs) enable LCDs to be active matrix (AM) addressed,

which enables much higher levels of multiplexing than PM addressing. For ex-
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Figure 2.11: An example of passive matrix (PM) multiplexing, where D and

S represent the applied potential difference to the row and column electrodes

respectively.

ample, PM addressing was limited to N = 240, while a 4k UHD TV (ultra

high definition television) with AM addressing has N = 2160. A TFT is placed

behind each (sub)-pixel of a display, and applies a charge to switch the LC to

any of 256 grey levels. The TFT is a field effect transistor (FET) formed from

metal-insulator-semiconductor layers. They are deposited on pre-patterned gate

electrodes, doped with hydrogen, and then source and drain electrodes are pat-

terned on top of the TFT.

A negative voltage applied between the gate and the drain (−VGD) results

in the semiconductor becoming depleted of electrodes. This prevents a current

flow between the source and drain electrodes. If a positive voltage is applied to

the gate (VGD), electrons are allowed to accumulate and so enabling current flow

between the source and the drain (ISD). If the drain is positive, current flows

from the source to the drain, while if the drain is negative, current flows from the

drain to the source.
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Figure 2.12: A schematic diagram of active matrix (AM) addressing thin-film

transistors (TFTs). a): The main componesnts of the TFT consist of gate,

source and drain electrodes, an insulating layer and an a-Si semiconductor. b):

Applying −VGD depletes the semiconductor of electrons and so depletes current

flow, so VSD = 0. c): Applying +VGD allows electrons to accumulate and allowing

current flow from the source to the drain (ISD).
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The TFT plate has row and column bus lines that allow the TFT to be ad-

dressed. The rows are connected to the gate, and the columns to the source. The

ITO pixel electrodes are connected to the drain. A TFT matrix is addressed line

by line much like for PM. The gate electrodes are opened with +15 VGD to to

switch them on, or OFF with a −5 VGD. Simultaneously, data voltages are ap-

plied to the source and so charging any ON rows to an appropriate voltage. Once

charged, the gate is closed with −5 VGD before scanning the next row. The total

time to address the display is τN , where τ is the response time. The polarity

of the data signal is reversed between frames to minimise the amount of direct

current the LC is exposed to.

Typical panels operate at 60 Hz, and so considering the 4k display with 2160

rows, each pixel must not fully discharge before the next 16.7 ms frame time,

resulting in [117]:

τOFF > 200τN , (2.65)

assuming an exponential decay of the charge. Similarly, the pixel must be charged

to a sufficiently high level in the addressing time [117]:

τON > 0.1τ . (2.66)

The decay time of the voltage across a pixel is related to the leakage current

of the transistor and also the conductivity of the the LC. If the conductivity of

the LC is too high, the pixel will discharge too quickly, and is quantified by the

voltage holding ratio (VHR) which represents the time it takes for the voltage

across the pixel to decay by 50 % [118]:

V HR =

√
RONCp

2τN

[
1− exp

(
− 2τN

RONCp

)]
, (2.67)

where RON is the resistance, Cp is the pixel capacitance, N is the number of rows

to be addressed, and τN is the frame rate. Ionic impurities are minimised in

LCs designed for use in AM addressing to maximise VHR and so ensuring a high
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contrast display.

2.4 Ferroelectric Liquid Crystals in Electro-Optic

Devices

2.4.1 The Surface Stabilised Ferroelectric Liquid Crystal

Display

The surface-stabilised FLC (SSFLC) geometry for FLC containment was first in-

vented by Clark and Lagerwall in 1980 [28], using planar alignment and shearing

the substrates to control the n-director (n) and smectic layer normal (k) to lie

perpendicular to the substrate normal. A schematic diagram of the SSFLC de-

vice geometry if given in Figure 2.13. The helical twist through the device was

suppressed through ensuring that the total natural twist with no boundaries does

not exceed 90◦, resulting in Equation 2.45.

This bistable device switches between dark and bright states, known as the

Clark-Lagerwall effect where both configurations are equal in energy [28]. The

PS lies perpendicular to n and latches to E provided by plate electrodes. The

director will switch to lie in one of two bistable states depending on the sign of the

field polarity, which are separated by twice the cone angle of the SmC* material.

θC is typically designed to be 22.5◦ so that the device switches between bright

and dark states when oriented between crossed polarisers. To ensure a state of

maximum transmission of white light is obtained, d must satisfy a multiple of the

half-wave plate condition [102]:

∆nd = (m+
1

2
)λ ; m = 1, 2, 3 . . . , (2.68)

where ∆n is the birefringence of the SmC* and λ the wavelength of incident light

(green is commonly used at 550 nm). The intensity of the transmitted light is
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Figure 2.13: A schematic diagram of the SSFLC device geometry. a),b): 3D

sketches of the two bistable states, which are switched between by supplying a

sufficiently large electric field (E) across the ITO substrates, where the sponta-

neous polarization (Ps) aligns with the direction of the field, and so rotating the

c-director (c), 180◦ around the cone angle (θc). Crossed polarisers are aligned

such that the two states are either bright or dark. c),d): 2D sketches of the same

geometry, emphasising the orientation of c and Ps w.r.t. E. e): A sketch of the

FLC mesogen contained to the smectic C* cone, where a is the layer normal and

n the director, and θc can exist at any point on the boundary of the cone.
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given by:

I = I0 sin2(2α)

(
π∆nd

λ

)
(2.69)

where α is the angle between the optic axis and input polarisation and I0 is the

intensity of the incident light. Optical response times for the Clark-Lagerwall

effect in the SSFLC are given by:

τON
(FLC) ' τOFF

(FLC) ∝ γφ(T )

PSE
, (2.70)

where τON and τOFF are the ON and OFF times for the FLC respectively, and

γφ(T ) is the rotational viscosity which is temperature dependent. This is much

faster than for a NLC, which generally has a response time of:

τON
(N) ∝ γ1

ε0∆εE2 −
(
π
d

)2
K

, τOFF
(N) ∝ d2γ1

π2K
, (2.71)

where γ1 is the rotational viscosity for a NLC and K is a one-constant approxima-

tion of the splay, twist and bend elastic constants. Note that the NLC response

time depends on 1
E2 and the decay time does not depend on E at all, whereas

for the FLC both ON and OFF times are related to ∝ 1
E

. These factors result

in response times of FLCs that are hundreds of times faster than those found in

NLCs, and so kick-started research into FLCs as “the technology of the future”

throughout the 1980’s and 1990’s [45].

Two driving voltages are used to switch between the bistable states of the

SSFLC. A D.C. voltage is applied for purely a fast electro-optic response, such

as is required for shutters, where the material has a large Ps. This is used for

FLCs on silicon (FLCoS) in spatial light modulators (SLMs) with active ma-

trix addressing for a variety of technologies including head-mounted displays and

micro-projectors [46, 48, 50, 51]. The second method is the application of pulses

to cause n to remain above the “mid-point” until the pulse is removed and so
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allowing n to relax back to the opposite state [69].

For a high Ps material, there is a linear decrease in τON with increasing V .

For low Ps materials, the dielectric anisotropy will begin to play a role. The

behaviour is similar until at high voltages where the quadratic coupling begins

to effect the response time, whereby there is an increase in τON [119]. This is the

premise for the τVmin mode utilising passive matrix addressing and short dura-

tion pulses [120, 121].

2.4.1.1 Operating Modes Beyond the Surface Stabilised Ferroelectric

Liquid Crystal Display

The SSFLC introduced surface stabilisation as a means to remove the helix from

the FLC whilst maintaining the Ps [28]. Such an effect can also be obtained by

creating a large helical twist, R0 >> d. There are also modes that are designed

to keep the helix intact during electro-optic addressing. Overall, multiple electro-

optic modes have been presented for creating devices based on FLCs to create

both fast-switching displays and devices [122]. These modes are not limited to

utilise PM addressing and bistability as for the SSFLC. These modes have been

designed to take advantage of AM addressing, allowing them to be monostable.

2.4.2 Deformed Helix Mode

In the planar geometry of the deformed helix FLC (DHFLC), d is is much larger

than R0 (d >> R0) and so the SmC* remains helical within the device [123]. A

schematic is shown in Figure 2.14. The incident light must also have λ > R0 to

avoid diffractive effects, and so the pitch is controlled to be R0 ∼ 0.1 − 0.3 µm.

The birefringence is controlled by electrically deforming the helix, and so con-

trollably varying the effective birefringence up to the point where the helix is

unwound. This is governed by:

Eu =
π2

16

q2K22

Ps
, (2.72)
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Figure 2.14: A schematic of the deformed helix FLC (DHFLC) geometry, in a):

the OFF, and b): ON states, which are dark and bright respectively.

where Eu is the electric field required to unwind the helix and q = 2π
R0

(the helix

wave vector) [52, 124]. The response times in low fields (E/Eu) are independent

of Ps and R0:

τ =
γφ

Kq0
2
, (2.73)

and shows fast (∼ 10 µs) and reversible switching for small electric fields, while

ensuring E < Eu to avoid hysteresis [125, 126]. The optical transmission is given

by:

I = sin2

[
2(ϕP − ϕR(x)) sin2

(
π∆neffd

λ

)]
, (2.74)

where ϕP is the angle of the polariser relative to the helix axis, and ϕR is the

angle of projection of the helix axis in the x, y-plane. Maximum transmission

is obtained for ϕP = 0, ϕR = π/4, and ∆nd = λ/2. Benefits over the SSFLC

include high operational speeds at low driving voltages, less sensitive to surface

treatment and cell gap variations, and natural grey-scale through control of ∆n

by varying E [126]. It should be noted that the OFF state is not completely dark

due to the chirality of the FLC, and must be addressed to switch between dark
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and bright states [126].

2.4.3 Electrically Suppressed Helix Mode

The electrically suppressed helix FLC (ESHFLC) mode shows similar character-

istics as the DHFLC shown in Figure 2.14 below a threshold voltage V ≤ Vc

[127, 128]. Above this voltage, the helix becomes completely suppressed [128].

The ESHFLC mode then has the same response time behaviour observed for the

SSFLC. It differs in its initial conditions without an applied field where it has

a helix rather than surface stabilisation. The lack of surface stabilised state is

thought to be a key factor in the ESHFLC mode displaying good alignment for

a FLC, with high contrast ratios and fast switching speeds at low voltages [129].

To achieve this alignment, the helical elastic energy must be equal to, and not

less than, the normalised anchoring energy of the alignment [129]:

K22q
2 ≥ 2W 0

Q

d
, (2.75)

where W 0
Q is an anchoring energy coefficient. Good shock stability is observed

for the ESHFLC mode. The optical contrast is restored completely within 10s

following a shock, and no defects are seen in the optical texture following this and

electrical addressing [129, 130]. It should be noted that the electric field must be

continuously applied, as the OFF state has two domains separated by twice the

FLC cone angle [130].

2.4.4 Vertically Aligned Deformed Helix Mode

The DHFLC geometry can’t be used for phase-only modulation in SLMs. This

is because it is the orientation of the optic axes moving which creates polarisa-

tion state changes of the incident light [131]. Electro-optic switching using the

orientational Kerr effect can be used to overcome this, which was used in polymer-

stabilised blue phase LCs (PSBPLCs) [132]. The Kerr effect is an electro-optic
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Figure 2.15: A schematic of the vertically aligned deformed helix FLC (VAD-

HFLC) geometry, in a): OFF, and b): ON states, which are dark and bright

respectively.

effect generated in liquids:

∆n = λKKerrE
2 (2.76)

where KKerr is the Kerr constant [132]. This effect can be utilised in vertical

aligned (VA) FLCs with a low R0, such as used for the DHFLC [133–135]. A

schematic diagram of the vertically aligned DHFLCs (VADHFLCs) mode is shown

in Figure 2.15. Here R0 is parallel to the substrate normal. Fields can be applied

to a VADHFLC mode using interdigitated electrodes (IDEs) to provide in-plane

switching (IPS) fields to achieve a rotatable wave plate [131, 134, 136]. The in-

plane component of the optic axis is approximately linear, unlike the refractive

indices which are proportional to E2 caused by electrically induced distortions to

the helical twist of the FLC [131, 136, 137]. The orientational Kerr effect only

arises at low applied electric fields (E < Eu). At fields near to and above those

unwinding the helix (Eu) there are deviations to the E2 dependence, which begins

to elliptically polarise the transmitted light [122].
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This geometry shows fast electro-optic switching and is hysteresis-free. It is

hindered by limitations set by the maximum driving voltage and the non-uniform

fields from IDEs causing defects to form above the electrodes following operation.

This limits the electrode spacing that can be used for the IDEs as uniform fields

are a requirement for this mode, which can result in the formation of focal conic

defects [138]. The use of double IDEs (one on each substrate) has been suggested

as a way to improve the field uniformity, although has not been demonstrated

[122].

2.4.5 Diffractive Applications

With regards to non-display applications, the helical pitch of FLCs can be utilised

to provide diffractive profiles [139]. Their natural diffraction efficiency is poor,

but can be modified by adding, for example, carbon nano-tubes [140]. In addition

the FLC director can be guided in a periodic distribution of polymer networks,

controlling the diffraction profile with in-plane electric fields [141]. The ESHFLC

mode has also been utilised with photoalignment techniques to create periodic

alignment domains which are switched between dark and diffracting states [142].

There have been more complex geometries shown such as Fresnel lenses and a

Pancharatnam-Berry lens which show fast switching speeds and high optical con-

trast [56, 143, 144].

2.5 Summary - Chapter 2

This Chapter has introduced the main properties of liquid crystals for use in

electro-optic displays and devices. Nematic and smectic phases have been dis-

cussed in terms of their molecular order, as well as the origin of ferroelectricity

resulting in a spontaneous polarisation in chiral smectic C materials. The im-

portant physical properties of both N and SmC are described, including their

alignment, refractive indices, elastic constants, free energy and permittivities.

The main differences between active and passive matrix addressing has also been
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described, the former being responsible for the success of the LCD by enabling

highly adaptable operating modes. The important polarisation optics are dis-

cussed that will be used for building prototype VGA-FLC devices in Chapter

4. Finally the PM addressed SSFLC is described, and the new FLC modes that

have been explored enabled by PM addressing, including vertical alignment of

the smectic layers and non-display applications. The aforementioned methods

for utilising FLCs in electro-optic devices show a variety of advantages and dis-

advantages, while highlighting the wide range of techniques that can be used to

satisfy particular requirements for certain applications. Importantly, there are

two significant decisions made when designing the containment for a FLC: align-

ment and desired director field. These are further discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Methods

3.1 Introduction

The experimental methods used and developed throughout this work are de-

scribed in this Chapter. The standard processes and techniques used to create mi-

crostructures and temporary stencils for creating photomasks using photolithog-

raphy will be introduced. The equipment and techniques to do so were new to

the group and so were first set up and parameterise for fabricating tailored LC

devices. The suggested standard operating procedures based on this preliminary

work are presented to provide general working processes for creating standard de-

vices. Following this, specific modifications to these processes were implemented

for creating (sub)-micron sized liquid crystal containments and for fabricating

complex patterned electrodes. The analytical techniques used to determine the

profiles of these structures are detailed, including surface profilometry and scan-

ning electron microscopy (SEM). Techniques are described for replicating these

microstructures, and how to surface treatment is used to give controlled align-

ment to LCs when incorporated into LC cells. Finally the analytical techniques

used to analyse liquid crystals in prototype geometries is introduced, including

polarising optical microscopy (POM), electrical addressing and measurements of

transmission, response times and FLC spontaneous polarisation of SCE13*.
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3.2 Photolithography: The Basics

3.2.1 An Introduction to Photolithography

Lithography, derived from the Greek words for “stone” and “write”, was a process

invented in 1796 in which a carved stone was inked and treated with chemicals to

transfer an image onto paper [145]. Photomasking and the chemical processing

of printed circuit boards in 1943 was the first example of “photolithography”.

This eventually lead to the first commercial integrated circuit in 1961 processed

using photoetching. These devices are found almost everywhere today, and im-

portantly in many electro-optic displays and electric devices. The performance

of photolithography is importantly determined by its resolution and minimum

feature size that can be fabricated, and production throughput or efficiency (the

number of wafers that can be made per hour). The photolithography process re-

quires a set of steps, which vary depending on the method of exposure and type

of photoresist being used. A summary of these steps is provided in Figure 3.1.

3.2.2 Photoresists

Photoresists are composed of three main components: a polymer, a sensitiser,

and a solvent. The solvent allows the polymer to be deposited on the wafer

through spin coating, the polymer changes structure when exposed to UV radia-

tion, and the sensitiser controls the rate of the chemical reaction or polymerisation

[145]. There are two types of photoresist: positive and negative tone. In posi-

tive tone, UV radiation causes the polymer to rupture, weakening it, resulting in

the exposed resist to increase in solubility to its developing solution. Oppositely,

negative tone resists strengthen by the polymer chains chemically cross-linking

when exposed to UV radiation. This significantly reduces the exposed areas of

the negative-tone resist solubility to its developer. The sensitizer is designed to

“bleach” to the incoming UV, rendering it transparent to that wavelength which

allows the use of thick films as the incident radiation will permeate through the

resist to the substrate. The choice of resist is determined by the requirements

of the desired application, and depends on factors including desired resolution,
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Figure 3.1: A schematic diagram of the photolithography process. a): A cleaned

wafer is placed on the spin coater vacuum chuck, and a vacuum is applied to

hold it firmly in place. b): A photoresist is added to the wafer. c): The vacuum

chuck spins at a chosen speed to create a uniform film thickness of photoresist.

d): The wafer is soft baked to remove residual solvent from the photoresist. e):

The wafer is exposed to patterned UV light, here shown with a photomask using

a mask aligner. Alternatively, direct write lithography can be used. f): The

wafer is post exposure baked to complete or halt the chemical reaction initiated

by the UV exposure. g): The wafer is developed using a solvent, which removes

the unpolymerised photoresist. h): If a positive tone photoresist is used, the

exposed regions are removed. i): If a negative tone photoresist is used, the

unexposed regions are removed. j): The wafer is hard baked to solidify the

remaining patterned photoresist so that it can be used in further processing.
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ease of processing, speed, and cost. In general, negative resists are best suited for

permanent features such as high resolution shapes and patterns, while positive

tone resists are softer and prove more appropriate as a temporary stencil such

as is required for electrode etching. In addition, positive tone resists are better

suited for use in hard contact mode with a mask aligner as it is more solid before

exposure than negative tone resists. Both are used throughout the fabrication

stages of this work.

3.2.3 Wafer Cleaning and Clean Rooms

Wafers must be devoid of both chemical and particulate contaminants before

processing by removing solvent stains and dust. Stains lead to adverse effects

during evaporation processes, while particulates can cause undesirable masking

effects and damage. First, wafers are cleaned thoroughly by placing them in

the following solvents one after the other in an ultrasonic water bath each for

30 mins: soapy water (a 1 : 10 ratio of Decon-90 surfactant to deionized (DI)

water), DI water, acetone, methanol and isopropanol. Wafers are dried above

100 ◦C to evaporate excess water before processing, and residual organic residues

are removed from the substrate surface using an UV-Ozone cleaner. This is all

performed in a clean room to prevent further contamination during processing.

There is a clean room classification system for determining its cleanliness. For

example a Class 1 clean room does not exceed one 0.5 µm particle per cubic

foot of air, while a Class 100 clean room allows 100x 0.5 µm particles per cubic

foot. The clean rooms used throughout this project are approximately a Class

10,000-100,000, where there are > 10, 000x 0.5 µm and > 70 5 µm particles per

cubic foot. Ultimately the class of the clean room determines the smallest feature

size that can be fabricated reliably . In addition, the room was lit with amber

light to avoid degradation of the photoresist while preparing the wafers. Where

possible, the clean room environment should be controlled for:

• airborne particulates,

• temperature,
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• air pressure,

• humidity,

• vibration,

• lighting.

Of these environmental controls, only the lighting and the temperature during

photopatterning have been controlled, whilst particulates and vibrations have

been minimised where possible.

3.2.4 Spin Coating

Photoresists can be deposited on a clean wafer in a variety of ways, including,

but not limited to spin coating, spray coating and dip coating [145]. Spin coat-

ing was chosen due to working for a variety of wafer sizes and materials, while

easily allowing variations to the photoresist thickness by varying the spin speed.

The wafer is placed onto the vacuum chuck of the spin coater, which holds it in

place. The photoresist is then dispensed directly onto the wafer. The wafer is

then spun at a low speed (around 500 rpm) for a few seconds to help dispense

the photopolymer, and then controllably ramped up to the desired spin speed

(typically 3000 − 4000 rpm) for up to 60 s to obtain the correct film thickness.

The thickness of the photoresist film (hfilm) following spin coating is determined

by [146, 147]:

hfilm ∝
Cβηγ(T )

ωα
, (3.1)

where C is the polymer concentration (measured in g/100 −mL of solution), η

the viscosity, and ω the rotation speed (measured in rotations per minute), with

α, β and γ exponential factors specific to the photoresist. Therefore hfilm can

be controlled by changing the concentration of solvent or the spin speed, but can

also be influenced by the room temperature, as η is temperature dependent. A
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build up of photoresist may occur at the edges of the wafer, and should be re-

moved to maintain a uniform film thickness over the sample. This is of particular

importance if using a photomask to ensure good contact with the wafer and so

maximising the resolution and aspect ratio of features. The photoresist is re-

moved from the fridge and allowed to reach room temperature before processing

to allow it to degas to limit air bubble formation on deposition onto the wafer,

and avoiding temperature gradients and so variations to Equation 3.1. Figures

3.1a-c show a schematic diagram of the spin coating process. The spin coater

used was a model WS-650-MZ from Laurell Tech. Corp..

3.2.5 Soft Bake

Following spin coating the photoresist still contains some residual solvent (up to

15 %) and built-up stresses [145]. These are removed by baking the wafers on a

hot plate or in an oven, and the optimum process varies depending on the type

of resist and its thickness. The SB is always performed before the exposure.

3.2.6 Exposure: Pattering Photoresists

The wafers are exposed to UV light to pattern the photoresist. Two techniques

are utilised: maskless, and with a photomask.

3.2.6.1 Direct Write Lithography (DWL)

One aim of this project is to create variable and tunable containments for liquid

crystals. This is not always practical using a photomask as they are time con-

suming and expensive to create, can only be used to replicate features already in

the design, and negative resists tend to be liquid during exposure and unsuitable

for hard contact photolithography. Therefore direct write lithography, a form of

maskless lithography, was used for prototyping [148, 149]. For this, a MicroWriter

ML2 DWL machine (Durham Magneto Optics Ltd.) is used (referred to as the
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Figure 3.2: The Direct Write Lithography machine (referred to as the DWL). The

lasers are contained within the box. The DWL is currently open, as to expose the

vacuum chuck. When the lid is closed, the chuck repositions into the protective

casing.
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DWL) [150]. This is shown in Figure 3.2. This has the choice of two exposure

wavelengths of different resolutions:

• i-line radiation (λ = 365 nm), 2 µm diameter laser,

• h-line radiation (λ = 405 nm), 0.6, 1 and 5 µm diameter lasers.

The DWL uses an x, y-raster of the substrate chuck to selectively expose the

wafer with a desired pattern, in replacement of the photomask. The wafer is

held firmly in place with a vacuum. These methods allow sub-micron printing

accuracy (100 nm minimum addressable grid), although the actual resolution is

limited by the diameter of the laser and the sensitivity of the photoresist. There

is no variation of the chuck in the z-direction (up and down), and so this is a 2D

printing process and it is not trivial to make complex 3D structures. For exam-

ple, the height of the structure is determined by the thickness of the photoresist,

while the shape at the top and bottom surfaces can be anything, from a circle

creating a cylinder, to a complex series of channels for microfluidics where the

channel depth remains constant. Chapter 5 looks towards pushing the DWL to

its limits to create simple 3D surface-relief gratings.

3.2.6.2 Mask Aligner

A limitation of the DWL is that a design must be written line-by-line, and so the

larger the design, the longer the duration of exposure takes. For example, writing

a 4×4 array of interdigitated electrodes (an area of 8×8 cm−2) takes upwards of

20 hrs. Using a mask aligner and a photomask with the desired design would take

seconds. The lamp is designed to provide a controlled UV intensity, directionality

and uniformity over the wafer area, creating a transfer of the photomask image in

a photoresist. Photomasks can be made using the DWL. A diagram of the mask

aligner (Model 200, OAI) is given in Figure 3.3. The mercury lamp produces

i-line radiation (λ = 365 nm). The mask is mounted to the mask holder, and

the wafer to the wafer chuck, and both are secured using a vacuum. The wafer

is aligned with the photomask using the mounted microscope (if required), and

then brought into hard contact with the mask where an additional vacuum holds
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Figure 3.3: A labelled photograph of the mask aligner. The mask and wafer are

loaded, aligned with the mounted microscope, and then positioned under the UV

lamp.
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the two together. The wafer is then exposed to UV radiation. The power of the

mercury lamp is 200 W , resulting in an intensity of 40 Wcm−2 over a 5 in wafer.

3.2.7 Post-Exposure Bake

A post-exposure bake (PEB), completes or halts the reaction initiated by ex-

posure to UV radiation, and is usually only required for negative-tone resists.

This process acts to increase the rate of the chemical reactions initiated during

exposure by baking at an increased temperature. The chemical process of this

procedure is described in Section 3.3.1 for the negative tone photoresist SU-8.

3.2.8 Development

Following exposure and the PEB, there are now regions of exposed and unexposed

photoresist on the wafer. The wafer is developed by immersion or spraying with a

solvent that dissolves the unpolymerised photoresist, leaving behind the pattern

transferred by the UV light. This is an example of wet development. The chosen

solvent develops based on variations of molecular weight (due to cross-linking

and polymerisation), reactivity changes, and changes is polarity [151]. The time

period that the wafer is submerged in the solvent and the temperature of the sol-

vent are important to control. Too short, and residual photoresist will remain on

the wafer where not wanted, and too long may result in the polymerised regions

swelling and delaminate, or even itself dissolve.

3.2.9 Hard Baking

Following development, the process is almost complete, and the desired structure

should remain on the wafer. Before further processing, the wafer must be hard

baked to anneal the remaining photoresist film to adhere it to the substrate, due

to weakening through the solvent swelling or penetrating the resist. It also hard-

ens the film so that it becomes more resistant to solvents in future processing.
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The hard bake may induce some flow or melt which can change the wall angles of

the structures, and makes the resist more difficult to remove from the substrate,

which might not be beneficial. There may also be some shrinkage in the feature

sizes.

3.3 Photolithography: Creating Microstructures

for Liquid Crystal Containment

In this Section, the use of SU-8 as a permanent, negative-tone photoresist is

explored for fabricating microstructure to use for liquid crystal alignment and

containment. The procedures described here have been set up, developed and

optimised as part of this project. The permanent SU-8 structures can be used

directly in a LC cell, or can be replicated and embossed into alternative pho-

topolymers.

3.3.1 SU-8: A Negative-Tone Resist

SU-8 is a high contrast, epoxy based negative-tone photoresist, designed for use

in microelectronic applications which require permanent, thick, chemically and

thermally stable features [152]. It was patented in 1992 by IBM, and commer-

cially available by 1996 [153]. Films of SU-8 have a high optical transmission

above 360 nm of > 95 %, and structures with near-vertical sidewalls can be made

in film thicknesses of 0.5 to 200 µm [154–156]. This makes it ideal for creating

permanent microstructures to be used in electro-optic devices, and for creating

masters for replication purposes.

The SU-8 monomer is bisephenol-A novolak glycidyl ether, of which the chem-

ical structure is shown in Figure 3.4. Each molecule contains 8 epoxy groups, thus

the name. This is dissolved in the organic solvent cyclopentanone. The amount

of solvent can be varied to change the polymer concentration (C), and so the

film thickness (hfilm) on spin coating (see Equation 3.1). This is combined with
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the photo-acid generator triarylsulfonium hexafluoroantimonate salt (the sensi-

tiser), which is an onium salt [152]. Onium salts generate strong Lewis acids

when exposed to UV radiation. Lewis acids contain empty orbitals capable of

accepting electron pairs which catalyse the polymerisation of the SU-8 monomers

during the PEB [154]. Here, the photo-acid breaks the epoxy group rings and

enables significant cross-linking, resulting in an insoluble polymer network [157].

The chemical reaction is shown in Figure 3.5 [158]. The PEB controls the rate

of photo-acid diffusion and ensures it does not diffuse into unexposed regions,

enabling high resolution structures with vertical side-walls in the photoresist.

SU-8 2025 (MicroChem) is used throughout this project, which contains 68.55 %

solids, or a density of 1.219 gmol−1, and creates a 28.1± 0.5 µm thick film when

spin coated at 3000 rpm [156]. It can be diluted using cyclopentanone, which

decreases the concentration of SU-8 monomer solids. Section 3.4.3 presents the

experimental results for SU-8 processing.

3.3.2 OmniCoat: An Adhesion Promoter

Before spin coating SU-8, it is usually beneficial to apply an adhesion promoter,

especially for thinner films (< 10 µm) or small structures (< 10× 10 µm2). This

is because of photoresists not adhering strongly to silicon or glass wafers due to

preferentially forming hydrogen bonds with water molecules absorbed from the

air to the wafer surface [145]. To prevent this, the wafer surface is primed with an

adhesion promoter, which changes the surface chemistry to repel water and form

better resist adhesion. OmniCoat (MicroChem LTD.) is specifically designed to

strongly adhere to SU-8 [159]. Omnicoat is composed of a proprietary polymer

and surfactant (< 2%) in the solvents cyclopentanone and propylene glycol methyl

ether. It is applied immediately after the wafer has been cleaned in the UV-Ozone

machine via the following process:

• Add 1 mL OmniCoat per inch of wafer,

• Spin coat at 500 rpm for 5 s with an acceleration of 100 rpm/s, and ramp

to 3000 rpm for 40 s with an acceleration of 255 rpm/s,
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Figure 3.4: The chemical structures of the components of SU-8 2025. a): The SU-

8 monomer, bisephenol-A novolak glycidyl ether. b): The photo-acid generator,

triarylsulfonium hexafluoroantimonate salts. c): The organic solvent, cyclopen-

tanone.
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Figure 3.5: The SU-8 monomer polymerisation reaction which occurs at the epoxy

groups.

• Bake at 150 ◦C for 2 mins,

• Allow to cool to room temperature before applying SU-8.

This results in an ∼ 17 nm thick film, which was sufficient for the fabrication of

structures in this study [159, 160]. Additional layers can be added by repeating

the process to further increase the adhesion if required.

3.3.3 SU-8 Processing Optimisation

SU-8 is processed using the following programme, modified from the recom-

mended processes through experimental results. These parameters work well

for films ≥ 10 µm.

• Spin Coat:

– Dilute SU-8 2025 to the desired concentration using cyclopentanone

(by mass, using Figure 3.7), shake well, and leave overnight to de-gas,

– Dispense ∼ 1 mL per inch of wafer,
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– 10 s at 500 rpm with an acceleration of 100 rpm/s,

– 40 s at 3000 rpm with an acceleration of 255 rpm/s.

• SB: 1− 4 mins at 95 ◦C.

• Exposure: 500− 1400 mJcm−2,

– Note: This is highly dependent on both film thickness, feature size

and feature complexity. In general, the thicker the film, the larger

the required dose. A dose of 1200 mJcm−2 will usually produce ac-

ceptable features over the thickness range of SU-8 2025. A dose test

should always be performed when creating a new design at a particular

thickness.

• PEB: 1− 5 mins at 95 ◦C.

• Development:

– Solvent: propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate;

– Pipette ∼ 1 mL of solvent per cm(−2) of wafer while spinning on spin

coater at 500 rpm over a period of ∼ 1 min, or until clearly developed;

– Remove from spinner, and rinse again in developing solvent for ∼ 10 s,

and then IPA for ∼ 10 s.

• Hard Bake: 180 ◦C for 1− 2 hrs.

3.3.4 SU-8 Processing Optimisation for “Thin” (< 10 µm)

Films

The SU-8 photoresist and its recommended processing guidelines are designed to

create features with vertical side-walls, and works well for structures with heights

and feature sizes of > 10 µm. However, as the film thickness of SU-8 is re-

duced by diluting with the cyclopentanone solvent, the structures begin to crack

and delaminate due to residual stresses induced during the post-exposure bake

(PEB) [157, 161–163]. This was not observed for films with heights > 10 µm.

This is due to the generation of both intrinsic and extrinsic stresses. Intrinsic
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stresses arise during crosslinking in the PEB, and also during solvent evapora-

tion and structure shrinking due to polymerisation, while extrinsic stresses arise

from temperature changes and differences in the coefficients of thermal expan-

sion between the photoresist and substrate [157]. These stresses are exacerbated

in “thin” films, but can be reduced with adjustment to the processing procedures.

To reduce the intrinsic stresses, a higher volume of solvent should be retained

during UV exposure, allowing a higher mobility of SU-8 monomers and generated

photo-acid diffusion. This allows polymerisation to occur at lower temperatures,

and so enabling a reduction in the PEB temperature [164]. This reduces the

extrinsic stresses, resulting in crack-free structures. The following changes in

processing are therefore implemented for “thin” films of SU-8 (< 4 µm), and

modifications made for films (> 4 µm) based on experimental results:

• Soft Bake (SB)

– Films > 10 µm: T = 95 ◦C for 1 min,

– Films > 4 µm: T = 65 ◦C for 5 mins,

– “Thin” Films (< 4 µm): T = 30 ◦C for 30 mins (acting as an “ambi-

ent” temperature evaporation),

• Post Exposure Bake (PEB)

– Films > 10 µm: T = 95 ◦C for 1− 2 mins,

– Films > 4 µm: T = 65 ◦C for 30 mins,

– “Thin” Films (< 4 µm): T = 50 ◦C for 30 mins.

Features as thin as 0.5 µm can be achieved using the aforementioned methods.

The methods for films > 4 µm are used over those for films > 10 µm for these

dilutions of SU-8 to avoid variations occurring due to the differing techniques.

There are no changes required for the spin coating and development steps, which

remain as described in Section 3.3.3. The exposure dose does change however,

and this varies depending on the film thickness and quality of structures required.

Good structure quality can still usually be obtained for doses at ∼ 1200 mJcm−2.
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The optimum dose varies depending on the desired feature size and edge qual-

ity. Chapter 5 shows how variations in the exposure dose and higher solvent

levels during processing are key for fabricating a variety of varying amplitude,

sinusoidal-like surface-relief gratings.

3.4 Characterisation of Microstructures

The microstructures were characterised for their height, side-wall verticality and

overall profile using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and surface profilome-

try. These techniques are outlined here.

3.4.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

SEM was performed using a tabletop microscope, TM3030Plus Series (Hitachi

High-Technologies Corp.). SEM has an advantage over surface profilometry as it

can image vertical side-walls. It also has an advantage over optical microscopy for

imaging SU-8 structures as they can be magnified to a larger size due to greater

focal depth, and provides a stereoscopic image (enhances the perceived depth).

Importantly the SU-8 photoresist becomes easier to distinguish from the ITO

glass substrate, as both appear optically transparent in the visible wavelengths.

SEM scans a sample with an electron beam in a vacuum which interacts

with the surface chemistry. Secondary electrons (SE) and backscattered electrons

(BSE) are generated through these interactions, which are detected to produce

an image. SEs are reflected near the surface of the sample, and reflect the topo-

graphical structure. BSEs are reflected by the atoms within the sample, and so

their image represents the compositional distribution of the sample surface. SEs

were used for imaging the SU-8 microstructures.

Sample preparation for using in SEM was the main limitation for imaging mi-

crostructures fabricated in SU-8. First only x, y-rotation using the SEM stage was
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available, with no z-rotation. Therefore samples were mounted at a known angle

to measure the structure height. Additionally, structures are generally positioned

at the centre of the wafer as this is the most uniform region of the photoresist.

The wafers must therefore be cut or snapped to a smaller size to fit into the SEM

sample holder. This can damage and delaminate the structures. This results in

the specific structures being unusable once they have been imaged using SEM.

Good images could be taken of the SU-8 structures without spluttering a con-

ducting layer of gold.

Figure 3.6 highlights the benefits and limitations of using SEM to analyse SU-8

microstructures. A design of 60×60 µm2 squares with various sized holes (Figure

3.6c has a 40 × 40 µm2 hole, for example) were written into a undiluted SU-8

2025 (a 100 % mixture), processed as described in Section 3.3.4 on an ITO glass

substrate. SEM images were taken using the SE technique. Figures 3.6 a) and

b) were taken with an angled wafer, while Figure 3.6 c) was taken normal to the

wafer. The images show structures with vertical side walls, and slightly rounded

edges and corners. These qualities stay true for thinner film thickness, although

resolving the side walls becomes difficult for films < 4 µm. Figure 3.7 includes

film thicknesses measured using this technique. Using a reduced SB and PEB

temperature produced thicker structures than expected through standard pro-

cessing [157].

3.4.2 Surface Profilometry

SEM provides good images for visualising the microstructures made with pho-

tolithography, although is limited in its ability to quickly and non-destructively

measure their feature sizes. A good alternative is surface profilometry. This

technique uses a cantilever-like stylus in contact with the wafer to build up an

image. It is capable of measuring step heights of < 10 nm (maximum of 1 mm)

[165]. The equipment is located in a clean room, and so structures that have been

analysed can be reused in cell fabrication.
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Figure 3.6: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of SU-8 cubes, with

varying sized holes, made with the DWL. Design: 60 × 60 µm2 square with

holes. A 40 × 40 µm2 hole is shown in b) and c). Measured feature height:

25.1 ± 0.5 µm. a),b): SEM images taken with the wafer angled in the detector,

∼ 1.5◦, emphasising the vertical side walls. c): SEM image taken normal to the

substrate, showing the rounded edges and flat top. d): Schematic diagram of the

expected structures.
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The machine used was a DektakXT Stylus Profiler (Bruker Corp.). It applies

a force with the stylus of 0.1→ 15 mg and maps the surface of the wafer in one

direction to build up a 3D image of the topography. The stylus can be changed

to have a radius of either 0.2 or 2 µm, which affects the x, y-resolution. This

provides accurate measurements of the heights of the microstructures, but can’t

resolve the vertical sidewalls. Film thicknesses measured with this technique are

presented in Figure 3.7.

3.4.3 SU-8 Film Thickness Measurements

Figure 3.7 shows how the film thickness of SU-8 2025 varies with the dilution of

cyclopentanone, keeping the spin speed constant at 3000 rpm. ITO glass was used

as the substrate. A fit of Equation 3.1 to the expected film thickness is shown in

Figure 3.7b. This can be used to predict the optimum dilution to obtain a spe-

cific film thickness. The experimental data fits closely at thicknesses > 4 µm, but

begins to deviate at lower thicknesses (outside of the experimental error). This is

due to the temperature during spin coating is not controlled, leading to variations

in the viscosity of the photoresist (a temperature dependent variable in Equation

3.1). The temperatures of the SB and PEB are also lowered for fabricating “thin”

films to increase adhesion and reduce cracking, which results in thicker films [157].

3.5 Replication of Microstructures

Master microstructures made in SU-8 using the DWL (Section 3.3) were repli-

cated by creating a stamp. These were used to emboss a photopolymer to quickly

replicate the microstructures with a high accuracy and minimal offset. Emboss-

ing can be used to recreate components with nanometer precision, an example

being isotropic optical components such as sub-micrometer surface-relief gratings

[166–168]. A schematic of the embossing process is given in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.7: The measured film thickness of SU-8 2025 spun at 3000 rpm on ITO

glass substrates. Thickness is plotted versus the density of SU-8 monomer solids.

Pure SU-8 2025 has 68.55 % SU-8 monomer solids, or a density of 1.219 gmol−1.

Purple squares: expected film thickness based on the MicroChem data sheet

[156]. Teal triangles: measurements made from scanning electron microscopy

(SEM). Orange circles: measurements made from surface profilometry (Dektak).

Fit: a fit of Equation 3.1 of the form hfilm = ACβ, where here A ∝ η(T )γ

ωα
=

0.018± 0.002, and β = 37.3± 0.9 showing that hfilm follows the expected trend

at high concentrations of SU-8. The films at lower concentrations are thicker

than expected induced by modifications to the SB and PEB to prevent cracking

and delamination (see Section 3.3.4). The experimental errors are the size of or

smaller than the data points.
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Figure 3.8: A schematic diagram of the embossing process. a): A master is

created in SU-8 using the DWL and coated in Teflon to create a non-stick surface.

b): Creating the stamp. A photocurable resin is added on top of the master, and

a PET sheet placed over that. c): The master/resin/PET sample is cured in

UV to solidify the resin. d): The stamp is peeled from the master, resulting

in an inverse of the structures. e): The photopolymer mixture PP2 is placed

on top of the desired substrate (usually patterned ITO) which has been treated

with an adhesion promoter. The stamp is placed on top of this. f): The stamp

is embossed using a pressurised roller that is rotating. This pushes the stamp

into close contact with the substrate, filling the holes in the stamp with PP2.

g): The substrate/PP2/stamp sample is cured in UV to solidify the PP2. h):

The stamp is peeled from the copy and discarded. This process with the flexible

stamp should produce a low or zero offset.
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3.5.1 Stamp Fabrication

The master is first cleaned in UV-Ozone for 5 mins. It is then coated with a

release layer of Teflon AF1601S (DuPont) dissolved in Fluorinert FC-40 (1 : 2

ratio) via spin coating (a ramp to 3000 rpm for 30 s) and baked at 180 ◦C for

1 hr [169]. This prevents the photopolymer mould from sticking, and so increases

the number of times the master can be reused. A resin for creating the mould is

made from 45 % 1,6-Hexanediol diacrylate (HDDA, an acrylic monomer), 15 %

trimethylolpropane triacrylate (TMPTA, also an acrylic monomer), and 40 %

Actilane 420 by mass. 4 % of the photoinitiator Genocure LTM is then added to

this mixture. This resin is deposited onto the SU-8 master (∼ 2 µL per cm−2)

and topped with a 125 µm thick piece of PET film (Melinex 506). This has been

previously cut to the size of the substrate that will be embossed, rinsed in IPA

and blown dry with compressed air to remove particulates, and finally cleaned

in UV-Ozone for 5 mins. The PET/resin/master is cured in a UV light-box for

2 mins to partially set the resin. The PET film is them peeled off and the cure is

finished in the UV-Ozone cleaner for 5 mins. The PET film should be coated in

a layer of patterned resin, which is the inverse of the master. This is the stamp.

The master is rinsed in IPA and Acetone to remove any residual resin, which is

usually found at the edges of the stamp where the resin is too thick to cure.

3.5.2 Embossing into Photopolymer

A substrate (usually ITO glass or a patterned electrode) is cleaned as described

in Section 3.2.3, and exposed to UV-Ozone for 5 mins immediately before use.

An adhesion promoter is added, made from a 5 : 3 mixture of diluted acetic acid

(10 % acid in water) and a mixture of 3-(Trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate in

methanol (1 : 200). A droplet (∼ 2 µL per cm−2) of this adhesion promoter is

pipetted onto the ITO glass substrate and spin coated at 3000 rpm for 60 s. This

is followed by a bake at 130 ◦C for 60 s.

A droplet (∼ 2 µL per cm−2) of the photopolymer PP2 is pipetted onto the

adhesion promoter coated substrate. PP2 is a three-component mixture pho-
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Figure 3.9: The chemical structures of the acrylate monomers used to create the

photopolymer named PP2. a): Sartomer 502, and b): Sartomer 349.

topolymer, created by combining the acrylate monomers Sartomer 508 (57 %

by weight) and Sartomer 349 (38 % by weight) with a the photoinitiator Geno-

cure LTM (5 % by weight) [170]. The chemical structures of these monomers

are shown in Figure 3.9. The composition of PP2 was designed for embossing

applications for electro-optic applications, such that the shrinkage once cured is

controlled to be enough to release it from the mould but not damage the struc-

tures, has a suitable viscosity (70 cP ) for ambient embossing, and is optically

transparent [167, 170]. The refractive indices of PP2 have not been matched to

the LC material, which would avoid diffractive effects occurring [167]. PP2 is

suitable for vapour-phase silane deposition, which is further explained in Section

3.7. SU-8 was not used as it is not designed for use in embossing: it is too viscous,

and the residual solvent levels required would lead to large amounts of shrinking

once cured.

Next the stamp is carefully placed on top of the PP2 coated ITO substrate

(feature side down). Care should be taken if the embossed structure needs to be

aligned with an ITO electrode. This ITO/PP2/stamp sample is then embossed

on an embossing machine. This consists of a metal plate and a pressurised roller.

The plate moves under the roller at a set speed, and the pressurised roller pushes
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the stamp into the PP2 photopolymer, squeezing any excess out from under the

stamp. The roller is formed from a 5 cm diameter steel cylinder with a 5 mm

thick rubber coating of shore hardness 70. The shore hardness defines the re-

sistance of the roller to indentation. The flexible stamp is key to obtaining low

offset. The roller pressure was set at 4 bar, and the plate moved under the roller

at a speed of 6.5 mm s−1. The sample is then partially cured in a UV light-box

for 2 mins (power of 2.5 mWcm−2). The stamp is peeled off to remove it from

the substrate and discarded. The photopolymer is only initially partially cured so

that the stamp can be easily removed, otherwise it may stick and crack. Finally

the cure is finished in UV-Ozone for 5 mins. The embossed microstructures are

then ready for surface treatment if required (see Section 3.7).

Embossing PP2 under these conditions onto IDEs results in an average offset

of 0.22 ± 0.04 µm and a film roughness of 7 ± 1 nm, measured using surface

profilometry (Section 3.4.2). The ITO features are 0.105±0.005 µm tall (Section

3.6.6), resulting in an offset of just 0.11 ± 0.04 µm. The optimised embossing

process should theoretically result in zero offset. This could be obtained by ad-

justment of the roller speed and pressure, the hardness of the roller, and reducing

the viscosity of the photopolymer by heating the roller and plate [171]. Zero offset

is not obtained due to the small size of the ITO substrates (∼ 2×2 cm−2), which

often result in poor adhesion to the stamp. This can be alleviated by increasing

the substrate and stamp size.

3.6 Photolithography: Creating Photomasks and

Fabricating Patterned Electrodes

The design and fabrication of patterned interdigitated electrodes (IDEs) was re-

quired for creating in-plane fields across LC cells. There are four main processes

required to fabricate these in-house. These are: electrode design, mask fabrica-

tion, electrode patterning and acid etching.
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Figure 3.10: A schematic diagram of the IDE design for in-plane electric field.

a): A to scale diagram of the electrode, where the “+” and “−” indicate where

the wires are to be soldered, and the grey square indicates where the active

area with electrode fingers is located. The final electrode area is 1.5 × 1.5 cm2.

b): The individual electrode fingers are 10 µm wide and spaced 20 µm apart.

Each electrode is 5.25 mm long, resulting in an overlap between the positive and

negative terminals of 5× 5 mm2.

3.6.1 IDE Design

A simple IDE design was made for applying in-plane fields across LC cells. Fig-

ure 3.10 shows a schematic of the design. The most important features are the

electrode fingers, which ultimately determine the magnitude of the electric field

over the LC. In order to maximise yield, the electrode fingers were designed to

be 10 µm wide and spaced 20 µm apart, for a pitch of 60 µm, over an active

area of 5 × 5 mm2. The relatively large electrode gap minimises the chance of

the electrodes shorting due to fabrication variables, such as dust particles de-

positing on the wafers during spin coating through to the exposure stages. The

electrodes were made into a 4× 4 array, which was designed to be written with a

5 in photomask, and replicated onto 8× 8 cm2 ITO glass plates. The sizes were

determined by the mask holder on the mask aligner.
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3.6.2 Creating Photomasks with Direct Write Lithogra-

phy

There are two options for obtaining a photomask: purchase from an external

company, or make in-house starting with a mask blank. The IDE design was

chosen to be fabricated in-house by fabricating a photomask with the DWL. It is

recommended to buy a mask if smaller features are required as the clean rooms

are not a high enough grade to reliably create smaller features.

Mask blanks are made from thick soda lime glass (5 × 5 × 0.09 in3), with

one surface coated in reflective chrome and pre-coated with a positive tone pho-

toresist (AZ1518). This resist is similar to Shipley S1813 used in Section 3.6.4,

and has the same processing procedures. Washing off the AZ1518 and replacing

with Shipley S1813 is a cheap alternative to buying additional mask blanks if the

electrode patterning is unsuccessful. Mask blanks come ready to pattern with

UV out the box, and so no SB is required. The DWL was used to write the

electrode design on the mask blanks. The main electrodes were written with the

5 µm, 405 nm laser, and the electrode fingers with the 1 µm, 405 nm laser, with

a global dose of 400 mJcm−2. There is no PEB required for this positive re-

sist. The exposed mask blank is developed by submerging in Microposit MF-319

Developer (a solution of ∼ 2.5 % tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) in

water) for ∼ 40 s, or until the exposed regions have fully developed. The mask

is rinsed in water to stop the reaction [172]. The mask blank should now have

Shipley S1813 patterned electrodes covering the chrome.

3.6.3 Etching Chrome

A solution of deionised water, glycerol and hydrochloric acid (37 % HCl in water)

is prepared at a 1 : 1 : 1 ratio in a fume hood, and placed on a hot plate at

30 ◦C to ensure repeatable etching rates. The patterned mask blank is placed

in the etching solution and allowed to wet, and aluminium foil is brought into

contact with the chrome to catalyse and begin the reaction. Once the reaction

starts (∼ 2 mins), the chrome will etch in a matter of seconds. The mask is
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placed in water to stop the reaction. The mask is then rinsed in acetone to

remove the remaining photoresist, and cleaned thoroughly as per Section 3.2.3.

The photomask is now ready for use with the mask aligner, and can be used to

quickly replicate IDEs. A schematic of the etching process is given in Figure 3.11.

3.6.4 Replicating IDEs using a Mask Aligner

Replicating the IDEs using a photomask follows a similar procedure to creat-

ing the mask. The positive-tone photoresist Shipley S1813 is used to create a

temporary stencil for the acid etch of the ITO layer (see Section 3.2.2) [173].

• ITO glass is cut to 8× 8 cm−2 square wafers, and cleaned following Section

3.2.3. The wafer should be cleaned in the UV-Ozone machine immediately

before continuing processing.

• Shipley S1813 is allowed to equilibrate to room temperature overnight be-

fore spin coating . Dispense ∼ 15 mL on the clean ITO wafer (ITO side

up), loaded into the spin coater. The photoresist is spun with the following

parameters to produce a ∼ 1.2 µm thick film:

– 400 rpm for 10 s at an acceleration of 100 rpm/s,

– 1000 rpm for 10 s at an acceleration of 100 rpm/s,

– 4000 rpm for 60 s at an acceleration of 255 rpm/s.

• SB the wafer at 115 ◦C for 60 s.

• The wafer is loaded into the mask aligner, and brought into hard contact

with the photomask. The wafer is exposed to UV for 9.3 s. The mask is

cleaned immediately after exposure with acetone to remove Shipley, and

IPA to remove drying marks.

• The wafer is developed in Microposit MF-319 Developer (a solution of ∼
2.5 % tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) in water) for ∼ 40 s, or

until the exposed regions have fully developed, and then rinsed in water to

stop the reaction [172]. The wafer is dried with compressed air to avoid
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Figure 3.11: The etching process for ITO glass and a chrome mask blank. a):

A patterned wafer is prepared on an ITO wafer. It is essential to post bake this

before submerging in the acid bath. b): The wafer is submerged in an acid bath,

made of 1 : 1 : 1 solution of water, glycerol and dilute HCl (37 % in water). A

low heat is applied to maintain constant etching rates. An aluminium catalyst

is used for etching chrome. c): The wafer is removed from the acid bath, and

rinsed in water. The resistance of the etched regions is confirmed to be zero

before continuing, otherwise continue etching. d): The photoresist is removed

with acetone. e): A schematic of under-etch, resulting in smaller than expected

features.
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drying marks, which may interfere with the acid etch. Note that a PEB is

not required prior to this development step.

• The wafer is hard baked at 150 ◦C for 15 mins. This prevents delamination

of the electrode fingers whilst etching.

3.6.5 Etching ITO Glass

A schematic of the ITO etching process if given in Figure 3.11. An acid bath is

prepared as per Section 3.6.3. An iron (Fe) catalyst can be used to speed up the

reaction, however this is found to etch the IDEs too quickly producing uneven

width electrodes. Therefore the wafer is submerged in the etching solution for

∼ 75 mins, or until etched sufficiently. Care should be taken not to etch the ITO

too little as this leads to short circuiting. The etch is complete when no resistance

can be measured with an ohmmeter over the etched regions (the wafer must be

removed and dried first). If the ITO is etched for too long, the electrodes become

“under-etched”, whereby the etch begins to strip under the photoresist leading to

thinner than predicted electrodes. There will always be a small amount of under-

etch using wet etching, as shown in Figure 3.11e. Once the etch is complete, the

reaction should be terminated by rinsing with water. Shipley S1813 should be

removed with acetone, the IDEs singulated, and cleaned as per Section 3.2.3.

Figure 3.12 shows the etching rate of the ITO glass in the acid bath. There

is a large amount of error in the etch times over 4000 s as the etch can be quite

uneven over the wafer, which is why the resistance should be checked before ter-

minating the etch.

3.6.6 IDE Analysis

The IDEs were measured for their uniformity and ITO thickness using sur-

face profilometry. The average width of IDEs fabricated using this method are

7.9 ± 0.7µm. The high error in this result is due to variations in the rate of

the etch between samples, and variations of the etch on individual samples. The
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Figure 3.12: The etching rate of ITO glass in a 1 : 1 : 1 ratio mix of water, glycerol

and hydrochloric acid (37 % HCl in water). The resistance is measured by taking

the wafer out of the etching solution and drying. The etching uniformity is low

close to the end of the etch, as can be seen by the large error bars above 4000 s.

The uniformity can be increased by continuously agitating the solution during

the etch and controlling the temperature of the etchant.

mask also has variations in the electrode finger width from the etch, which ex-

acerbate the variations in the replicated IDEs. The ITO thickness after etching

was measured to be 0.105± 0.005 µm.

3.7 Vapour-Phase Silane Deposition

Of particular interest to this study is the homeotropic alignment of FLCs on a

surface-relief grating embossed onto IDE substrates. For this reason spin coating

is not considered a viable option, as the process is designed to coat flat surfaces

uniformly and so resulting in uneven alignment over structures. Therefore the

vapour-phase deposition of trichloro-octyl silane (C8) was used. The chemical

structure for C8 is shown in Figure 3.13a. The silane uniformly covalently bonds
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Figure 3.13: a): The chemical structure of trichloro-octyl silane (C8). The silane

forms covalent bonds with the substrate due to its reactive chlorine (Cl−) groups.

These react with surface hydroxyl groups (OH−) of impurities in the substrates

photopolymers, forming hydrochloric acid (HCl). The C8 molecules then form Si-

O-Si bonds between one another to form a uniform monolayer, which gives good

homeotropic alignment to LCs. b): A schematic diagram of the vapour phase

silane deposition chamber. Compressed air is passed through the rig from left to

right at 0.01 m3s−1. A drop of silane is added to the evaporation chamber, and

heated at 80 ◦C to vaporise it. This then passes though a heated copper pipe (to

prevent it condensing) and into the desiccator, where it can react with the wafer.

Unreacted silane and HCl exit the desiccator and dissolve in the water bath, and

any remaining by products react with the steel wool. The initial volume of C8,

temperature vaporised at and the length of time the reaction is allowed to run

determine the quality of the monolayer on the wafer.
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with the substrates, either SU-8, PP2, glass or ITO. The substrates have impuri-

ties with OH− binding sites with which the silane will bond, forming hydrochloric

acid (HCl) [170, 174]. The rate of the reaction is controlled so that the silane

forms a monolayer. Once a covalent bond is formed, Si-O-Si bonds start to form

between silanes, eventually building up to form a monolayer over the substrate.

Following this, condensation reactions forming a polymer above the surface be-

gin [174]. Therefore it is important to control the rate of silane reaction so that

a monolayer is formed, and clumps of polymer don’t. The deposition chamber

works as follows, and is shown schematically in Figure 3.13b.

Substrates are first exposed to the UV-Ozone cleaner for 5 mins immedi-

ately before exposure (see Section 3.2.3). They are then placed in the deposition

chamber on the rotating sample holder, which rotates at 10 rpm. This chamber

is sealed with PTFE tape to ensure no silane can escape. If there are no leaks in

the rig, bubbles should flow through the water in the HCl capture flasks when the

air flow is turned on. The C8 silane is then added (20 µL) to a heated beaker at

80 ◦C where it is evaporates and passes through the rig via air flow provided at

approximately 0.01 m3s−1. This was the minimum airflow that produced visible

air bubbles flowing through the water trap shown in Figure 3.13b. The silane

passes into the deposition chamber where it can react at a controlled rate with

the substrates. The remaining vapour exits the chamber through the chlorine

capture system, where the vaporised silane either dissolves in water or reacts

with the steel wool, to prevent it entering the lab. The amount of silane that

deposits on the substrate is controlled by varying the time of the exposure. The

substrate is then removed from the rig and baked at 180 ◦C for 1 hr to complete

the reaction, strongly bonding the silane to the substrates. Meanwhile the rig

is thoroughly cleaned with IPA to remove the build-up of silane, and so ensure

repeatable reaction rates.

An exposure time of 5 mins creates a monolayer of silane that gives homeotropic

alignment to SCE13*, with a surface roughness of < 1 nm [170]. This process

was not varied throughout this study, although can be considered to change

the surface anchoring energy. The anchoring strength of C8 is expected to be
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1.5× 10−4 Jm2 [170].

3.8 Cell Construction

Cells are constructed as follows:

• Pattered ITO glass is cut to size (IDEs are ∼ 2 × 2 cm2) and cleaned

following Section 3.2.3.

• If required substrates have microstructures embossed onto them using PP2

(Section 3.5), or permanent features are made in SU-8 using the DWL

following Section 3.3.3.

• Substrates are surface treated:

– Homeotropic alignment induced by silane was applied following Section

3.7.

– Planar alignment was obtained by spin coating the polyimide SE3510

(Nissan Chemical Corp.) dissolved in n,n-dimethylformamide (66 %/34 %)

at 3000 rpm for 60 s, and baked at 180 ◦C for 1 hr. The surface

was rubbed to induce microgrooves to give a directionality to the n-

director.

• Cell gaps are determined by applying a mixture of glass micro-spheres of

known diameter dispersed in UV-curable glue to two edges of one substrate.

The opposing substrate is aligned by eye on top, where the treated surfaces

face one another. The cells are either sealed in a vacuum bag, or placed

between crocodile clips to ensure that an even cell gap is maintained over

the active area, of gap determined by the diameter of the spacer beads. The

cells are cured in a UV light-box for 10 to 20 mins (2.5 mWcm−2), or until

the glue is cured. The active area of the cells was covered with aluminium

foil to prevent damage to the alignment layers during the UV exposure.
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• Once the cell is constructed, the edges for electrode bonding are cleaned

with acetone to remove residual alignment layers, or a scalpel can be used

to remove photopolymer if necessary. Wires are connected to the electrodes

using an indium solder.

• Finally, the device is capillary filled with the chosen LC. It is usual to fill in

the nematic or isotropic phase, as smectic phases are particularly viscous.

Once the cell is constructed, it can be used for analysis. A schematic diagram of

a standard test cell was shown in Figure 2.5 in Section 2.1.7.

Devices are capillary filled with the LC materials in the N or I phase to lower

their viscosity, particularly important for smectic materials. This can provide

poor alignment as the filling direction and therefore flow of the material may

influence its alignment within the device. Therefore devices are heated into the

I phase and controllably cooled before observations are made. Vacuum filling is

not used due to the small amount of the smectic material available.

3.8.1 Cell Gaps

The cell gaps are determined by the size of the spacer beads, but tend to vary

from the expected values due to processing limitations (dust, and human error

associated with clamping two pieces of glass with glue). The cell gap is deter-

mined using reflection spectroscopy on a reflection microscope, and should be

determined before the device is filled with LC. First, dark and bright states are

determined through the reflection spectra of black tape (low reflection intensity)

and a mirrored surface (high reflection intensity), which are set as 0 % and 100 %

intensity respectively. The reflection spectra of the empty cell is then measured

by placing the cell on the dark surface and observing the interference spectra due

to reflections within the air filled gap. The gap is determined using:

d =
mλ1λ2

2(λ2 − λ1)
, (3.2)
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where m is the number of measured peaks (or troughs), and λ1, 2 are the wave-

length position of the first and last peak (separated by m peaks). The measure-

ment is taken at least five times over the active area and near to the glue seals

of the cells to establish a mean and standard deviation for the cell gap.

3.9 Polarising Optical Microscopy (POM)

The optical textures produced by the alignment of complex LC phases are of

particular interest in this work, and are best observed using transmission mode

polarising optical microscopy (POM) due to their birefringent nature. The set-up

is the same as for a standard optical microscope, with the important addition of

linear polarisers positioned before and after the sample stage, the first (furthest

from the light source) named the analyser, and the second the polariser. These

polarisers can be rotated relative to one another, but in most cases (and unless

otherwise stated) are aligned perpendicular, such that they allow no transmit-

ted light through to the eye pieces or other analytical equipment (photodiode /

spectrometer / camera). The order of components are:

• Light source (white light),

• Polariser,

• Sample Stage,

• Sample and Hot Stage,

• Objective (5×, 10×. 20× or 50× magnifications),

• Analyser,

• Eye Pieces, Camera, Spectrometer or Photodiode.

Reflection mode can also used, although here only to measure cell gaps (Section

3.8.1) and to quickly analyse patterned electrodes as ITO reflects in a different

colour compared to glass (Section 3.6.6).
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3.10 Characterisation of FLCs

First, a note and disclaimer on the SmC* material parameters. Device perfor-

mance is directly related to the LC material properties, and so a material must be

optimised according to the requirements of the application. The requirements for

nematic materials include phase transition temperature range, refractive indices,

elastic constants and elastic properties. For SmC* materials, this escalates to

also include the cone angle, pitch and spontaneous polarisation, biaxiality and

more elastic constants. This project does not concern developing the optimum

SmC* material for use in the VGA-FLC device. It is concerned with fabricating

the VGA-FLC geometry to explore whether it provides suitable alignment to a

SmC* material. The FLC material used throughout this work is the commercial

mixture SCE13*. It has not been optimised for the VGA-FLC geometry, and has

been chosen as a well understood and characterised material. It is expected that

the performance of this material in the VGA-FLC geometry can be proportion-

ally improved using an optimised material.

SCE13* is a FLC mixture of a chiral dopant in a SmC host material, available

from Merck, with the following phase transitions confirmed on cooling [175]:

I −−−−−→
100.8 ◦C

N∗ −−−−→
86.3 ◦C

SmA −−−−→
60.8 ◦C

SmC∗ −−−−→
< 20 ◦C

K . (3.3)

The transition temperatures, refractive indices, elastic permittivities, elastic co-

efficients and cone angle are determined by the host, while the dopant determines

Ps and R0. It has been pitch compensated resulting in an infinite pitch imme-

diately above the N* to SmA transition, allowing the control of uniform smectic

layers to form [88, 176]. Two variants of SCE13* were available: the chiral

mixture SCE13* made with only one enantiomer, and the racemic form (SCE13-

R) made by mixing equal quantities of SCE13* made with an enantiomer pair.

Enantiomers are a pair of molecules that are mirror images of one another and

so non-superimposable, which arises from a carbon with four different moieties.

In this case they are used as the chiral dopant to turn the SmC host material

into a chiral SmC*, of which the handedness of the chirality depends on which
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enantiomer is used (usually called left and right handed). The racemic form is

neither chiral nor ferroelectric.

Importantly the two materials and their mixtures show similar phase tran-

sition temperatures (< 0.5◦C difference) and alignments arising from their con-

tainment and surface effects [177]. This is due to their chemical properties being

identical, with the exception of their chirality and therefore inherent Ps [89, 177].

This is true because of the relatively small amount of chiral dopant in such mix-

tures, and strictly holds true for materials with a relatively low Ps such as SCE13*

[68]. Furthermore, the smectic cone angle (θc) and smectic layer spacing remains

constant between mixtures at the same temperatures. Therefore mixtures of

SCE13* and SCE13-R only differ in their helical pitch (R0) and magnitude of

their Ps. This will vary with both the ratio of enantiomers in the mixture, and

the temperature of the liquid crystal (Equation 2.26). There is a linear depen-

dence of both Ps and R0 with the mole and weight fraction of the two enantiomers

[177].

The spontaneous polarisation (Ps) of three mixtures were measured, as well

as the response times (τON and τOFF ). The refractive indices (ne and no) and

cone angle (θc) remain constant, and values are taken from the extensive litera-

ture where necessary.

3.10.1 Spontaneous Polarisation Measurements

The method determines the current flow through a planar aligned layer of FLC

by applying a potential difference across a resistor positioned is series with the

cell. A resistance of 10 kΩ was used in these experiments. The voltages were sup-

plied from a waveform generator, and voltage/time measurements taken with an

oscilloscope, and the temperature of the cell controlled with a Linkam hot-stage.

There are three components that contribute to the current response of the FLC

cell: the capacitance (Ic), resistance (Ir) and polarisation realignment (Ip). This
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results in a total current flow of:

I = Ic + Ip + Ir = C
dV

dt
+
dPs
dt

+
V

R
, (3.4)

where V is the applied voltage, t is time, R is the resistance, and C is the ca-

pacitance. A triangular waveform was applied as described by Miyasato et al.,

with a voltage large enough to fully rotate c (∼ 5 V/µm), and a frequency of

F = 113 Hz chosen as a time period long enough to measure the current response

and away from the mains electricity frequency [178]. This frequency also avoids

the effect of current flow from the movement of ions in the LC material. The cells

are treated with rubbed planar alignment and square etched plate electrodes with

an active area of 5×5 mm2. The Ps is obtained by measuring the area (A) under

the peak using the trapezium rule obtained from the current reversal technique,

which is equal to twice the Ps of the material:

Ps =
1

2RA
·
m−1∑
m=1

(Vm + Vm+1)

2
· (tm + tm+1) . (3.5)

An example of a current-reversal peak measurement is given in Figure 3.14

for 100 % SCE13* in an AP d = 1.7 ± 0.1 µm cell. In addition, the application

of a square waveform gives an indication of the n reorientation time which can

then be used to calculate a rotational viscosity, although this is not reported in

this Thesis [179].

Two mixtures of SCE13* and SCE13-R were prepared to obtain a large helical

pitch while maintaining a small Ps. Measurements of the Ps of these materials,

along with the chiral SCE13* are presented in Figure 3.15, and the mixtures

and fitting parameters are given in Table 3.1. A racemic mixture is 50% of each

enantiomer, and the pure mixture is 100% of just one. The Ps has been taken to

be 0 nCcm−2 for the SCE13-R by definition. The results for the 100% SCE13*

mixture compare well to the literature [175, 180, 181]. As expected, the Ps is
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Figure 3.14: A typical dataset for the current-reversal technique for measuring

the spontaneous polarisation (Ps) of a FLC. Measurement taken at 30 ◦C with

a 113 Hz triangular waveform with VPP = 30 V for SCE13* in a d = 1.7 µm AP

cell. a): Black line: the applied waveform, Purple squares: The output voltage

response. b): Data replotted to allow the area under the curve due to the Ps to

be calculated using the trapezium rule.
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Figure 3.15: Spontaeous polarisation measurements for three mixtures of SCE13*.

a),b): Ps plotted against temperature. Data fit using Equation 2.26, of which

the fitting parameters are given in Table 3.1. c),d): Ps versus mole fraction of

enantiomer for three mixtures as a function of temperature, showing a linear de-

pendence with regards to the ratio of enantiomers in the mixture. 0.0 indicates

that there is an equal ratio of left and right handed enantiomers (the racemic

mixture, showing no Ps), and 1.0 indicates that there is just one of the enan-

tiomers present (the chiral mixture, showing the maximum Ps). The gradient is

equal to the Ps of the 100 % mixture at that temperature. The experimental

errors are calculated to be 5 % for the 100 % and 8 % mixtures, and 10 % for the

5 % mixture of the maximum measured Ps, calculated from the precision of the

area measurement in Figure 3.14b and errors associated with mass measurements

of the materials.
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reduced by increasing R0.

Table 3.1: The mixtures of SCE13* and SCE13-R prepared in this study, along

with the fitting parameters P0 and β used to fit Equation 2.26 to the measured

data.

d SCE13* / % SCE13-R / % Ratio P0/nCcm
−2 β

1.7 ± 0.1 100 0 1 6.6 ± 0.4 0.39 ± 0.02

1.6 ± 0.1 8.3 ± 0.7 91.7 ± 0.7 0.083 0.53 ± 0.05 0.39 ± 0.03

10 ± 1 5 ± 1 95 ± 1 0.05 0.43 ± 0.06 0.25 ± 0.05

3.10.2 Transmission Measurements

Experiments were performed to characterise the textures and transmission on

cooling homeotropic SmC(*) geometries. Samples were cooled at a controlled rate

from the SmA phase into the SmC(*) phase, and the 550 nm optical transmission

measured with a spectrometer, and plotted as a function of reduced temperature

(∆T = TCA − T ). Bright and dark states were measured as the transmission

between parallel (100 %) and crossed (0 %) polarisers in the isotropic phase of

the LC devices.

3.10.3 Shock-Induced Flow

A shock was induced over LC devices by applying a downward force parallel to

the substrate normal with a blunt instrument (surface area ∼ 0.2 mm2) for a

period of one second. The effects are observed using POM. The magnitude of

the pressure was determined using an Instron 5564 tensile testing rig, performed

with a static load cell with a ±2 kN limit [182]. This could not be performed

simultaneously while performing POM, and so the actual pressures applied over

the devices during measurements are based on a calibrated “feel”. Values for the

applied forces are given in Table 3.2. The applied forces were not large enough to
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cause any permanent damage to the alignment layers or substrates of NLC test

cells.

Table 3.2: The measured force applied to induce a mechanical shock over LC

devices.

Measured Force / N

Low 4.0± 0.7

Medium 7.8± 0.7

High 18± 1

3.10.4 Response Time Measurements

A waveform generator was used to apply pulses of a given duration and voltage

over a LC cell. The optical response of the FLC was measured using a photo-

diode and recorded with an oscilloscope. The response times were calculated from

10 % to 90 % of the maximum transmission for τON , and 90 % to 10 % for τOFF .

The waveforms and results are discussed in Chapter 8 due to the complexity of

the geometry.

3.11 Summary - Chapter 3

This Chapter has introduced the experimental methods used throughout this

thesis. Photolithography is discussed in detail, using techniques including direct

write lithography and mask aligning. The processing procedures for both positive-

tone and negative-tone photoresists are summarised, along with modifications to

the recommended SU-8 processing to successfully create < 4 µm microstructures

to alleviate cracking and delamination. Stamping and embossing methods are

described to quickly and accurately replicate masters, as well as etching chrome

and ITO for fabricating photomasks and IDEs respectively. The vapour-phase

deposition of C8 silane is implemented to add homeotropic anchoring conditions
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to SU-8 and PP2 microstructures. The general methods for constructing cells

for LC analysis are also described, in addition to the basics of polarising optical

microscopy. Results are presented for the Ps of three mixture of SCE13* that

are used throughout this work.
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Chapter 4

The VGA-FLCD: A Vertical

Grating Aligned Ferroelectric

Liquid Crystal Device

4.1 Introduction

Thus far the ferroelectric liquid crystal (FLC) has been introduced and the role it

has played in the display and electro-optic device industries has been discussed.

Because of the inherent layered structure resulting in low levels of shock stabil-

ity compared to NLCs, it has proven a challenge to find mainstream commercial

success. Faster switching modes are in demand for modern displays and devices,

which are not reachable by current NLC technologies.

FLCs have found success in enabling frame sequential colour optics in pro-

jector display applications due to their sub-millisecond response times. Such

demands also exist in electro-optic devices, where FLCs can be found as diffrac-

tive optics for digital holograms, adaptive beam steering systems and polarisation

gratings. High speed communication systems also demand high-speed response

times, as well as stable, low-loss, and high temperature range materials, where

small operating voltages and low power consumption are important, for opti-

cal components such as switches, attenuators and polarisation rotators. It is

therefore of high importance to continue exploring FLCs for fast switching and
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shock-resistant applications.

The concept for an electro-optic device based on FLCs is proposed in this

Chapter. It aims to create a shock-resistant geometry via a homeotropic grat-

ing alignment using surface-relief gratings. These are fabricated in Chapter 5. In

particular, justifications will be presented for specific design choices and how they

are important for a functional device. The alignment of FLCs in the VGA-FLC

geometry are characterised in Chapter 7, as well as a looking into the potential for

shock-stability in such device. Prototype devices are tested for their electro-optic

responses in Chapter 8.

4.2 Towards Shock-Stability in FLCs

The induced alignment and the shock-stability of planar FLCs has been explored

extensively and has always been a problem regarding their usefulness in display

and device applications. This was introduced in Chapter 2. If the LC material

has poor alignment, or does not return to its initial alignment after electrical

addressing or a mechanical shock, then the device can not find commercial suc-

cess. Therefore there is an important decision to be made when choosing the

alignment and device geometry when utilising FLCs. Important considerations

and justifications for the proposed FLC device will be discussed in detail.

Creating shock-stable geometries for FLCs is still of utmost importance for

commercially successful devices. This is particularly true for LCoS devices, where

the requirements are not as stringent due to their low areas. The planar aligned

SSFLC emerged in the 1980’s, but was hugely sensitive to shock induced flow

[183]. Figure 4.1 shows the LC texture before and after an applied mechanical

pressure of a 1.7± 0.1 µm planar rubbed cell at 30 ◦C filled with the commercial

FLC SCE13*. SCE13 was introduced in Chapter 3, and recreates the SSFLC

geometry introduced in Section 2.4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Shock induced flow to the FLC SCE13(*) in a d = 1.7± 0.1 µm anti-

parallel rubbed planar cell, at T = 30 ◦C, observed using POM. a-e): The rubbing

direction (r) is 10◦ to the analyser (A). a),b): The texture of the surface-stabilised

SmC* following switching between its two bistable states with an electric field

(VPP = ± 5 V ). The texture is characterised by zigzag defects separating areas of

C1 and C2 chevron layer alignment. c): The bright texture following a mechanical

shock. The number of zigzag defects has increased significantly, and c-director

reorientation has occurred. This texture is stable, and does not return to the

texture seen in a). d),e): The application of an electric field does not remove the

zigzag defects or smectic layer disruptions, but does remove the unwanted dark

textures from the bright state, by reorienting the c-director. f),g): r is parallel to

the analyser, A. The difference in optical texture before and after shock are clear.

The initial dark, high contrast alignment has been left damaged, whereby bright

defects and layer distortions cause poor optical contrast. This texture can’t be

removed, and so this SSFLC alignment is highly susceptible to shock induced

flow.
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The POM image initially shows good alignment in the SS SmC* phase. The

smectic layer normal (k) is arranged perpendicular to the substrates, and the

director (n) lies in the x, y-plane normal to the layers. A needled texture is

observed due to the anti-parallel rubbed surface alignment [184]. A mechanical

pressure is applied to the cell in Figure 4.1c which results in a reorientation of the

c-director and smectic layers. Not shown is the induced flow or shear to the FLC

whereby the temporary reduction in cell gap causes the volume of liquid in the

observed area to decrease, which then ’springs’ back on the removal of the force.

Noticeably, many more zigzag defects appear in the liquid crystal texture as the

layers have not returned to their initial alignment. Following the mechanical

shock, these regions remain in the texture, which is to say, this new orientation

of disrupted smectic layers is stable and so won’t return to their initial ordered

alignment. The increase of dark and bright regions in Figure 4.1c indicate that

the c-director has also been reoriented and not returned to its initial alignment.

The zigzag defects remain on the application of an electric field over plate elec-

trodes (appearing dark or bright). On removal of the field, the bright and dark

regions return to a state of poor alignment whereby some combination of layer

and c-director disruption has occurred. Figure 4.1 f) and g) clearly show that the

initial dark and high contrast alignment has been permanently disrupted. The

planar aligned SSFLC is therefore susceptible to shock induced flow.

Attempts have been made to stabilise this planar SSFLC geometry, such as

introducing photocurable monoacrylates to polymer stabilise the SmC* phase to

remove the formation of zigzag defects, which also removes the bistability of the

device [185]. Other methods to increase the materials resistance to shock induced

flow include introducing polymer walls or arrays of columnar spacers to the de-

vice, which aim to add structural support to the device to resist shock induced

flow to the liquid crystal [186, 187]. Unfortunately such structures lead to a

significant increase in operating voltages to achieve the same response times as

expected in a FLC, and tend to induce non-uniform fields over the liquid crystal

layer [188]. Another option is to synthesise materials that won’t tend to form

chevrons from the bookshelf structures buckling from the SmA phase, for exam-

ple de Vries materials that have a constant layer spacing over a wide temperature
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range through the SmA and SmC* phases [81–83]. Such materials come with

other non-conventional properties such as a lack of nematic phase causing diffi-

culties in alignment so causing difficulties obtaining defect-free devices [81–83].

The homeotropic alignment of FLCs has proven to be successful as an alter-

native to the planar aligned examples with regard to shock resistance [189, 190].

Homeotropic alignment has however received much less interest than planar align-

ment, likely due to the requirement of interdigitated electrodes (IDEs) to switch

the c-director in the plane of the cell [189, 190]. The inactive areas above the

IDEs don’t respond to applied electric fields and so have been used to position

columnar spacers to add mechanical stability to the devices [188, 191]. This ge-

ometry was used with the FLC in the deformed helix mode (VADHFLC) and was

shown to be stable against external bending of this flexible device [188]. Figure

4.2 shows the surface-stabilised homeotropic alignment of the FLC SCE13* in a

non-rubbed d = 9.8 ± 0.1 µm cell, and rubbed d = 20 ± 1 µm cell. To ensure

a surface stabilised alignment with no chiral domains, a mixture of 8% SCE13*

and 92% SCE13-R (see Table 3.1) was used to ensure 4d < R0.

The c-director has no preferred direction to tilt without rubbing the homeotropic

alignment when slowly cooling from the SmA due to a 90◦ pre-tilt. This results

in a schlieren texture under POM of Figure 4.2a. Rubbing the homeotropic align-

ment induces a directionality to the c-director as the pre-tilt is reduced by around

0.5◦ to avoid poor smectic layer alignment [192]. Compressions and shear induced

flow are applied to the smectic layers on the application of a mechanical pressure

that are characterised by the appearance of a darker texture of layer undulations

(Figure 4.2d). Given time the layers will flow back to their original homeotropic

alignment, albeit with some c-director reorientation. In-plane electric fields will

rotate the c-director to align perpendicular to the applied field direction, but will

return to the previous schlieren texture state once the field has been removed.

However, after prolonged electrical addressing, the c-director will tend to align

permanently in the direction induced by the field due to a lack of strong initial

c-director anchoring, and so will not relax back. Therefore homeotropic smectic

alignment shows good resistance to compressions and shock-induced flow as the
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Figure 4.2: The homeotropic alignment of SCE13(*). Both devices are made

using octyltrichlorosilane (C8) to induce homeotropic alignment, as described in

Chapter 3. The devices are filled with a 1 : 4 ratio of SCE13* and SCE13-R to

reduce the helical pitch to obtain a surface-stabilised state. a): d = 9.8±0.1 µm,

non-rubbed alignment, where c has no preferred alignment direction, and so forms

a schlieren texture. b): d = 20± 1 µm, rubbed alignment, where r indicates the

rubbing direction, and c the c-director alignment direction. Interestingly, c has

aligned at 45◦ to the rubbing direction. c): The application of an electric field

reorients c to align perpendicular to the field, however eventually c will begin to

favour this direction of alignment and not return to the position defined by the

rubbing direction. d),e) A mechanical shock induces undulations to the smectic

layers due to compressions and flow, resulting in a state of poor alignment. f),g)

A few seconds after the shock, the undulations dissipate as the layers return to

their previous orientation, however the c-director orientation has been disrupted.
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layers are not permanently disrupted. However there must be a strong, favourable

alignment for the c-director to relax back to otherwise the contrast of the device

will be lost on continual shocks or electrical addressing.

It is important to understand why the homeotropic geometry is more shock

stable than the planar geometry. This is related to how the pressure is applied

to the device and the resulting induced LC flow. If a pressure is applied to just

one surface of the LC cell, a bend to the upper substrate is induced, reducing

the volume below it relative to the opposite substrate. If this space is filled with

a LC, it must flow away from the compression to allow for this volume change.

When the pressure is released the LC will then flow in the opposite direction to

refill the initial volume. For a planar aligned NLC, it is reasonable to assume

that the c-director will align with the direction, or streamlines, of the flow. It

is expected that the NLC will return to its initial alignment assuming there has

been no damage to the alignment layers which is determined by the anchoring

conditions. This is due to the ease at which the NLC can reorient back to its

minimum elastic energy state. This holds true for vertical alignment. To confirm

this, press a calculator or watch display (must be a TN) with your finger, and the

same effects can be observed. It will return back to it’s initial alignment restoring

the contrast ratio of the device.

For the smectic phases, this shock process has an additional component: the

smectic layers. Once disturbed, the smectic layers require a much higher energy

to return to their previous alignment. They will remain in a disturbed state

rather than flow back to align with the induced alignment determined by the an-

choring conditions. In a planar alignment with an applied pressure, the volume

filled by the smectic layers will be compressed, and so to accommodate this, will

be subject to flow and shear. On removal of the pressure, the layers will remain

disrupted as the flow restores to fill the initial volume. Such effects are clearly

demonstrated in Figure 4.1 f) and g), whereby the initial dark texture becomes

bright due to poorly aligned smectic layers. The effect of shock induced flow

on planar SmC* has been widely investigated. It is observed that the layers are

tilted to align perpendicular to the direction of an induced shear [183, 193–196].
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Figure 4.3: A schematic diagram of how the planar and homeotropic alignment

of smectic layers responds to a pressure, or shock-induced flow. a-c): The planar

alignment tends to form a bookshelf or chevron geometry, and with a sufficient

shock will flow towards the homeotropic geometry. The layers become perma-

nently displaced, and will not return to their initial alignment unless heated and

cooled back to the SmC* phase. d-f): The homeotropic layers respond to shock

induced flow by compressing and flowing over one another, rather than flowing

into a planar geometry. Once the pressure is removed, the layers return to their

initial alignment. Therefore the homeotropic geometry is less susceptible to shock

induced flow than the planar geometry.
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In the homeotropic smectic geometry, the layers will compress with a pressure,

but the flow will not reorient the layers significantly as the layers are already

aligned perpendicular to the induced direction of shear flow [197, 198]. The lay-

ers will then return to their initial homeotropic alignment following the force

removal, shown in Figure 4.2. These two mechanisms are shown schematically

in Figure 4.3. Interestingly, above a threshold shear rate, the smectic layers will

begin to buckle, or undulate, in the centre of the cell (the point furthest from

the surface anchoring) [197, 199]. The wave vector for these undulations is per-

pendicular to the direction of shear in the homeotropic geometry. This means

that in the planar geometry, as well as layers shearing towards a homeotropic

geometry, induced undulations will cause further unrecoverable reorientations to

the layers. For the homeotropic case, the layers will realign back to their initial

alignment once undulating, as demonstrated experimentally in Figure 4.2. Such

undulations are also naturally induced while cooling a homeotropic smectic, as

the layers will tend to buckle under stress before forming new layers to accommo-

date the layer thickness (dC) decreasing on reducing cone angle (θC) [200]. This

is not observed in planar alignment as chevrons form to accommodate for the

layer shrinkage. To prevent permanent smectic layer deformations arising from

shock induced flow these mechanisms suggest that the homeotropic geometry is

naturally the most resilient.

4.3 The VGA-FLC Device Idea

A device geometry is proposed for creating a shock-stable and fast-switching

FLCD as shown schematically in Figure 4.4. The vertical or homeotropic align-

ment geometry for smectic layers is the most promising in terms of natural resis-

tance to shock, whereby the layers will compress and slide to return to their initial

alignment, rather than rotate and stick in an unfavourable, tilted alignment. It

is essential that the FLC c-director remains aligned after continuous electrical

addressing and following shock-induced flow. To achieve this, low amplitude, low

pitch surface-relief gratings are positioned on opposing surfaces of the device,

aligned such that the grating vectors, g, are parallel. The gratings are treated
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by vapour-phase deposition of silane to induce uniform homeotropic anchoring to

the nematic, SmA and SmC* phases, described in Chapter 3. The gratings aim

to serve two purposes;

• Providing controllable alignment of the c-director when cooling from the

SmA phase and defining the dark/OFF state,

• Anchoring the c-director to a predefined orientation to which it returns

when disturbed by an applied electric field or mechanical shock.

The gratings should have an optimum amplitude and pitch to avoid disruptive un-

dulations in the bulk of the smectic layers. If the pitch is too large, or amplitude

too small, the gratings will have no obvious effect to the SmC* alignment, leading

to schlieren textures observed in Figure 4.2. On the other hand, if the amplitude

is too high, or pitch too small, the surface will induce large disruptions to the

smectic layers in the bulk. This will lead to a frustrated texture with low contrast,

and possibly unable to be effectively electrically addressed. It was found that the

optimum peak-to-peak amplitude was approximately 0.2 µm . APP . 0.4 µm.

This is discussed further in Chapter 7. The minimum pitch that could be fab-

ricated was 4 µm, which was kept constant throughout this work (see Chapter 3).

A schematic of the device is shown in Figure 4.4. The orientation of parallel

surface-relief gratings creates a uniform c-director through the device, and im-

portantly satisfies the surface stabilisation requirement of 4d < R0 to ensure a

suppressed helical twist (see Figure 4.4a). No light is transmitted when g is posi-

tioned with the director parallel to either the polariser or analyser when crossed

and so appears dark. This is the OFF state of the device. The direction of c-

director alignment relative to g in essence doesn’t matter, as the gratings can be

positioned either parallel or perpendicular to the induced electric field (E) direc-

tion produced by IDEs. However, the c-director should have a strong preference

for the direction in which it aligns with g to avoid multiple domains forming when

cooling into the SmC* phase, and following a mechanical shock. In this case, g

is positioned perpendicular to E, seen in Figure 4.4b.
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Figure 4.4: A schematic diagram of the VGA-FLC Device. a): Surface-relief

gratings are embossed on to the two surfaces of the cell, one of which is an

IDE, the other has no electrode. b): In the OFF state, the c-director is surface

stabilised through the cell, and controllably oriented by the gratings, such that g

is perpendicular to c. This creates a dark state for the device when viewed with

POM. c): To switch to the ON state, in-plane electric fields are applied to induce

a 90◦ twist of the c-director through the device. This creates a bright state, if the

correct cell gap is chosen to satisfy the Gooch-Tarry equation (Equation 2.64). d):

The grating vector, g, is aligned such to be perpendicular to the applied electric

field , E. This ensures that the spontaneous polarisation vector, Ps will respond

to the electric field, as allows a 90◦ twist though the device. e): A sketch of the

SmC* mesogen for reference, where a is the layer normal and n the director.
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The device is addressed with in-plane electric fields from IDEs positioned on

one substrate. The grating is embossed on top to remove any potential induced

alignment from the electrode pattern. This is shown in Figure 4.4d. The IDE’s

are designed and fabricated as described in Chapter 3, Section 3.6. They should

have a width of w = 10 µm, gap of l = 20 µm, with an overall pitch of p = 60 µm,

with an overall electrode active area of A = 5× 5 mm2.

The electric field rotates the c-director 90◦ through the depth (z-direction) of

cell (Figure 4.4c) to satisfy the Gooch-Tarry Equation for a TN (Equation 2.64).

This switches the device from a dark OFF state to a bright ON state. This

ON state is analogous to the OFF state of a TN display, except here it is the

c-director twisting through 90◦ rather than the n-director, with homeotropic and

not planar alignment [15]. The biaxiality of the SmC* is considered negligible.

Grayscale can be achieved by varying the applied voltage to a value below that

which creates a 90◦ c-director twist. Removal of E results in the c-director nat-

urally relaxing to realign with g. This should be proportional to the rotational

viscosity (γφ) of the c-director within the smectic layer. If the negative voltage is

applied, that is, the positive and negative electrodes are reversed, the c-director

should rotate 90◦ in the opposite direction and so creating an optically identical

ON state with opposite twist. The device can be addressed with a pulse of the

opposite voltage to return the c-director to a state of zero total twist. If too

long a pulse or high a voltage is applied, the c-director will twist in the opposite

direction back towards a bright state. It is important to ensure that the device

switches at low electric fields to ensure that the layers are not distorted, and also

such that the device may find commercial success as high driving voltages are not

ideal. This device is not bistable, as with no applied electric field the c-director

will naturally return to its OFF state.

This is the first time surface-relief gratings have been considered for the align-

ment and shock-stability of FLCs. The surface-stabilised state has been chosen as

it will aid the understanding of the induced alignment on the smectic layers and

the effect on the FLC c-director. It is also beneficial as mixtures of SCE13* and

SCE13-R can be easily made to change the FLCs helical pitch without changing
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its material properties, which are well characterised and understood in the liter-

ature. SCE13 is introduced in Section 3.10. Understanding and characterising

this device is the main focus for this thesis.

4.4 The VGA-FLC Device Theory

The optimum d for the device must first be calculated to enable the device to

switch between states of maximum and minimum transmission. It is important

to recall from Chapter 2 that the tilt angle, or cone angle (θC) of the smectic

director is temperature dependent (Equation 2.25). So as temperature decreases,

the cone angle increases, which decreases the helical pitch (R0) [201]. Therefore

it is important to ensure that over the operating range of the device that R0

satisfies 4d < R0 to avoid chiral domains forming.

The optimum d requires calculation of the effective birefringence (∆neff ). The

refractive indices for SCE13* are taken from the literature [202]. The effective

birefringence (∆neff ) of a tilted liquid crystalline material is calculated using

Equation 2.10:

1

neff 2
=

sin2 θc
no2

+
cos2 θc
ne2

; n′o = no , (4.1)

which leads to an effective birefringence of:

∆neff = n′e − no =
neno√

ne2 sin2 θc + no2 cos2 θc
− no , (4.2)

where ne and no are the extraordinary and ordinary refractive indices respec-

tively. For SCE13*, ne = 1.67, no = 1.49 and ∆θc = 22.3◦ at 30◦C [202, 203].

Therefore at 30◦C, ∆neff = 0.022. As the temperature is varied, the cone angle

will vary. For example, between 20◦C to 50◦C there is a 10◦ angle change, which

results in a birefringence variation of 0.008 to 0.025. Following from the equation

for a birefringent retarder (Equation 2.48), the surface-stabilised, homeotropic
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SmC* phase appears dark when the c-director is aligned at 0◦ between crossed

polarisers. For SCE13* at 30 ◦C to appear white at a rotation of ±45◦, a cell

gap of d = 6.3 µm is required, which is > 3× that required for the planar SSFLC

geometry [28].

For practical operation, the first minimum (m = 1) should be chosen of the

Gooch-Tarry minimum (Equation 2.64). Values of m > 1 require larger values

of d, which is undesirable as the thicker the LC layer, higher operating voltages

are required and homogeneous alignment becomes more difficult. The VGA-FLC

device operating with surface-stabilised SCE13* at 30 ◦C requires a cell gap of

22 µm to satisfy the first order minimum for maximum transmission between

crossed polarisers.

4.4.1 In-Plane Switching of a Homeotropic FLC

Now that the optimum transmissions of the OFF and ON states of the VGA-

FLC device have been calculated, the mechanism by which the ON state will be

obtained must be discussed. Figure 4.4 shows that one set of IDEs positioned

below the surface-relief grating will be used to induce a 90◦ twist through the

device to create the ON state, with maximum transmission between crossed po-

larisers at a cell gap of 22 µm at 30◦. For ease of both device fabrication and

understanding the effect of the electric fields on the homeotropic SmC*, simple

comb-like electrodes will be considered over more complex arrangements such as

zigzags configurations. These complex electrodes can be considered for increasing

the viewing angle of VGA-FLC devices, which is beyond the scope of this project

[204]. It is important to note that this VGA-FLC geometry is naturally multi-

domain due to the c-director twisting in opposite directions over the electrodes

(see Figure 8.3), which is a technique used to further increase viewing angles in

VAN displays [36]. This device geometry coupled with complex electrodes should

satisfy high viewing angle requirements.
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The electric field produced by IDEs is much more complex than those pro-

duced by simple plate-electrodes. For device functionality, the in-plane com-

ponent of the field is important at the point furthest from electrodes, but the

fields are strongly inhomogeneous close to the electrodes which also vary in the

z-direction (parallel to the substrate normal) [205]. The x, y, z-geometry is shown

in Figure 4.4, whereby z is normal to the substrate. Only variations in two direc-

tions (y & z) are considered, and so this is strictly a 2D model. This is acceptable

for the simple comb-like IDE geometry, as effects near the ends of the electrode

fingers are not important for device operation. Ignoring liquid crystal permittiv-

ity, setting E = −∇Φ and z ≥ 0, the field in 2D is given by [205]:

Ey(u, v, δ) =
Φ0

l

∑
n

A(n, δ)
nπ

1 + δ
sin

(
nπy

1 + δ

)
exp

(
− nπv

1 + δ

)
; (4.3)

Ez(u, v, δ) =
Φ0

l

∑
n

A(n, δ)
nπ

1 + δ
sin

(
nπy

1 + δ

)
exp

(
− nπv

1 + δ

)
; (4.4)

A(n, δ) =
4

nπ
sin
(nπ

2

)[
2

(
1 + δ

nπ

)
sin

(
nπ

2(1 + δ)

)
− cos

(
nπ

2(1 + δ)

)]
, (4.5)

where Φ0 is the electric potential, u = y
l
, v = z

l
and δ = w

l
, where l is the electrode

gap and w the electrode width, and A(m, δ) is an expression for the Fourier factor

resulting from assuming a linear dependence on y between the electrode space

and the solution for the boundary value problems (essentially a constant that

scales relating to the ratio of w and l) [205]. Considering just the first Fourier

component of the expansion (n = 1) leads to:

Ey ∼
V

l
sin

(
πy

l + w

)
exp

(
− πz

l + w

)
; (4.6)

Ez ∼
V

l
cos

(
πy

l + w

)
exp

(
− πz

l + w

)
. (4.7)
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Averaging over the cell volume for the electric field and again taking only the

first Fourier component gives:

〈Ey〉 ∼
lV

d
sin2

{
π

2

[
1− exp

(
− πd

(l + w)

)]}
; (4.8)

〈Ez〉 ∼
lV

d
sin

{
π

2

[
1− exp

(
− πd

(l + w)

)]}
. (4.9)

Equations 4.6 and 4.7 show that the electric field over the device is periodic (y-

direction), and decays exponentially across the bulk (z-direction). However, most

treatments assume that if d and w are sufficiently low, the field acts uniformly

across the cell plane. The result for the threshold voltage (Vc) assuming inhomo-

geneous fields for a NLC is therefore [205]:

〈Ey,c〉 =
Vc.g

l
=

√(
4πK

εa

)(
π2

d2
+

π2

(l + w)2

)
, (4.10)

where:

g =
l

d

∑
m

A(m, δ)
2

mπ
sin2

{
mπ

2

[
1− exp

(
− mπd

(l + w)

)]}
; (4.11)

and assuming homogeneous fields is [35, 206, 207]:

EIPS =
Vc
d

=
π

d

√
4πK

εa
, (4.12)

where εa is a tensor describing the LC dielectric anisotropy, and K the elastic

constant. This results in the ratio:

Ey,c
EIPS

=
1

g

√
1 +

d2

l2(1 + w
l
)2
. (4.13)
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Therefore a basic system for how to compare how in-plane fields vary across

the device has been established, and the homogeneous solution (Equation 4.12)

and the inhomogeneous solution (Equation 4.10) are compared in Equation 4.13.

However, this is true for a switching a dielectric system, and so switching the

device using the spontaneous polarisation must too be considered. The ratio

between the two threshold’s should still hold true despite the different response

mechanisms.

4.4.1.1 IPS and the VGA-FLC Geometry

The VGA-FLC device can be modelled simply in 2D by considering just the c-

director of the surface stabilised SmC*. We can assume that the smectic layers

and cone angle are fixed, and the c-director rotates in just the x, y-plane. The

OFF state of the device is also surface stabilised, so there is no helical twist

through the cell, or at least the helical pitch, R0, should be considered substan-

tially larger than the cell gap, d. The threshold field for unwinding the helical

structure with in-plane fields is given by [208, 209]:

Ec
IPS =

π4K sin2 θc

4PsRo
2 , (4.14)

which should be of a similar magnitude to those required to wind up the sample.

In the SSFLC geometry, the threshold voltage is given as [210]:

Ec
SSFLC =

π2K sin2 θc
Psd2

, (4.15)

which is of the same form, with the difference being the dependence on d over

R0, as the helix is unwound.

If viscous flow and the dielectric anisotropy contribution are neglected, and

elastic isotropy assumed, a torque balance equitation for the homeotropic FLC is
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given by [190, 209]:

K∇2ϕ− PsE sinϕ = γφ
∂ϕ

∂t
, (4.16)

where ϕ is the azimuthal angle of the Ps. Resolving this gives the response time,

τON , as [188, 190, 209]:

τON
IPS ∼ γφ

Kq2 + PsE
(4.17)

where q is the helix wave vector, given by:

q =
2π

R0

. (4.18)

For the surface stabilised state, Ps →∞, and so q → 0, resulting in the equation

for the response time of the SSFLC given in Equation 2.70 [211]. The OFF time

should then be related to:

τOFF
IPS ∼ γφ

Kq2
(4.19)

which will naturally be slower, and related to the elasticity and viscosity unwind-

ing the c-director to realign with the grating. The OFF times should be similar

to the ON times if addressing the display to return to it’s OFF state. There

will be additional restorative forces to consider due to the gratings and elasticity

restoring the unwound state.

4.4.2 Compressions in the SmC Phase

Smectic layers can compress and dilate, which has not yet been considered as

they can neglected in simple, layered geometries. An additional free energy ap-

proximation term can be introduced [58]:
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wcomp =
1

2
B̄

(
∂u

∂z

)2

, (4.20)

where u(x, y, z) is the vertical displacement (z-direction) of the layers relative to

their initial position, and B̄ is the layer compression constant. This holds true

for the onset of compressions, but can be written to account for post-transitional

effects as [200, 212]:

wcomp =
1

2
B̄

{
∂u

∂z
− 1

2

[(
∂u

∂x

)2(
∂u

∂y

)2
]}2

, (4.21)

An energy density for the SmC which has no undulations at its boundaries

(z(0), z(d) = 0) is given by [200, 213, 214]:

wC =
1

2
A12

(
∂2u

∂x2

)2

+
1

2
(B2 +A21 + 2C2)

(
∂2u

∂y2

)2

+
1

2
[B1− 2(A11 +C1)]

∂2u

∂x2

∂2u

∂y2

+
1

2
B̄

{
∂u

∂z
− 1

2

[(
∂u

∂x

)2(
∂u

∂y

)2
]}2

. (4.22)

This theory is of particular importance when applying a pressure normal to the

smectic layers (parallel to k), as is experienced when a homeotropic SmC cell is

exposed to a mechanical shock.

4.4.2.1 Penetration Length

In the VGA-FLC device, gratings will be used to align the c-director with the

smectic layers in a homeotropic orientation (k parallel to the substrate normal).

This indicates that there should be some inherent layer undulation induced into

the static equilibrium state. This is important, as unlike the NLC, undulations

of the smectic layers will penetrate through the layers over a wavelength much

larger than the induced distortion [92]. A schematic diagram is given in Figure
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Figure 4.5: A schematic diagram showing the sinusoidal undulation of smectic A

layers at a boundary. The wavelength of the undulation is 2π
k

. The effect of the

undulation is seen far into the sample, where the penetration length is given by

(l = 1
Λk2 ), which is greater than λ. Diagram adapted from [92].

4.5. Considering the SmA phase for simplicity, with an induced sinusoidal undu-

lation, the energy density is given by [58]:

wA =
1

2
K1

(
∂2u

∂x2

)2

+
1

2
B̄

(
∂u

∂z

)2

. (4.23)

Solving for the equilibrium solution gives the result of:

∂2u

∂z2
− Λ2∂

4u

∂x4
= 0 ; Λ =

√
K1

B̄
. (4.24)

Introducing the boundary condition u(x, 0) = u0 sin(kx), and introducing that

the solution must decay as z tends to infinity, the solution becomes [92]:

u(x, z) = u0 sin(kx) exp
(
−z
l

)
, (4.25)

where the penetration length is defined as:
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l =
1

Λk2
, (4.26)

where k = 2π
λc

is the wave number of the undulations of period λc, and u0 is a

constant of the undulation amplitude. For these equations to hold, |u0| << 1,

and smaller than the smectic interlayer thickness (which is 20 ∼ 80 Å), otherwise

nonlinear effects would need to be considered [58]. For the case of the SmC*, the

only modification that must be made is that K1 → A21 or A12.

The surface-relief gratings fabricated in Chapter 5 have a pitch p = 4 µm,

or in the case of solving Equation 4.26, 2π
k

= 4 µm, and setting the character-

istic length scale, λ, to be equal to the amplitude of the gratings, λ ∼ 0.2 µm,

Equation 4.26 gives l ∼ 2 µm. However, this length scale is much larger than

the smectic interlayer thickness, and so likely does not give a good indication

to the actual distortions induced to the smectic layers induced by the grating.

A schematic diagram of the compressions is given in Figure 4.6, indicating that

undulations in the smectic layers must result in layer compressions. The layers

compress generally by a factor ∆z ' θ2/2, which here results in a reduction in dA

by ∼ 1
4
dA for this grating profile [212]. The molecules confined to the SmA layers

must remain normal to k for such an undulation to be stable and so physical.

This undulation theory can also be extended to incorporate a second-order

term for the penetration length, which gives a relation between the A12 and A21

elastic coefficients [215]:

Λ2 =

(
A21 −

C2
2

B2

) 1
2 (
B̄
)− 1

2 . (4.27)

Experimental results give conflicting answers for the magnitude of A12 and A21,

which is important to determine as it should determine the c-director alignment

of the SmC* material on surface-relief gratings. Hinov and Petrov [215] observe

A12 > A21 in NOBA, while theory with results from Findon and Gleeson [216]

suggest A12 > −A11 > A21 > 0 for “M3”, both of which are N → SmC materials
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Figure 4.6: A schematic of the SmA layer compressions induced by a sinusoidal

surface-relief grating, where ∆dA ' θ2/2.

[92]. This indicates that when an undulation is induced into the SmC*, it is

expected to preferentially form either an A12 or A21 undulation relative to g to

give the lowest energy state. The results for SCE13 are discusses in Chapter 7,

and it is found that A12 > A21.

4.4.3 Boundary Layer Conditions for a Homeotropic SmC

One final consideration regarding the governing equations for the VGA-FLC ge-

ometry is the effect of the boundary layers (zbl) on the formation of the smectic

layers [217]. To help simply describe this effect, two separate cone angles are

defined for the SmC: θc = θbulk is the equilibrium cone angle found within the

cell, and θe is the induced cone angle enforced by the boundary conditions at the

centre of the cell, where in general θe ≤ θbulk. However close to the SmA→ SmC

transition θe ∼= θbulk. A derivation will not be included here, but the solution with

boundary conditions set at θ = 0 at the surfaces (z = ±d
2
) for strong homeotropic

anchoring, and θ = θbulk in the bulk is given by [217]:
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θ = θe tanh

√(θe2d2b

2K

)
·
(

1

2
+
z

d

) , (4.28)

where b is a temperature independent constant, of the order d = 4 × 104 Nm−2

[218]. For this to be reasonable, θe ≤ θbulk and the solution must be:√(
θe

2d2b

2K

)
>> 1 . (4.29)

The director structure through the cell is given by:

K
∂2θ

∂z2
+ bθ(θ2 − θbulk2) = 0 , (4.30)

and it arises that over the bulk of the cell thickness θc is approximately its equi-

librium value, but rapidly decreases as it approaches the surfaces until it meets

the enforced homeotropic boundary condition. Interestingly, if Equation 4.28 is

rearranged to be:

θ = θe tanh

√(θe2b

2K

)
·
(
d

2
+ z

) , (4.31)

it arises that the layer boundary solution is independent of the d, and that zbl

is inversely proportional to the cone angle of the equilibrium tilt. This indicates

that the larger the cone angle, the smaller the effective boundary layer thickness.

What does this mean for the VGA-FLC device? At low values of θc immedi-

ately below the SmA→ SmC* transition, zbl is relatively large. From experimen-

tal data by Islam and Elston for SCE13 [217], at just 0.2 ◦C below the transition

temperature, θc = 1.2◦ and zbl = 1.9 µm. At 0.6 ◦C below the transition tem-

perature, θc = 3.4◦ and zbl = 0.4 µm, which is a significant reduction at such a

small temperature decrease. The results follow the same trend on cooling, where

the boundary layer thickness becomes smaller. This means that for the grating
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aligned device, low cone angles at higher temperatures will have a far larger effect

on the alignment in the bulk. This has the potential to cause issues when cool-

ing into the SmC*, as good homeotropic SmA layer alignment is usually key to

obtaining good SmC* layer alignment. At lower temperatures where θc is high,

the boundary layer thickness will become smaller than that of the amplitude of

the gratings, and so it is reasonable to assume that there should be no major

disruptions induced to the bulk alignment, resulting in good homeotropic align-

ment. Assuming a constant pitch, it is predicted that a low-amplitude grating

will be the least disruptive to the bulk director alignment, assuming it is of an

amplitude large enough to align the c-director.

4.5 Summary - Chapter 4

This Chapter has introduced the VGA-FLC geometry as a method to control-

lably align the smectic c-director using homeotropic alignment on surface-relief

gratings. The device is surface stabilised by suppressing the helical pitch of the

FLC creating a uniform c-director field that is determined by the gratings on

both cell surfaces. This defines the dark or OFF state of the device. It is ad-

dressed with in-plane electric fields to induce a 90◦ twist through the device (z)

to satisfy the Gooch-Tarry minimum for maximum transmission of a TN display.

This is the ON state. Vertical alignment is chosen to align the smectic layers

which promises greater shock stability when compared to the chevron structure

found in planar FLCs such as the SSFLC. Relevant theories are also presented

that determine the effect of gratings on the alignment of smectic layers, as well as

the predicted effect and response times on switching with IDEs. No such device

has been constructed before that combines vertical grating alignment and FLCs.
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Chapter 5

Fabrication of Surface-Relief

Gratings for Liquid Crystal

Alignment

5.1 Introduction

This Chapter explores the fabrication processes required to create variable ampli-

tude surface-relief gratings for the containment and alignment of liquid crystals,

specifically for the VGA-FLC device outlined in Chapter 4. The methods out-

lined here go beyond the standard operating procedures for SU-8 by implement-

ing modifications to the photoresist processing guidelines to create non-digital

surface-relief gratings using an otherwise digital technique.

The use of direct write lithography (DWL) was introduced in Chapter 3, Sec-

tion 3.3, as a means to easily create permanent, micron-sized structures on glass

substrates using the photoresist SU-8 2025 (MicroChem Corp.) [156]. ITO glass

was chosen as the structures could easily be incorporated into test cells without

the need for replication processes. It was important to keep the substrate type

constant throughout prototyping as it has an effect on the film thickness when

spin coating. It also affects the dose of UV required due to potential variations in

reflectivity, in turn affecting the final height and quality of the structures. SU-8

2025 was chosen as a permanent, negative photoresist for creating structures to
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align liquid crystals, due to its relatively high aspect ratio and being chemically

and thermally stable once cured [156]. Dilutions of SU-8 were made to control the

film thickness on spin-coating, as described in Chapter 3. At this stage it should

be mentioned that an uncontrollable experimental variable during processing was

the room temperature, which varied from 15 → 30 ◦C and directly affects the

viscosity of the photoresist, and so its thickness on spin coating. This thickness

can’t be measured until the photoresist is cured, resulting in some small varia-

tions of predicted structure heights during processing. As such, the results in

this Chapter are presented as functions of the final thickness of the SU-8, rather

than its initial dilution. Controlling the temperature of the photoresist during

processing is important, where possible, especially when working close to their

fabrication limits as even small fluctuations can lead to large differences.

5.1.1 Creating Sinusoidal-Like Surface-Relief Gratings

The photoresist SU-8 has been introduced in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1. SU-8 is

most sensitive to i-line radiation (λ = 365 nm), and does not cure with h-line

radiation (λ = 405 nm). Therefore using the DWL (direct write lithography ma-

chine) to create structures in SU-8 was limited to a 2 µm diameter, λ = 365 nm

laser. Therefore a 2 µm diameter circle is the smallest feature that could be made

with this method at the current facility. Alternatively, a mask aligner with its

broadband UV source can be used to cure SU-8, where the smallest feature is

now limited to the features of the photomask and the resolution of the photore-

sist. It should be noted that its the broadband UV source that is important, not

the capability of aligning a mask. Photomasks can be made in-house using the

DWL where features are limited by the 0.6 µm laser working with h-line radi-

ation (λ = 405 nm). Creating photomasks adds additional steps of complexity

to the photolithography methodology, and quickly becomes unresourceful during

prototyping. Therefore grating fabrication was limited to use of the DWL for

creating prototypes and masters.
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Fabricating a sinusoidal-surface relief grating using 2D photolithography is

not trivial, but can be achieved using the following methods. As an initial ex-

ample, a 5 × 5 µm2 square written into a 5 µm film of SU-8 using the DWL

gives a 5 × 5 × 5 µm3 cube. This assumes that the dose of UV and processes

are optimum. Samples that are exposed with UV radiation more or less than the

optimum dose show rounded corners and edges, and the side walls are no longer

completely vertical.

Using these concepts and the methods described in Section 3.3.4 allow for

curved features to be fabricated using this 2D technique. The higher solvent lev-

els in the SU-8 film present when using an ambient temperature SB allows for

more mobile SU-8 monomers and photo-acid diffusion. Coupled with higher doses

of UV, this interestingly allows for control over the “roundness” of the structure.

In the case of fabrication of SU-8 on ITO glass, the photo-acid diffusion seems to

be concentrated closest to the substrate, likely due to reflections from the glass.

This results in more rounded features towards the substrate side of the structure,

creating “bell shaped” structures. This can be used to turn a digital grating

design into a sinusoidal-like grating structure. An example of the design that is

written with the DWL machine is given in Figure 5.1a. The pitch of the design is

4 µm (in y), chosen due to the limitations of the 2µm diameter laser (lowest line

width specified by the manufacturer is 2 µm). Figures 5.1 b-d show the variable

structures that can be made in a 1.6±0.1 µm SU-8 film (30 % SU-8 2025 diluted

in 70 % cyclopentanone), measured with a surface profilometer (see Chapter 3,

Section 3.4.2). This sample had 9 different gratings (1.2×1.2 mm2 square areas),

each made with a different exposure doses (from 550 mJcm−2 to 4000 mJcm−2).

Figure 5.1b shows the peak-to-peak amplitude (APP ) of the gratings, mea-

sured from the trough to the peak of the structures. The amount of offset under

the grating is also shown, which is calculated from the substrate to the bottom

of the grating trough. There is no offset of the gratings below a 800 mJcm−2

exposure dose. This is due to the nature of writing with a digital design. As

the dose is increased, the diffusivity of SU-8 monomers and photo-acid increases

up to a point where the unexposed areas begin to polymerise, characterised by
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Figure 5.1: The variation of the peak-to-peak amplitude (APP ) of surface-relief

gratings by controlling the exposure dose during direct write lithography (DWL)

of the negative-tone photoresist SU-8 2025. a): The digital grating design used

to create a 4 µm pitch, sinusoidal-like surface-relief grating masters. The size

of the exposed regions are y = 2 µm by x=“length of desired grating” (limited

by the size of the substrate), with gaps of the same distance, repeating in y.

These structures can also be created using a photomask with the desired feature

sizes. b): A plot of APP and grating offset versus exposure dose, using a λ =

375 µm, 2 µm diameter laser. The SU-8 film thickness is 1.6±0.1 µm. The offset

begins at 0 µm, until the exposure dose is large enough to facilitate sufficient

photo-acid and SU-8 monomer diffusion into the unexposed regions. The offset

then continues to increase until a flat structure is created, loosing the grating

profile (tending towards infinite dose). c): The grating profile measured in the

y direction, parallel to the grating vector g using a surface profilometer. Doses

of purple= 550, teal= 800, orange= 1200, blue= 2000 and red= 4000 mJcm−2

are shown, showing variations in grating profiles. The grey line shows the profile

that would be obtained if using the optimum, standard processing parameters

with minimised photo-acid and SU-8 monomer diffusion (a 4 µm pitch, digital

square grating). d): A 4 µm snapshot of the grating profile, where the axes are

scaled to the same length scale to emphasise the profile of the grating.
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an increase in the grating offset. The offset increases up to the thickness of the

film. At this point, the grating structures can become a square block of SU-8,

as the dose tends to infinity. The APP follows a different trend. At low doses,

the structures don’t fully cure, and so APP is less than the film thickness. This

confirms that most polymerisation occurs closest to the substrate. As the dose

increases, the APP increases up to a maximum at 800 mJcm−2. Note that this is

still lower than the maximum film thickness. As the dose is further increased, the

APP reduces following a decay-like curve. This is due to polymerisation occurring

in the gaps in the grating design due to the high levels of diffusion of the SU-8.

Eventually, APP reduces to zero as a solid block of SU-8 is created. The result is

the ability to fabricate surface-relief gratings with controllable APP .

Figure 5.1c shows the surface profiles of the gratings measured using a sur-

face profiler, where the distance is measured parallel to the grating vector g (in

the y-direction in Figure 5.1a. It is clear that the 4 µm pitch of the grating is

maintained, and that APP and the offset vary as a function of exposure dose.

The grey line indicates the expected digital structure at an optimum dose, and

low levels of photo-acid diffusion. Using the processing methods for “thin” films,

this digital structure cannot be obtained. At low exposure doses, the grating

at 550 mJcm−2 is “wobbly” due to under-exposure, resulting in low adhesion,

and so is not a uniform grating. However, it helps understand how the process of

grating fabrication develops with increasing exposure dose, so is shown here as an

example. Usually such structures are destroyed, or damaged, in the development

process. Figure 5.1d highlights one peak of the gratings, where the axes are set to

be at the same scale. This emphasises the different profiles of gratings that can

be fabricated using this technique. It also emphasises the asymmetrical nature of

these processing parameters due to the apparent blaze that is clear in the profile

at doses of 800 and 1200 mJcm−2. The cause of this is unknown, and is thought

to be an artefact created by limitations in the maximum gradient that can be

measured by the surface profilometer.

When these gratings are replicated by making stamps in a resin and emboss-

ing onto patterned electrodes as described in Chapter 3, the offset is removed
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if the embossing speed and pressure are chosen carefully. Therefore high dose

(> 1200 mJcm−2) SU-8 gratings provide the optimum masters for low-amplitude,

4 µm pitch gratings. Creating masters with an optimum grating structure proved

difficult as there were variations in repeated experiments. Variations using the

same dilution of SU-8 2025 (29.97 ± 0.05 %) are shown in Figure 5.2. The pro-

cessing parameters are kept constant for each experiment, with the uncontrolled

variables being the room temperature during spin coating, and the length of

time before the PEB of the structures after exposure. Variations in temperature

cause differences in the film thickness, while the length of time before developing

the structures may change the amount of photo-acid diffusion before the PEB,

although this is challenging to confirm and likely to have minimal effect. A so-

lution is to choose the exposure dose based on the spin-coating temperature to

obtain a particular grating profile.

The grating amplitude is theoretically limited to the maximum film thickness,

controlled by varying the dilution of SU-8, although in practice tends to be less

than this due to processing conditions. Figure 5.3 shows APP for three different

film thicknesses of 1.4± 0.1 µm, 3.0± 0.2 µm and 5.6± 0.2 µm respectively. The

trends are similar to those observed in Figure 5.2, where increasing the exposure

dose causes APP to reduce due to increased photo-acid and SU-8 monomer diffu-

sion. There appears to be a limit on the maximum APP than can be obtained.

For example, below doses of 700 mJcm−2 in Figure 5.3, only the 1.4 ± 0.1 µm

thick film shows a reduction in APP . Meanwhile, 3.0± 0.2 µm and 5.6± 0.2 µm

thick films continue to increase in APP . This therefore highlights the affect of

the ambient temperature SB, such that the photo-acid and SU-8 monomers can

diffuse outside of the exposed regions at a rate faster than the SU-8 feature can be

created. This is an ideal situation for creating sinusoidal-like surface relief grat-

ings, although does indicate a limit of APP that can be made at this pitch and

SB process. Fortunately, we are looking for low-amplitude (< 1 µm) gratings.

To make higher amplitude gratings, the SB step would need to be performed at

a higher temperature to remove some of the residual solvent, but sufficiently low

to prevent square features from being obtained.
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Figure 5.2: The variation in peak-to-peak amplitude (APP ) versus the exposure

dose using direct write lithography (DWL) for four different surface-relief grating

experiments using dilutions of 29.97± 0.05 % SU-8 2025 in cyclopentanone. The

films vary in thickness by 1.3± 0.3 µm due to variations in temperatures during

processing. The trends in APP are comparable to those of a 1.6 µm thick sample

shown in Figure 5.1. APP increases up to a maximum, at which point it decreases

towards the limit and a flat SU-8 film is obtained. This is due to high levels of

photo-acid and SU-8 monomer diffusion occurring caused by the relatively high

exposure doses. The curves appear have shifted with increasing film thickness for

a particular exposure dose.
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Figure 5.3: Variations in the peak-to-peak amplitudes (APP ) versus exposure

dose for different thicknesses of SU-8 2025 films. Purple squares: 65.5 % SU-8 in

cyclopentanone, for a 5.6± 0.2 µm thick film. Teal triangles: 46.1 % SU-8 for a

3.0±0.2 µm thick film. Orange circles: 29.9 % SU-8 for a 1.4±0.1 µm thick film.

The 1.4 ± 0.1 µm thick film shows the same trends as observed in Figure 5.2,

whereby APP first increases with increasing dose, and then begins to decrease.

The thicker films don’t show this initial increasing APP , and instead start from

a maximum and decease on increasing dose.
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5.1.2 SEM of Surface-Relief Gratings

Figure 5.4: SEM images of SU-8 surface relief gratings. a,b): hfilm = 2.32 ±
0.05 µm, dose of 500 mJcm−2, resulting in a APP = 0.77± 0.02µm with 1.6 µm

offset. c): hfilm = 0.66 ± 0.09 µm, dose of 1000 mJcm−2, resulting in APP =

0.59± 0.05 µm with no offset.

Figure 5.4 shows some preliminary results of prototype gratings obtained

through SEM as described in Chapter 3 Section 3.4.1. The gratings are fab-

ricated as described in this Chapter, and the samples are cut on the back of the

ITO glass with a scorer and snapped to obtain a cross-section of the grating pro-

file. This method confirms their sinusoidal-like nature.

Figure 5.4 a and b show the same gratings at different magnifications made

with 2.32 ± 0.05 µm thick SU-8 with a dose of 500 mJcm−2 resulting here in

APP = 0.77± 0.02µm. The 1.6 µm offset under the grating is clear. Figure 5.4c

shows a different grating made with 0.66 ± 0.09 µm thick SU-8 with a dose of

1000 mJcm−2. This grating has no offset, and APP = 0.59± 0.05 µm. The limi-

tations of this SEM technique are apparent as measurements become difficult due

to the poor resolution as the features are significantly smaller. It is unclear if the

features have been damaged on snapping the sample to observe the cross-section.

This confirms that measurements made with the surface profiler are accurate,
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and the “walls” of the gratings are indeed curved, with a rounded or flat trough

depending on the dose and film thickness.

5.1.3 Optics of Surface-Relief Gratings

A film of SU-8 has a high optical transmission (> 95 %) across the visible wave-

lengths (measured from 350 → 750 nm), and so is well suited as a permanent

structure for use in electro-optic devices [156]. Gratings are well known for their

refractive and diffractive properties [219]. It is therefore important to ensure that

the refractive and diffractive nature of these components are minimised to ensure

high optical transmissions in electro-optic devices. These two optic effects are

caused by:

• Diffraction: Light is diffracted due to the periodicity and spatial structure

of the optic component.

• Refraction: Light is refracted due to continuous surface profiles of the op-

tical component.

The pitch of the surface-relief gratings has been limited to 4 µm, and the APP

allowed to vary. If APP = 0 (i.e. there are no gratings) then the maximum

transmission is expected. Here, this is considered to be a transmission of 100 %.

As APP increases, the transmission is expected to decrease due to the introduc-

tion of both diffractive and refractive effects. Figure 5.5 shows the variations

of the transmission for the surface-relief gratings introduced in Figure 5.1 with

varying APP . Figure 5.5a shows the transmission across a range of wavelengths

for each grating profile, and Figure 5.5b shows the average transmission over

λ = 450 → 700 nm as a function of APP . Here, a near-linear trend is obtained,

clearly demonstrating the decrease in optical transmission with increasing APP .

A decrease in Tr ≈ 45 % is obtained for APP ≈ 1 µm.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.2, the diffractive properties of the

surface-relief gratings can be removed by index matching the photopolymer to

the ordinary refractive index of the LC [167]. Doing so is beyond the capabilities
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Figure 5.5: The white light transmissions of SU-8 surface-relief gratings, nor-

malised against ITO glass. Figure 5.1 shows the profile of these gratings. a): The

transmission versus wavelength of light measured for 9 different grating profiles.

b): The transmission versus peak-to-peak amplitude (APP ) for these gratings.

A linear trend is obtained showing that the transmission decreases on increasing

APP .
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of this work, but is certainly feasible with the appropriate materials [168]. Grat-

ings should therefore not be disregarded for yielding low transmissions in this

work.

5.1.4 Gratings for VGA-FLC Devices

The concept of the VGA-FLC device is introduced in Chapter 4, where surface-

relief gratings are used to align the c-director of FLCs. Chapters 7 and 8 refer to

two devices: Device 1 and Device 2, which are prototype VGA-FLC devices with

gratings embossed onto each substrate. Figure 5.6 shows the surface profile for

these two gratings. Device 1 uses the APP = 0.23±0.08µm grating, while Device

2 uses the APP = 0.26 ± 0.07µm grating. There is a large variation in the APP

of these gratings (∼ 30 %). This is due to the large scale at which the gratings

were made. Each grating covers an area of 4 cm−2, which is much larger than the

areas of the dose tests performed earlier in this Chapter (just 1.44 mm2). This

highlights the increased variation that scale adds to this fabrication technique,

likely a result of the uneven evaporation of the solvent over this increased surface

area. This suggests that the use of masks rather than DWL must be considered

for use in future master fabrication. This will result in reducing exposure time

from 17 hrs (for this particular sample) to 30 s (sample independent), and so

reducing these evaporation inconsistencies. The loss in transmission due to using

this double grating alignment in the VGA-FLC devices is calculated to be lower

than 10 % if the gratings are aligned perfectly parallel to one another. The final

devices that are referred to throughout this work, Device 1 and Device 2, are

summarised in Table 5.1.

5.2 Summary - Chapter 5

This Chapter has shown the creation of variable amplitude surface-relief gratings

in the photoresist SU-8 2025 using the DWL. Gratings with variable peak-to-peak

amplitudes (APP ) have been demonstrated by modifying the standard processing
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Figure 5.6: The surface profiles of the two master gratings used in Section 8

for fabricating prototype VGA-FLC devices. These masters were created using

a 30 % dilution of SU-8 2025, and exposed using a 2 µm, 375 nm laser in

the DWL. Final SU-8 layer thickness: 0.84 ± 0.05 µm. Grating amplitudes:

Purple line: APP = 0.23 ± 0.08µm, using a dose of 550 mJcm−2, and teal line:

APP = 0.26±0.07µm, using a dose of 1200 mJcm−2. a): A 20 µm cross-section of

the grating profiles measures in the y-direction, showing the differences obtained

by varying the dose. b): One peak of the gratings, with the axes adjusted to be

at the same scale.
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Table 5.1: The two VGA-FLC devices that are used throughout Chapters 7 and

8.

Name d APP / µm Ratio of SCE13* / %

Device 1 30± 2 0.23± 0.08 5± 1

Device 2 12± 2 0.26± 0.07 8.3± 0.7

procedures for SU-8. Reducing the temperatures of both the SB and PEB allowed

higher levels of photo-acid and SU-8 monomer diffusion during the exposure step,

and so reducing delamination and cracking of the structures. A desirable effect of

this was the ability to control the surface-profile of a surface-relief grating using

a digital design. The transmission of the gratings has been shown to be high

using low grating amplitudes, and high amplitude gratings cause large diffractive

effects. Two low-amplitude master gratings were fabricated and characterised for

use in prototype VGA-FLC devices.
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Chapter 6

Textures of Homeotropic Smectic

C Alignment

6.1 Introduction

As previously discussed, planar aligned FLCs are highly susceptible to shock in-

duced flow, as shown in Figure 4.1. SmCs in a homeotropic alignment show

greater shock resistance than in a planar alignment, as the layers can withstand

induced layer compressions, and the induced flow does not significantly disrupt

the layer orientation, as shown in Figure 4.2. The potential for a shock-resistant

geometry for enhancing homeotropic FLC alignment in displays and devices is

investigated in the following Chapters. But before introducing surface-relief grat-

ings, the textures observed on cooling the homeotropic geometry is first investi-

gated, along with the effects of shock induced flow. This allows a direct compar-

ison to the textures introduced by grating alignment.

Four mixtures of SCE13* are used in this section: a chiral mixture made with

one enantiomer that is referred to as SCE13*, the racemic mixture with 50% of

each enantiomer resulting in a non-chiral and non-ferroelectric is referred to as

SCE13-R. Two mixtures creating by combining the two are also used which are

5% and 8.3% of the Ps of SCE13*, shown in Table 3.1. All devices are surface

treated with C8 silane, as described in Chapter 3, Section 3.7.
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The devices are heated into the isotropic phase (I) and then controllably

cooled through SCE13(*)’s liquid crystalline phases to obtain the best alignment

before all experimental observations. This is performed at rates no faster than

5 ◦C/min through each phase, 1 ◦C/min over TAN , and 0.5 ◦C/min over TCA,

unless otherwise stated. This results in high quality homeotropic alignment.

6.2 Textures on Cooling a Homeotropic FLC

This section is concerned with the surface-stabilised alignment of SCE13* in a

homeotropic geometry. A d = 25 ± 1 µm homeotropic cell (no rubbing) surface

treated with C8 silane with IDEs on one surface with no additional containments

was filled with the 8.3% mixture of SCE13*. The optical textures obtained are

observed and analysed.

The isotropic phase (I) appears dark at all rotations using POM. Cooling

the sample into the surface-stabilised N(*) phase results in birefringent textures

appearing as the n-director reorients to align with the homeotropic surface an-

choring. In this geometry the n-director aligns parallel to the substrate normal,

which can also be defined as a 90◦ pre-tilt. This state appears optically isotropic

on rotation between crossed polarisers as only the ordinary refractive indices

(no) interfere with the incident polarised light. If there is a pre-tilt in the N(*)

phase due to a mechanical rubbing of the alignment or application of a non-90◦

alignment layer, then the N(*) phase would appear brighter on rotation between

crossed polarisers, and brightest at 45◦. 90◦ pre-tilt is therefore confirmed in the

N(*) phase using the vapour phase deposition of C8 silane for SCE13*. This also

confirms that the chirality of the N(*) phase has been suppressed for this mixture,

and so R0 ≥ 100± 4 µm (from Equation 2.45).

If the N* phase had R0 ≤ 100 ± 4 µm and the helix were allowed to precess

about the cell then n would still be aligned vertically in the device and display

Grandjean textures. This is observed as a “fingerprint” texture which is randomly

aligned due to the lack of pre-tilt in the alignment layer. This texture can be
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used to calculate the helical pitch of the N* phase. It should be noted that the

direction of the helical twist in the N* is perpendicular to the substrate normal,

and perpendicular to the twist direction found in the SmC*. Therefore the N*

pitch can’t be used to calculate the pitch of the SmC*, but is a good indication

as to whether the SmC* will be surface-stabilised. Cooling the N* phase can

result in loosing the fingerprint texture at a particular temperature, indicating

that the surface-stabilisation limit has been reached, as the pitch is temperature

dependent and increases on cooling (R0
−1 ∝ T ) [220].

The SmA phase appears optically isotropic on all rotations as the layer nor-

mal (k) and n-director are parallel to the substrate normal. These layers do not

intercept the surface at any point, unlike the SmA “bookshelf” geometry. Tilted

layer alignment is characterised by brighter textures on rotation between crossed

polarisers, due to the tilting mesogens causing birefringence. The SmA phase

does not show chirality by definition. Moreover there is little to no change in

the layer spacing (dA) over the SmA phase on cooling [221, 222]. For SCE13*,

dA ∼ 29Å [102, 223]. There are no observed changes to the optical texture as the

SmA phase is cooled in this simple device.

The second-order SmA to SmC(*) phase transition is where relevant changes

begin to happen [200]. The SmC(*) phase is characterised by a tilt of the n-

director within the smectic layers, characterised by the cone angle (θc) and the

in-layer direction by the c-director (c). This geometry is shown in Figure 2.2. In

the SmC(*) the n-director is no longer well defined as it is monoclinic with two

optic axis due to its biaxiality [224]. For simplicity the SmC(*) is treated as a

uniaxial material and the the monoclinic symmetry is ignored. This is acceptable

for the homeotropic SmC(*) phase as c rotates about its cone within the layer,

with little to no rotation of the molecule about ζ, and therefore no change in the

observed ∆neff . This does change with temperature, but again the director tilts

with little to no rotation about ζ, and so the biaxiality can be deemed negligible.

All orientations of c within the smectic layers are equal in energy in this

homeotropic geometry with no surface pre-tilt as there is no defined anchoring
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direction. Therefore c is oriented anywhere within the smectic cone of allowed

positions for the SmC(*) (Figure 2.2). With R0 << d, the phase appears chiral

where c twists through the layers, with the axis of rotation parallel to the layer

normal (in the x, y-plane). This is perpendicular to the direction of chirality in

the N* phase. In a narrow temperature range just below the transition from

the SmA to SmC* phase (TCA), the helical pitch is found to sharply increase

in magnitude on cooling to a maximum value at approximately 0.5 ◦C below

TCA. This then proceeds to slowly decrease with decreasing temperature follow-

ing zd ∝ (TCA − T )−
1
3 [225, 226]. If the pitch is large enough, the chirality in the

SmC(*) phase will be suppressed over the operable temperature range, resulting

in a SmC(*) schlieren texture with no preferred c orientation. A micrograph of

this texture is shown in Figure 6.1a.

On further cooling the molecular tilt (θc) increases giving rise to a shrink-

age of the smectic layer thickness as the effective molecular length has decreased

(dC < dA), following the same trend as θc [102, 227]. In the SSFLC geometry

chevrons form and the layers tilt as dC decreases, rather than creating new smectic

layers (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4). The magnitude of the layer tilt (δc) follows

Equation 2.46. In the homeotropic alignment, away from the surface anchoring

conditions, the bulk of the SmC(*) sample is allowed to freely align unlike in

the SSFLC, and the layers do not intercept the surface, as with the SmA. This

remains true on cooling where the uniform layers remain oriented parallel to the

substrate normal throughout the SmC(*) phase. The layers do not tilt to form

a chevron as for the SSFLC. New layers form in the bulk resulting in a bend in

the layers about a disclination, as shown schematically in Figure 6.3.

Disclinations also arise in the schlieren texture of strength ±1 due to the

c-director orientation with no preferred alignment direction. Figure 6.1a shows

SCE13* in a surface-stabilised alignment at 10 ◦C below TCA. The characteristic

schlieren texture of bright and dark four-brush textures are seen emerging from

±1 defects between crossed polarisers. There are no half strength disclinations as

c 6= −c. Disclinations in this schlieren texture are characterised by a c-director
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Figure 6.1: Analysis of the schlieren texture of the homeotropic, surface stabilised

FLC SCE13* at 50 ◦C (Part 1). a): The schlieren texture found when cooling into

the non-chiral Smectic C* phase, characterised by a texture of 4-brush defects.

b): A full-wave plate is added at 45◦ to the crossed polarisers, and c): rotated

90◦ to its initial orientation. Areas that are blue are of a higher retardation and

indicate the the c-director is parallel to the wave plate, and those that are orange

are perpendicular.
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Figure 6.2: Analysis of the schlieren texture of the homeotropic, surface stabilised

FLC SCE13* at 50 ◦C (Part 2). a): A −1 strength defect is magnified and

characterised by rotation of the polarisers clockwise, and the anticlockwise brush

rotation determines the defect as a saddle bend. b): Similarly a +1 strength

defect is magnified and determined to move clockwise, with the rotation of the

polarisers, indicating bend deformations in the director field. Purple and red dots

indicate where the defect is located in Figure 6.1a. c,d): Sketches of the director

field for ±1 defects found in this Figure, both of which are associated with bend

elastic deformations, which are expected for the SmC(*) phase.
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Figure 6.3: The alignment of homeotropic smectic layers. a): At a particular

temperature, layers have a spacing equal to dC . b): On cooling, new layers are

formed to accommodate this layer shrinking characterised by a local tilt about a

disclination formed within the smectic layers.

field that form around the disclination where the c-director orientation is estab-

lished using a full wave-plate at ±45◦ to crossed polarisers. Where the fast axis

of the wave-plate aligns parallel with c-director, subtractive retardation occurs,

and where it is perpendicular to the c-director, additive retardation is obtained.

Figure 6.2 shows how the wave-plate shifts the retardation to the second order

such that the black/dark regions become purple, the additive regions become

blue, and the subtractive regions yellow. This can be checked using a Michel-

Levy interference colour chart.

The c-director orientation in the x, y-plane was determined and found to con-

sist of either a +1 tangential defect field, or the −1 saddle defect field. These are

shown in Figures 6.2 d) to g). Crossed polarisers are rotated clockwise to confirm

the strength of each defect. If the brushes rotate clockwise it is a +1 strength

defect, whereas if they rotate anti-clockwise it is a −1 strength defect [228, 229].

The direction of the director can be determined, however the direction of tilt (θc)

at either ±90◦ cannot be as they look optically look identical, but importantly

c 6= −c.

The c-director field can be used to deduce the relative magnitudes of the splay

(B2) and bend (B1) elastic constants for SCE13*. The elastic distortions and rel-
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ative c-director fields are shown in Chapter 2 Figure 2.8. There are two possible

c-director fields around a +1 strength defect: radial and tangential, and only one

−1 strength defect, the saddle. No radial +1 strength defects are observed in the

texture with a full wave-plate, determined by the colour of the brushes relative to

the fast-axis of the wave-plate (deduced by λWP ). This confirms that the mag-

nitude of B2 must therefore be larger than B1 in SCE13*, which is found to be

true in the literature for most SmC(*) materials by up to an order of magnitude,

such that B2 >> B1 [92, 100, 200].

6.2.1 Undulations in the SmC(*)

In this homeotropic geometry, the schlieren texture becomes “dressed” with a

series of parallel lines following the c-director field on further cooling. This has

been observed in homeotropic SmC(*) systems by Johnson and Saupe [200] and

by Hinov and Petrov [215]. These are a result of the freedom from the sur-

face conditions of the homeotropic layers in the bulk of the cell, unlike for the

chevrons of the SSFLC. These are undulations within the smectic layers that

propagate through the cell, and can occur either parallel (λ‖, Optical) or perpen-

dicular (λ⊥, Optical) to the c-director field. Examples of this are shown in Figure

6.4. These undulations are stresses induced by thermal contractions due to the

energy cost associated with creating new smectic layers that are required to fill

the space caused by the shrinking dC . To clarify, as the SmC(*) is cooled, dC is

reducing, and in order to compensate for this the smectic layers begin to undulate

rather than tilt as is observed by chevrons in the planar geometry. Instead of

spontaneously creating new layers, it appears more energetically efficient for the

layers to first buckle, or undulate. As such, these undulations are not stable (at

least are metastable) and eventually disappear behind a moving boundary when

maintained at constant temperature. This dislocation line of layer formation is

shown schematically without the undulations in Figure 6.3, and a micrograph is

shown in Figure 6.4b. The undulations are here induced by cooling at a rate of

1 ◦Cs−1, and usually appear and dissipate behind a moving boundary over sev-

eral seconds. They are more metastable at lower temperatures (∼ 30◦C), likely
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Figure 6.4: Layer undulations in the surface stabilised SmC*. Here a d = 25 ±
1 µm, homeotropic cell is filled with 8.3% SCE13* resulting in a schlieren texture.

a): The temperature was reduced at 1 ◦C/min through the SmC* phase to induce

thermal undulations. Here, λ‖, Optical undulations are clearly observed, and some

areas show double undulations where there are additional λ⊥, Optical undulations.

b): After only a few seconds a dislocation line of layer formation sweeps across the

sample, behind which the undulating textures dissapear. “Flow” indicates the

direction of the thermal gradient. c): A magnification of the double undulating

texture, clearly showing the two undulations of different wavelengths. The images

have been enhanced to emphasise the textures.
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as a direct result of the increased viscosity. This boundary is the dislocation line

forming between two regions of a a different total number of smectic layers. If

the sample is cooled at a slow enough rate such that the undulations are not

observed, the dislocation line of layer formation can still be observed due to the

small difference in ∆neff arising from the reduced θc across said boundary. The

texture of the SmC(*) continuously changes on further cooling from a state of

non-undulating and undulating textures, importantly depending on the rate of

cooling.

A second set of undulations form on further cooling if the initial set have not

yet dissipated. These always form perpendicular to the first set of undulations,

and result in a cross-hatched texture as shown in Figure 6.4c. The point at which

the second set of undulation forms corresponds to the point whereby it becomes

more energetically favourable to undulate in the perpendicular direction rather

than increasing the amplitude of the undulation. The optics observed of bright

and dark parallel lines are a product of the changing birefringence of a repeatedly

undulating c-director in the z-direction of the device. This is shown schemati-

cally in Figure 6.5. This figure assumes that the layers undulate with the same

periodicity and magnitude, which is not necessarily physical.

To explain Figure 6.5, ∆neff changes due the tilting of n-director in a ho-

mogeneously aligned homeotropic smectic layer. The birefringence in the non-

undulating layer (or at the peak or trough of an undulation) is set as “0”.

Between crossed polarisers, the retardation of this alignment is the same at

0◦, 90◦ 180◦ , . . . . Now consider an A21 elastic deformation: the orientation

of the cone must remain aligned with the now undulating layer normal (k), and

so tilts in one of two directions. The magnitude of ∆neff due to the tilt is the

same in either direction, and results in an increase in ∆neff which here is de-

noted as “+”. The pitch of this optical undulating texture (λOptical) is half that

of the pitch of the physical undulation (λLayer). Now consider an A12 elastic

deformation: again there must be two directions of c-director tilt, however this

time one increases and the other decreases in its overall ∆neff . Here the pitch

of the optical texture is equal to that of the pitch of the layer undulation. The
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6.2 Textures on Cooling a Homeotropic FLC

Figure 6.5: A schematic demonstrating the relative intensity and pitch ob-

tained from undulations arising from the A21 and A12 elastic deformations in

a homeotropic SmC(*).
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relative magnitude of the birefringence is also greater in this A12 geometry, which

optically results in “darker” and “brighter” undulations than those observed for

the A21 geometry. This schematic can therefore be used to identify the elastic

deformations arising from these layer undulations.

The lower energy elastic distortion is more likely to occur. The undulations

are examined to establish if an A12 or an A21 is more favourable and so lower

energy for SCE13(*). This is independent of the surface conditions and d, as it

is a material property of SCE13(*). The relative spacing of the two layer un-

dulations has a dependence on the cell gap, and is temperature dependent, so

λOptical(T ) ∝
√
d, although values are expected to very by up to 20 % of their

equilibrium value due to their unstable nature [200, 215]. Where there are double

undulations, the second set that form are perpendicular to the first set, and have

a different undulation pitch as a direct result from Figure 6.5.

Inspection of Figure 6.4c clearly shows two optically distinct undulations. A12

elastic deformations have larger changes in birefringence and twice the pitch, and

oscillate parallel to c (denoted as λ‖, Optical). A21 elastic deformations have a lower

overall change in birefringence, are half the pitch and oscillate perpendicular to c

(denoted as λ⊥, Optical). When both undulations are present simultaneously, there

is a complex combination of Aii elastic layer deformations which become more

energetically favourable than further increasing the amplitude of a particular un-

dulation. This only changes the relative birefringence and not the pitch of the

undulations. It is possible that the two undulations occur at different heights in

d, resulting in the same optical texture.

In Figure 6.4, measurement of the undulations results in λ‖, Optical = 2.7 ±
0.2 µm (the A12 elastic deformation) and λ⊥, Optical = 2.2 ± 0.2 µm (the A21

elastic deformation). This is a difference of λ‖ ,Optical ∼ 1.2 × λ⊥, Optical. This

is consistent with the findings of Johnson and Saupe who report differences in

the undulation pitches of around a 1.6x difference and agrees with the results of

Hinov and Petrov, noting a different material, alignment conditions, cell gap and

temperature [200, 215]. Note that this is not the 2 : 1 ratio that was assumed
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in Figure 6.5, which indicates that the pitch of the layer undulations are not the

same. The layer bend elastic constants are inversely proportional to the pitch,

and so the smaller the pitch, the larger the elastic constant. Therefore the optical

pitch is corrected to give the magnitude of the layer pitch of the undulations using

(from Figure 6.5):

λ‖, Optical = λ‖, Layers , (6.1)

λ⊥, Optical =
1

2
λ⊥, Layers . (6.2)

From the experimental results, this gives λ‖, Layer ∼ 0.6 × λ⊥, Layer for SCE13(*).

This indicates that 1
A12
∝ 0.6× 1

A21
, and it is therefore concluded that:

A12 > A21 , (6.3)

for SCE13(*). In this geometry, λ⊥, Layer = 4.4± 0.4 µm.

Hinov and Petrov discuss that the origin of the undulations result from first-

order or second-order effects [215]. A strong coupling between the layer curvature

and the tilt direction of the c-director are the result of a second-order effect, re-

sulting in an A21 undulation of smaller stripe period, λ‖, Optical, while a first-order

effect with no coupling results in an A12 undulation with a larger stripe period,

λ⊥, Optical.

Measurements for the magnitude of the layer bending constants are rare, and

are found in combinations of Aii rather than separately [92, 216]. Findon and

Gleeson found that A12 > A21 for a planar SmC(*) geometry [92, 216]. This is in

disagreement with the experimental results of Hinov and Petrov who state that

A21 > A12 in a homeotropic geometry, although they did not made the distinction

that the optical pitch and the layer pitch are not equal in magnitude between

the A21 and A12 layer deformations [200, 215]. Correcting their result confirms

A12 > A21. As the homeotropic condition is induced in our devices, and the

layers are free to align with little contribution from the surfaces, and considering
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Figure 6.6: The optical transmission (I) at 550 nm through a homeotropic device

versus the reduced temperature (∆T = TCA − T ) of a 8.3 % SCE13* mixture,

d = 9.8 ± 0.1 µm. Good homeotropic nematic and SmA phases were observed.

There was no preferred c-director orientation resulting in a schlieren texture.

Purple diamonds: cooling at 0.1 ◦Cmin−1 from 65 ◦C. Teal triangles: cooling at

0.5 ◦Cmin−1 from 65 ◦C. Black lines are added as a guide to the eye.

that A12 > A21, we expect A21 undulations to be more energetically favourable to

form. Therefore the A21 layer undulations should form over surface-relief gratings.

6.2.2 Transmission Measurements of Smectic C(*) Layer

Undulations

The experimental set-up is described in Chapter 3, Section 3.10.2. An optically

dark state can be distinguished from an undulating texture due to an increase in

the transmission, allowing a simple detection method of the optical transmission

to be used.

The results for a homeotropic cell are shown in in Figure 6.6. The purple
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diamond points were taken at a cooling rate of 0.1 ◦Cmin−1 from 65 ◦C, and

the teal triangles at 0.5 ◦Cmin−1. The black lines are included as a guide for

the eyes. The point at which new smectic layers form is referred to as “layer

jumps” here, as they are observed as a jump in the optical transmission. Layer

undulations occur as θc increases on cooling, where the layers buckle rather than

immediately form new layers (dC remains constant despite an increasing θc). The

jump in I indicates a point at which the smectic layer undulations reach a criti-

cal point resulting in a layer jump. These layer jumps are observed to increases

in transmission, I, by ∼ 5 %. Of note is the general trend of increasing I be-

tween layer jumps at a constant rate. At these slow cooling rates, undulations

are not observed through the eyepieces of the microscope, however the increasing

transmission indicates that there must be an increase in ∆neff . This indicates

that there must be a combined increase in θc and small magnitude undulations

to result in an increased ∆neff and so increasing I. Finally of note is that the

layer jumps occur at the same temperature intervals. This indicates that the

layer jumps occur at a particular temperature which is related to the magnitude

of elastic distortion within the layers. The missed layer jump at ∆T =∼ 4 ◦C

for the run cooled at 0.5 ◦Cmin−1 confirms that the cooling rate is an important

factor determining when the layer jumps become energetically favourable.

These results suggest that no matter the cooling rate, there are always small

magnitude undulations occurring within the smectic layers before new layers are

created. The experiments performed in Figure 6.4 were cooled at a faster rate

and the undulations were observed without the requirement for a spectrometer.

The point at which new layers form is consistent on repeat measurements. This

is cell gap dependent, and is explored further in Chapter 7.

6.2.3 Chiral Domains and Layer Undulations

Only undulations in the surface-stabilised SmC(*) have been discussed so far.

The chirality of the FLC phases are suppressed throughout this work, but it is

worth noting that the undulating domains are not observed if the c-director is free
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Figure 6.7: Undulations in the SmC*. A thick homeotropic cell (40 µm) filled

with 100% SCE13*, close to the transition temperature (57 ◦C), showing both

chiral and surface stabilised domains. The chiral domains (dark regions) show

no undulating layer textures, whereas the surface stabilised domains do (brighter

region).

to twist through the homeotropic geometry. This was confirmed for homeotropic

geometries with cells that are close to the surface stabilisation limit of SCE13(*),

and show both chiral and surface-stabilised domains. The chiral domains do not

change texture where the unwound domains begin to undulate on cooling. This

suggests that they do not form in the chiral SmC*, or that the chiral texture is

undulating and that the undulations are precessing with the pitch of the mate-

rial, resulting in no obvious optical texture. Also, no free-forming undulations of

this form are observed in planar devices as the preference is for the layers to tilt

rather than undulate, as described by Equation 2.46.
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6.3 Shock Induced Flow in a Homeotropic FLC

The theory of shock-induced flow on a homeotropic SmC(*) has already been in-

troduced in Chapter 4, and shown in Figure 4.2. To recap, when a SmC(*) device

is shocked or compressed, flow will be induced to the c-director in the x, y-plane

due to a decrease in available volume. There are also compressions of the smectic

layers, although for simplicity these are considered small and so negligible. For a

low magnitude shock the layers should remain relatively undamaged and remain

in a homeotropic configuration, while showing the effects of c-director reorien-

tation. At higher force shock causes the layers to become displaced from their

homeotropic geometry resulting in a bright texture, and then flow back or reorient

to their initial homeotropic geometry. This is provided that the layers have not

created defects that pin the new configuration, which is the weakness of the pla-

nar aligned SSFLC geometry, and the strength of homeotropic smectic alignment.

Figure 6.8 shows the textures induced by a mechanical shock of the schlieren

surface-stabilised SmC(*) geometry, the same device used previously in Figure

6.4. A low pressure was observed to reorient the c-director, with no obvious

disruptions to the smectic layers. This is seen by comparing Figures 6.8a and

6.8b. There is a clear change in birefringence colours and position of the brushes

arising from defects due to flow induced reorientation of the c-director. If there

is layer disrupted and tilted by the flow, this was not observed due to being a low

enough force as to not create an optical change.

A medium pressure resulted in similar c-director reorientations. However, on

release of the mechanical pressure, the optical texture became dressed with lines

similar to the thermally induced undulations observed in Figure 6.4. These soon

dissipated behind a moving dislocation line in an equivalent manner, replaced by

a non-undulating texture inherent of homogeneous homeotropic smectic layers.

Figures 6.8 c) to e) show the texture before a pressure, immediately after the

shock showing the undulating texture, and a few seconds after the initial shock

when the dislocation line moves across the texture relieving the undulations. Fig-

ures 6.8 f) to h) show the same images with an increased contrast to emphasise
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Figure 6.8: Shock induced undulations in a surface-stabilised homeotropic

SmC(*). The device is treated with C8 silane, d = 25 ± 1 µm, and filled with

8.3% SCE13(*) mixture. T = 50 ◦C, and observed with POM. a): Before and

b): after the application of low mechanical shock, where c-director reorientation

is observed. c): Before, d): immediately after, and e): a few seconds after a

medium mechanical shock. Undulations are seen to appear in the SmC* texture

once the pressure is removed, and dissipate soon after behind a moving dislo-

cation line of layer formation. f-h): The same images as c-e with an increased

contrast. i): Before, j): immediately after, k): a few seconds after, and l): one

minute after the application of a high mechanical shock. Double undulating tex-

tures are observed, being darker and more pronounced than the medium shock.

The undulations dissapear in the same manor as thermally induced undulations

with no apparent damage to the smectic layers. m): Magnification of the induced

single and double undulating textures.
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the undulations.

A high pressure results in more pronounced undulations induced into the

smectic texture, which are darker, and shown in Figures 6.8 i) to m). The darker

textures are the result of higher amplitude undulations due to the larger displace-

ment of the liquid crystal. The undulations are more chaotic than those observed

with a medium shock, shown in Figure 6.8m. In the same way as the medium

pressure undulations, the high pressure undulations dissapear behind a moving

dislocation line, returning the texture to its previous schlieren state.

Based on the observations from Figure 6.8, it is concluded that the effects of

shock-induced flow on a homeotropic SmC(*) are equivalent to those observed

when cooling the sample at a sufficient rate to induce thermal layer undulations.

Both effects occur due to an instability arising in the smectic layers. On reducing

temperature, new layers form to satisfy the reducing dC , and is observed to be

energetically favourable to allow the layers to first buckle and undulate to tem-

porarily satisfy the instability before new layers are formed. Once enough layers

can simultaneously form, or the undulations become too high in amplitude and

therefore become energetically unfavourable, a dislocation line of layer formation

moves across the sample, restoring homogeneous smectic layers. Similarly on me-

chanically compressing the cell, the cell volume is reduced and so reducing the

total number of allowed smectic layers. This is observed as a flow away from

the compression point, where the c-director aligns with the flow direction, and

the layers slide over one another. Once this mechanical pressure is removed and

the maximum volume of the cell is restored, the LC flows back to fill this new

space. As observed from thermally induced undulations, new layers don’t form

spontaneously, and so the layers undulate to fill the new volume first. Then,

after a few seconds new layers form to satisfy the number of layers than may fill

the space uniformly with no undulations. This results in a significant c-director

reorientation, influenced by both the direction of flow and the direction of the

layer formation dislocation line.
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Therefore it is found that the homeotropic layer configuration remains pre-

ferred after a mechanical shock, as introduced in Chapter 4, Figure 4.3. It appears

plausible that the layer undulations are the reason for this. The surface anchoring

conditions ensure that the layers remain parallel to the substrate normal following

shock induced flow, whereby they slide over one another in the induced direction

of flow. This, combined with the layers preferably buckling rather than tilting

prevents the layers locking into a new orientation. And so, the disruption in the

bulk is replaced by well oriented, homeotropic smectic layers once the mechan-

ical pressure is removed. If there is a sufficient force to lock the layers into a

tilted position, this disperses as the dislocation line creates new layers, restoring

the layers to form parallel to the layer normal. This geometry therefore appears

to “self-heal” following a mechanical shock. As the anchoring condition has no

preference to reorient the c-director, this remains in the orientation induced by

the shock and flow once the undulations have dissipated.

6.4 Summary - Chapter 6

The homeotropic alignment of SCE13(*) has been explored. On cooling, the

smectic layers must decrease in size, but first buckle and undulate rather than

spontaneously form thinner layers. There is a critical point at which layer for-

mation is observed as a dislocation line sweeping across the sample following a

temperature gradient. At slow cooling rates, there evidence suggests that the

layers still undulate, and only forms new layers when a certain number can be

created, related to the cell gap of the containment. These undulations were used

to confirm that the A21 layer elastic constant is smaller than the A12 constant for

SCE13(*).

The homeotropic geometry responds to a mechanical shock in much the same

way, although the undulations are more chaotic. These undulations dissipate once

the shock is removed to return the number of smectic layers to the optimum for the

cell gap to return to the most energetically favourable orientation. The direction

of layer flow ensures little to no tilting of the smectic layers occurs, preventing
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defects locking the layers in place. This is the downfall of the planar geometry.

Unfortunately there is no strong preferred orientation for the c-director, and

so despite they layers returning to a homogeneous layered alignment in a “self-

healing” mechanism, a once dark state looses its optical contrast.
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Chapter 7

Textures of Homeotropic Smectic

C(*) Alignment in the VGA-FLC

Geometry

In this Chapter the effects of using homeotropic gratings to align the SCE13(*)

is explored. The VGA-FLC geometry is described in Chapter 4, and SCE13*

characterised in homeotropic alignment in Chapter 6. The potential for a shock-

resistant geometry for enhancing FLC alignment in displays and devices is in-

vestigated. Introducing surface-relief gratings has the chance to further disrupt

the smectic layer alignment such that a dark state cannot be obtained due to

induced undulations. There is also a possibility that if homogeneous layers are

obtained that a mechanical shock will disrupt and reorient them such that they

will not return to their initial alignment. Despite this, there is great potential

for grating alignment to create a preferred alignment direction for the smectic

c-director, which will restore the alignment following a mechanical shock. This

is similar to the use of surface-relief gratings for the Zenithal Bistable Display

[167]. The effects of surface-relief gratings on the homeotropic smectic layers of

a FLC have not previously been studied. This Chapter explores the effect.
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7.1 FLC Textures Formed on Homeotropic Surface-

Relief Gratings

The goal is to induce sufficient elastic stress into the smectic layers such that the

c-director has a preferred alignment direction and the layers are not disrupted

through the bulk. Based on Chapter 6, it is expected that A21 undulations will

be favoured at the grating surfaces as the lowest energy distortion (Equation

6.3). The grating pitch and grating amplitude must be controlled to obtain this

state. From the outset it was clear that the gratings must be a low amplitude

and low pitch to meet this requirement. The fabrication of surface-relief grat-

ings is explained in Chapter 5. A pitch of 4 µm was found to be satisfactory to

provide c-director alignment, and could be fabricated using the DWL and the

SU-8 photoresist, and so was kept constant throughout this work. This pitch

also approximately matches the layer undulation pitch of SCE13(*). In addition,

this pitch ensures that diffractive effects from the grating are minimised. The

choice of APP is explored in this Section. The homeotropic anchoring provided

by the vapour phase deposition of C8 silane was not varied as it was found to

give excellent alignment to SCE13(*).

7.1.1 The Grating Amplitude and Pitch

Preliminary tests were performed with SCE13-R to avoid complications forming

from chirality. This device used SU-8 surface-relief gratings written directly onto

one substrate, which are 0.5× 0.5 mm2, and spaced 0.2 µm from the next. This

provides regions with no grating alignment to enable comparisons between the

two. The APP varies from 0.0 → 0.8 µm with 4 µm pitch. The offset of the

gratings was approximately 2 µm, with a cell gap of d = 6.3± 0.6 µm.

It is predicted that the pitch of the grating is responsible for the alignment

of the c-director on grating alignment. It was calculated from Figure 6.4 that

the layer undulation pitch due to A21 layer bends of SCE13(*) was 4.4 µm. This

is approximately the pitch chosen for the surface-relief gratings. Therefore, the
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Table 7.1: The measured APP for the surface-relief gratings used in Section 7.1.1.

Colour APP / µm

Red 0

Green 0.77± 0.02

Yellow 0.33± 0.02

White 0.3± 0.1

surface-relief grating pitch was matched to the lower elastic deformation undu-

lation pitch of the smectic layers for SCE13(*). In addition, the amplitude of

the gratings should be large enough to ensure a controlled A21 undulation and so

directing the c-director, but small enough so as to not cause low-amplitude layer

distortions through the device. This ensures the optical contrast is maximised

and homogeneous layer alignment through the bulk.

The device was controllably cooled from the isotropic phase into the nematic

phase, and through the SmA phase. Throughout, the texture appeared dark on

rotation between crossed polarisers in all areas of the device, with no sign of dis-

ruption to the homeotropic layer alignment over the gratings. The SmC phase

showed the same observations as Section 6.3 for the regions between the surface-

relief gratings.

Figure 7.1 shows the induced alignment of the SmC(*) at 30 ◦C both over

gratings and without gratings. The gratings are marked with coloured circles to

identify their amplitude and their position on rotation. The amplitudes are given

in Table 7.1. The grating with no amplitude (a square of SU-8) was a control

to confirm that the same alignment is obtained on surface-treated ITO glass and

SU-8 structures. The alignment is confirmed to be the same schlieren texture,

although with lower transmission due to the offset of the SU-8, and so reduced

retardation. This confirms that the surface treatment is effective on both ITO

glass and SU-8, and provides no controlled c-director orientation. This is con-

firmed with rotation of these regions with the addition of a full wave-plate, shown
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Figure 7.1: The alignment effects of homeotropic surface-relief gratings on the

smectic c-director. A selection of p = 4 µm, APP = 0 → 0.8 µm SU-8 gratings,

d = 6.4 ± 0.6 µm, and filled with SCE13-R. The coloured dots are a guide to

the eye, and indicate the grating amplitude, with values for APP given in Table

7.1. a,c,e): Rotations of the gratings between crossed polarisers, showing regions

with no gratings showing a schlieren texture, and regions with gratings induce

a preferred c-director orientation. b,d,f): A full wave plate oriented at 45◦ to

crossed polarisers reveals the c-director orientation is perpendicular relative to g.

This reveals that the smectic layers form an A21 elastic deformation.
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in Figures 7.1 b), d), and f).

In Figure 7.1 it is clear that the areas with surface-relief gratings do not show

the same schlieren texture. The c-director has a preferred orientation in rela-

tion to g. This is evident on rotating the gratings between crossed polarisers,

where the texture appears darker when parallel to the polariser, and brightest

when at 45◦. The three gratings indicate no obvious disruptive alignment to the

homeotropic smectic layers.

The addition of a full wave plate was used to confirm a favourable orientation

induced to the c-director, emphasised in the comparison of Figures 7.1 b), d) and

f). The birefringence colours on rotation change from orange at +45◦, purple at

0◦, and blue at −45◦. This result confirms that the c-director has a preference

to align along the grooves of the grating, defined as perpendicular to the grating

vector, g. This is the result of an A21 elastic deformation over the surface-relief

grating. There are no cross-hatched textures which confirm that there is no

preference for an A12 elastic deformation, or double undulations. This confirms

the prediction made with Equation 6.3, where the A21 elastic deformations were

observed and measured to be the smaller elastic layer deformation and would

preferential form over the 4 µm pitch grating alignment. This was observed for

all gratings investigated throughout this project that induced preferred c-director

alignment to SCE13(*). APP up to 1 µm were observed to show this favourable

alignment of the c-director, and lost controlled alignment at APP < 0.1 µm. No

gratings >> 1 µm were fabricated due to limitations of the fabrication techniques,

and so the upper limit to preferentially orient the c-director is currently unknown.

Closer inspection of the textures on the gratings is shown in Figure 7.2. This

reveals a series of defects running within the texture. There are also repetitive

darker and brighter regions arising from a combination of the varying amplitude

of the grating and undulations in the smectic layers. These optics are dominated

by the diffractive profile of the grating rather than A21 undulations. This con-

firms that the undulations are small and do not propagate through the bulk of

the cell. Looking towards the line defects, they are purple with a full wave plate
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Figure 7.2: A magnification of the grating marked with a yellow dot in Figure 7.1.

a): The grating at 45◦ rotation between crossed polarisers. b): A magnification

of the texture. c,d): The same gratings with a full wave plate.
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(dark/black without), and on either side the same retardation colour is observed.

Chiral twisting in two opposite directions can be ruled out due to using SCE13-R.

It should also be noted that the defect lines cannot be removed by reducing the

cooling rate into the SmC(*) phase (as slow as 0.05 ◦Cmin−1), or by applying DC

electric fields (a method used for aligning bistable SSFLCs). The origin of these

defects was determined with the application of electric fields, and is described in

Chapter 8, Section 8.2.2.

To summarise, controlled c-director alignment is obtained with surface-relief

gratings, controlled by the orientation of A21. Optics due to A21 deformations are

not observed indicating that they have a small amplitude and are contained to the

surfaces of the grating. The bulk of the device shows non-undulating homeotropic

layers.

7.1.2 Thermal Undulations and Smectic Layer Formation

This Section takes a closer look a the formation of thermal undulations in the

VGA-FLC device geometry, which observed for homeotropic alignment of SCE13(*)

in Section 6.2. The device examined here uses VGA-FLC Device 1, of which the

key parameters are found in Table 5.1. As expected, thermal undulations still

occur in the VGA-FLC geometry, and seemingly become more pronounced and

stable. Figure 7.3 shows the different undulating textures obtained with grating

alignment. These effects are also observed in the single grating devices shown

in Section 7.1.1, but are difficult to characterise due to the large offset in the

gratings. The double grating device uses low offset gratings making the textures

easier to examine optically, and so is analysed here.

The sample is cooled from the I phase, through the N phase and into the

SmA phase. It was cooled at a rate of 0.5 ◦Cmin−1 into and through the SmC(*)

phase. Importantly, the N and SmA phases were dark, showing good homeotropic

aliment throughout cooling. This is shown in Figure 7.3a. The transmission re-

mains constant on rotation between crossed polarisers, suggesting no layer tilt
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Figure 7.3: POM images on cooling VGA-FLC Device 1 at 0.5 ◦Cmin−1 into the

SmC(*) phase. a): T = 59.7 ◦C (∆T = 1.1 ◦C), The dark texture at the SmA to

SmC* transition before undulating textures appear, showing good homeotropic

alignment. b): T = 55.7 ◦C (∆T = 5.1 ◦C), Carpet-like textures arise below

TCA. c): T = 55.2 ◦C (∆T = 5.6 ◦C), Carpet textures dissipate behind a

dislocation line of layer formation. The number of defects on the grating texture

depends on the direction of layer formation flow relative to g. d): T = 53.7 ◦C

(∆T = 7.1 ◦C), Texture free of undulations. e): T = 53.7 ◦C (∆T = 7.1 ◦C),

Undulations continuously appear and dissapear. f): T = 51.2 ◦C (∆T = 9.6 ◦C),

The texture on further cooling.
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in the SmA phase. This indicates that if there are undulations induced by the

gratings in the SmA they are small and contained to the boundary surfaces such

that they don’t propagate through the bulk.

At ∼ 59.2◦C (∆T = 1.6 ◦C) the texture becomes visibly brighter as θc in-

creases. The defect lines observed in the grating alignment become visible at this

point, albeit faintly (see Figure 7.2). Once the texture becomes sufficiently clear

to examine optically, shown in Figure 7.3b, it becomes apparent that the texture

is not the same as that of a uniformly oriented c-director aligned perpendicular

to g observed in Figure 7.2. It is closer to that of the double undulating textures

observed in the non-grating homeotropic geometry (see Figure 6.8).

Despite appearing random in alignment, this texture is relatively regularly

ordered into a grid-like texture, with the double undulations always perpendic-

ular to one another, much like the knit found in clothing or a carpet. At this

stage the texture is termed the “carpet” texture to differentiate it from those

induced by thermal undulations, as it is unique to the grating alignment. The

texture becomes brighter when g is oriented at 45◦ between crossed polarisers,

and is darkest at 0◦ when g is aligned with the polariser/analyser. Therefore in

this texture the c-director is aligned by the grating. The pitch of the undulations

perpendicular to g are difficult to measure as they don’t follow the grating and

“wobble”, but within error are the same magnitude as those parallel to g.

These undulations were observed to form no matter the cooling rate from

the SmA phase, ranging from 0.05 ◦Cmin−1 to 5 ◦Cmin−1. This is confirmed

in Figure 7.4 on repeated measurements and for different rates of cooling. At

faster rates of cooling, the carpet textures were observed to become more sta-

ble, whereby this disordered state can remain permanently if cooled too quickly

through the SmC(*) phase. Therefore it is important to control the cooling rate

through the phase transition in the grating aligned device. This frustrated carpet

texture remains metastable until ∆T = 5 ◦C, and extends its stability propor-

tional to the cooling rate.
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Figure 7.4: Graphs of the optical 550 nm transmission of a double grating

homeotropic device versus the reduced temperature (∆T = TCA − T ) of De-

vice 1: 5 % SCE13* mixture, d = 30 µm, APP = 0.24 ± 0.07 µm. The black

lines are a guide for the eye. a): Repeated measurements for the device cooled

at 0.1 ◦Cmin−1. b): Comparison of cooling the device at different rates. Purple

squares: 0.1 ◦Cmin−1, teal triangles: 1 ◦Cmin−1, orange diamonds: 5 ◦Cmin−1.
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A question arises as to why the gratings induce this frustrated double undu-

lation close to the phase transition, when not present in the SmA phase. The

penetration length of the sinusoidal distortions induced into the SmA phase must

be small due to no observed optical retardation. We suggest that it is the result

of the combination of the penetration length of the undulations and the effect of

boundary layers (zbl) on the formation of the smectic C(*) layers. This is shown

schematically in Figure 7.5. As the sample is cooled into the SmC(*), θc increases

continuously, and is where the effective zbl is largest. The combination of zbl and

the surface-relief grating forces regions of zbl to overlap, specifically in the troughs

or at the steepest edges of the grating. This is represented by the black arrows

overlapping in Figure 7.5. This is not problematic for the SSFLC, or non-grating

homeotropic smectic alignment, and so is unique for homeotropic sinusoidal-like

gratings. The layers also preferentially undulate before spontaneously forming

new layers on cooling. This combined effect of overlapping areas of zbl and a

preference to undulate rather than form new layers results in the optical carpet

texture: a metastable state of frustration. This is the first time such an alignment

effect has been reported.

The carpet textures dissipate on further cooling, for example at ∆T = 5 ◦C

in Figure 7.4. The carpet texture disappears behind a dislocation line of layer

formation on cooling in a similar manner as observed after a mechanical shock or

thermal undulations, as shown in Figure 7.3c. Of note here is that the texture

that remains is influenced by the direction of flow of the dislocation line. Recall

that c tends to align parallel to the direction of flow, either thermal or mechan-

ical. If the flow is parallel to g, more defects form due to allowing two equal

energy alignment states of the c-director to relax to. If the flow is perpendicular

to the grating vector, fewer defects form as the c-director preferentially aligns in

only one direction relative to the grating grooves. Nevertheless, the texture that

remains indicates good c-director alignment, as seen in Figure 7.3d. Therefore

it is confirmed that good surface-stabilised homeotropic SmC(*) alignment with

c-director orientation is obtained with well aligned double gratings with small

amplitudes, shown in Figure 7.3f.
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Figure 7.5: A schematic representation of the frustration in zbl due to the intro-

duction of a surface-relief grating. Black arrows are perpendicular to the grating

surface normal. The grating has APP = 0.2 µm and P = 4 µm. a): zbl = 1.8 µm,

b): zbl = 1 µm, c): zbl = 0.2 µm

.
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The bright defects running through the texture do not dissipate on further

cooling. The homeotropic alignment about them is disrupted, and so the effects

discussed are away from the defects. Their origin and removal are discuses in the

following Chapters. Unfortunately they have not been removed during this work.

They increase the transmission of the VGA-FLC geometry by approximately 3 to

5 %, and the number of defects that form is strongly correlated to the direction

of the temperature gradient. This leads to the difference in lowest transmission

in Figure 7.4a.

As the temperature of the grating aligned device is cooled beyond the carpet

texture region, the texture continuously forms double undulations which dissipate

behind the characteristic dislocation line of layer formation. These subsequent

textures are less distinct than at the phase transition, as shown in Figure 7.3.

These are analogous to the thermal undulations in the device with no gratings,

however it appears that double undulations form more readily. The periodicity of

the layer jumps is captured in Figure 7.4a. The transmission continues to increase

and decrease as the thermal double undulation textures form and dissipate. The

trend is to always return to a dark alignment, noting that zero transmission is

not obtained due to the defects.

Figure 7.6 compares three different devices studied in this work, all cooled at

a rate of 0.1 ◦Cmin−1 to obtain the best alignment of the SmC(*) phase. Device

2 shows a trend similar to the no grating cell as the gratings are misaligned by

15◦, resulting in the c-director twisting by 15◦ through the device. Optically, the

textures are identical to those observed for Device 1.

The important differences are that the device with no gratings tends to undu-

late, but this cannot be detected without a spectrometer. The single and double

grating devices show ordered carpet textures undulations close to TCA, that ex-

tend for ∆5 ◦C. This is a direct effect of the grating alignment. This dissipates

resulting in a uniformly oriented c-director and small double undulations ap-

pear and dissipate. These can be directly observed. Neither of the two grating

aligned devices show 0 % transmission due to bright defects forming. The regions
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Figure 7.6: A graph comparing the three different devices examined in this Sec-

tion cooled at 0.1 ◦Cmin−1. Purple squares: no gratings, d = 10 µm. Orange

diamonds: VGA-FLC Device 1: d = 30 µm. Teal triangles: VGA-FLC Device 2,

d = 12 µm.

away from these defects show good alignment that is dark, as shown in Figure 7.3.

Comparing all the devices, the larger cell gap allows more frequent layer

jumps, and the smallest experiences the fewest layer jumps. There are 3 times

more layer jumps in the d = 30 µm device than in the d = 10 µm device over a

range of 30 ◦C. This suggests that the frequency of layer formation is determined

by d, and that a layer jump occurs only when a particular number of layers can

be created such that it is energetically favourable.

7.1.3 Heating VGA-FLC Devices

For practical use in a device, the VGA-FLC must not be loose its homeotropic c-

director alignment on heating, and withhold a good dark state. Heating at a rate

of 0.5 ◦Cmin−1 from 30 ◦C to 40 ◦C is shown in Figure 7.7. Two observations
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are made. Heating reveals major problems at the line defects running through

the device, which grow and misalign the nearby alignment. This is particularly

destructive in areas with a high density of defects, whereby they appear to merge

creating larger areas of misalignment. Also, bright “speckles” appear in the dark

regions away from defects. They become clearer at temperatures around ∼ 30 ◦C

on cooling, as can be seen in Figure 7.7a. They appear to exist at higher tem-

peratures, but at a significantly lower transmission. It is unknown if these are

induced by grating alignment, artefacts of silane deposition, or degradation of the

material itself. Removal of these two negative factors by looking towards areas

away from them reveals that the VGA-FLC geometry is not severely damaged on

heating.

7.2 Shock Induced Flow in a Homeotropic FLC

with Surface-Relief Gratings

It was found that shock-induced flow induces undulations in homeotropic smectic

layers in Figure 6.8. The higher the force, the more distinct the undulations, with

the possibility of forming double undulating textures. The undulations dissipated

in a few seconds, resulting in shock-resistant layers, with a loss of alignment in

the c-director. The introduction of surface-relief gratings has been shown to align

the c-director. The shock-stability is henceforth explored.

Figure 7.8 shows a series of shocks applied to VGA-FLC Device 1. The appli-

cation of these mechanical shocks is described in Chapter 3, Section 3.10.3. The

optical texture of this alignment is shown in Figure 7.8a, where a well aligned

dark state is shown. The image shows defect lines running through the texture,

as well as an area free from defect lines. A low pressure shock is applied (ap-

proximate force shown in Table 3.2), shown in Figure 7.7b. The dark texture

becomes bright due to induced flow and c-director reorientation. Areas with de-

fects respond negatively to this pressure, while the areas farthest from defects

show little or no disruption. Figure 7.8c shows the texture a few seconds after
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Figure 7.7: Heating of the VGA-FLC device reveals problems about the defects.

Regions far from defects remain well aligned in a homeotropic layer orientation,

with the introduction of “speckled” textures of unknown origin.
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Figure 7.8: Shock induced flow of VGA-FLC Device 1 with d = 30 ± 2 µm at

T = 20 ◦C. a): The dark texture observed with POM, with g is aligned with the

polarisers. b): The application of a low pressure shock induces flow to the LC in

the device. c): The alignment of the bulk is unaffected by the pressure. d): A

large shock induces A12 undulations into the texture. e): The texture 10 mins

after the initial shock. f): 30 mins after the initial shock, the texture remains

almost unchanged. g): 45◦ rotation of the device. h): Magnification of g) reveals

the meta-stable texture of the undulations induced by shock-induced flow, which

highlight undulations induced perpendicular to g.

the pressure is removed. Noticeably there are reorientations around the defects,

and the defect free areas have been unaffected.

A high pressure shock was then applied to the device. Figure 7.8d shows the

texture immediately after the removal of this pressure. It is evident that the areas

with defects have once again suffered the most distortion, where their bright tex-

ture has expanded into the previously well aligned texture. Double undulations

were induced into the texture away from defects. The c-director is still aligned

with g. This indicates that A12 elastic deformations have been introduced to

the texture. These undulations do not fully dissipate within a few seconds, and

appear more metastable than a shock without gratings.
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Figure 7.8e shows the shocked texture after 10 mins. It is observed that the

undulating texture is still present, and has shown signs of slowly dissipating. Fig-

ure 7.8f shows the texture 30 mins after the initial shock. There are no major

differences in the textures, and the undulating texture is still present in some

regions. Figure 7.8 g and h show this texture rotated by 45◦. It can be seen that

this state is bright confirming the retained c-director orientation. The metastable

undulation texture that has been induced into the texture is apparent, as well as

regions with undulations that have dissipated to the initial alignment before the

mechanical shock.

Grating alignment has solved c-director misalignment following shock induced

flow. However, on high pressures, A12 layer undulations are induced into the tex-

ture that are more metastable than observed without gratings. These undulations

cause only minor increases to the transmission of the dark texture, and slowly

dissipate back to a homogeneous homeotropic alignment. Importantly the layers

are not forced and locked into a tilted geometry and so creating new defects or

increasing ∆neff . The A12 undulations are more stable due to A21 undulations

already existing due to the gratings, and previous observations suggest that dou-

ble undulations occur rather than the existing undulating amplitude increasing

past a critical point.

7.3 Oily streaks: A Hypothesis for the Grating

Defects

One question that arose, and remains an open question regards the form of the

defects at or near the grating surface. A well aligned homeotropic sample with no

gratings and aligned c-director has no defects, other than those that arise during

layer formation as dC decreases. Once surface-relief gratings are introduced, there

are no defect free structures that can form over the grating whilst maintaining a

well aligned homeotropic texture through the bulk. Such defects must be found

near to, or at the surfaces of the grating. The hypothesis is that they take a
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Figure 7.9: A sketch showing how the boundary layer over the surface-relief

grating must lead to regions of defect formation in the VGA-FLC device. There

are no observations of these defects in the textures of SmC* alignment, and so

their effect must be small and ordered near to or on the grating surface.

form similar to those described by Nemitz et al. whilst exploring films of SmA

and SmC materials with hybrid alignment (that is, planar and homeotropic align-

ment on either surface) [230, 231]. A sketch is given in Figure 7.9. This shows

that there must be some discontinuity at the edges of the surface-relief grating.

Nemitz et al. describe a rotating grain boundary, where two smectic layers at

different orientations meet. They also describe an area where this boundary is

90◦ (the intersection of a planar and homeotropic layer), however based on the

sketch in Figure 7.9, this does not occur in the regime of low amplitude grating

alignment. Therefore the defect structure expected in the VGA-FLC device is

described as a rotating grain boundary, which results in small dislocation lines

which follow the grating surface and cause little disruption to the smectic layers

and so minimal optical losses.

7.4 Summary - Chapter 7

The VGA-FLC geometry with SCE13(*) has been explored in this Chapter. Good

homeotropic alignment was obtained. The VGA-FLC device geometry was pro-
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posed to give a strong preferred alignment to the c-director, and displays the first

time that gratings have been used for the homeotropic alignment of FLCs. Single

gratings with SCE13-R were shown to favourably align the c-director by forming

A21 elastic layer undulations at the grating surface, and maintaining homogeneous

homeotropic alignment of the smectic layers though the bulk. Double grating de-

vices were shown to surface-stabilise high pitch chiral mixtures of SCE13(*) and

induce controlled c-director alignment. Thermal undulations were found to form

carpet textures which dissipate to form good alignment at slow enough cooling

rates. Recurring and dissipating undulations were observed in this alignment,

similar to the alignment without gratings, with a preference to form aligned dou-

ble undulations, while the c-director remained oriented with g. Low pressure

shock induced flow was found to have no effect on the SmC(*) c-director, and

larger forces induced metastable undulations into the texture. These undulations

were small, and resulted in low transmission increases. Therefore this Chap-

ter has introduced the VGA-FLC geometry as a promising approach to create a

shock-stable FLC electro-optic device.
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Chapter 8

Addressing the VGA-FLC Device

with In-Plane Electric Fields

8.1 Introduction

The homeotropic grating alignment of FLCs has shown good alignment and shock

stability. In this geometry, the Ps is in the plane of the cell (x, y-plane), and so

requires in-plane fields to switch the c-director to prevent disrupting the smec-

tic layers. The success of active matrix addressing using TFTs and LCoS has

enabled the use of IPS modes, and is used commercially for high viewing angle

LCDs. The VGA-FLC geometry coupled with IDEs enables fast switching of the

c-director by coupling the in-plane electric field to the FLC polar term. The

result is to enable a shock-stable and ultra-fast switching optical modulator for

use in displays and devices, and enabling modes that can’t be achieved through

NLCs. This Chapter explores the VGA-FLC device geometry and whether it can

achieve fast optical response times.

Two VGA-FLC devices are explored in this Chapter, both of which have one

IPS electrode on one surface, surface-relief gratings on both surfaces, and treated

with C8 silane to induce homeotropic alignment. This geometry is introduced in

Figure 4.4, and the properties of the Devices given in Table 5.1. The IDEs have

l = 22.1 ± 0.7 µm and w = 7.9 ± 0.7 µm, over an area of 5 × 5 mm2, and are
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fabricated as described in Chapter 3.

8.2 In-Plane Fields and the VGA-FLC Device

The aim is to obtain a 90◦ twist of the c-director through the device in the ON

state, which will return to its OFF state with an applied restorative field (see

Figure 4.4). The SSFLC reached microsecond switching times due to the ability

to apply an OFF pulse to restore the OFF state in the same time as the ON pulse

(see Equation 2.70). Therefore the VGA-FLC geometry must ensure that both

the ON and OFF times are equally fast, to emphasise the strength of using FLCs

over NLCs. The expected electro-optic response dynamics for the VGA-FLC ge-

ometry are given by the equations in Section 4.4.1.1.

8.2.1 ON Response

Obtaining the ON state is relatively simple. Applying a DC pulse to the VGA-

FLC is the fastest way to induce a 90◦ twist of c through the device. c increases

its total rotation through the cell as a function of applied E. At the furthest

point between two electrodes (z = 0), E varies with cell gap (d) exponentially,

as described by Equation 4.7, although this is usually considered to be approxi-

mately linear as given by Equation 4.9. This results is a description of the twist

angle (φ) through the device (z-direction) as [207]:

φ(z) = φm sin
(πz
d

)
, (8.1)

where strong anchoring is assumed such that φ(0) = φ(d) = 0 and the greatest

amount of twist occurs at the centre of the cell such that φ(d
2
) = φm. The rate of

change of twist of c is not expected to be constant through the device, due to first

exponentially decaying fields with d, and anchoring conditions. This also doesn’t

consider variations in the x, y-plane. Needless to say, the effects of in-plane fields
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Figure 8.1: A schematic diagram showing how the total twist of the c-director is

expected to vary through the cell (z-direction) as a function of applied voltage.

The IDEs are located on the bottom axis of the diagram. The purple dotted

and dashed lines show a twist less than 90◦, or π
2
c. The teal solid line shows

the an optimum 90◦ twist through the device. The orange dotted line shows an

over-twist of the c-director, which results in a reduced I.

are complex, and so making some assumptions regarding their overall effect is

necessary. Therefore the following statements are assumed to hold true:

• The total twist through the VGA-FLC device will increase on increasing E,

and a twist of 90◦ results in the maximum transmission.

• Further increases to E beyond that required to obtain a 90◦ twist will begin

to unwind the induced twist and reduce I.

Figure 8.1 shows a schematic diagram of the twist angle is approximately ex-

pected to vary with an applied voltage. Too little, and the twist will be < 90◦

(purple dashed lines), too large and c will over-twist < 90◦ (orange dotted line),

and just right results in the maximum transmission (teal solid line).
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Figure 8.2: A schematic diagram showing how the c-director twists either ±90◦

depending on its orientation between IDEs.

The important consideration, and where the device becomes more complicated

than NLCs dressed using TFTs is that c 6= −c. This means that the direction of

the field relative to c will result in two possible twist directions, either left-handed

or right-handed. This is shown schematically in Figure 8.2. Here, c is oriented

in the same direction on either sides of an electrode (importantly c ⊥ E through

design). The field is the same magnitude on either side of the electrode, but

opposite magnitude (±E). The Ps aligns with the field, resulting in rotating the

mesogen within the smectic layer. It is energetically favourable to rotate through

the smallest angle, so in Figure 8.2 this is seen as the mesogens on the LHS of the

positive electrode terminal twisting anti-clockwise, and the mesogens on the RHS

twisting clockwise. When the field is removed, the mesogens relax to their initial

alignment. This is a unique response resulting from the VGA-FLC geometry.
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8.2.2 Determination of Defect Origin

This response was confirmed with the addition of a full wave-plate, and the ap-

plication of a DC pulse with V less than that required to twist c by 90◦. An

example of this is shown in Figure 8.3d. Over the electrode, two different colours

are observed (either orange or blue), which is the result of a twist of c in two

opposing directions relative to the fast-axis of the wave-plate.

The origin of the defects that arise over the grating alignment when cooling

into the SmC(*) phase was confirmed with this technique. A schematic diagram

and POM micrograph are shown in Figure 8.3. This effect was observed over all

line defects that populate the grating alignment. Over the defect line, blue or

orange retardation colours are observed. This implies that c is twisting either

clockwise or anticlockwise over the defect in the same sign electric field (between

the same electrodes). The result is that c is aligned at ±90◦ over the defect line.

This is allowed by the symmetry of the grating. The c-director has two possible

orientations of equal energy as g = −g. Therefore the defects arise when cooling

from the SmA into the SmC(*) phase as c orients with g in one of two equal

energy orientations.

8.2.3 OFF Response

Complications arise considering how the c-director dynamically responds to the

OFF pulse. Once the DC field is removed, c will relax back to its initial unwound

orientation at some τ related to the rotational viscosity (γφ) of the FLC. This is

the standard method for addressing NLCs using IPS and TFTs: no restorative

pulse is applied, and the OFF time is determined solely by the viscosity and elas-

tic constants of the material. Despite using FLCs, this OFF time is predicted to

be the same magnitude as for NLCs.

Applying the opposite sign DC pulse to the VGA-FLC device will not return

the device to its OFF state. In the NLC geometry, switching the magnitude of

the ON pulse (from +E → −E) is indistinguishable as n = −n. Therefore the
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Figure 8.3: A schematic diagram showing the origin of the defects that arise on

a homeotropic grating. a): Field OFF, and b): Field ON. As the c-director is

initially at a 180◦ twist over the defect, an applied in-plane electric field will

rotate the c in opposite directions. c,d): Experimental results showing how a full

wave plate is used to determine the direction of c with a small electric field.
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Figure 8.4: The transmission versus frequency response of the two VGA-FLC

devices (see Table 5.1). a): VGA-FLC Device 1: Vrms = 20 V . Teal triangles:

T = 45 ◦C. Orange circles: T = 35 ◦C. b): VGA-FLC Device 2: Purple squares:

T = 55 ◦C, Vrma = 30 V . Teal triangles: T = 45 ◦C Vrms = 35 V . Transmissions

(I) were measured with a photodiode and averaging the transmission over a cycle

of square waves. The measured I is lower than that the theoretical maximum

for these geometries due to c oscillating between dark and bright states. The

experimental errors are approximately the size of or smaller than the data points.

The lines are guides for the eye.
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OFF pulse does not restore the OFF state as it is equivalent of the ON pulse.

NLCs are not addressed to the OFF state, the field is just removed. The case for

the SmC(*) is more complex due to the added factor that c 6= −c, as described

by Figure 8.2. Therefore the sign of the field will cause a reorientation of the c-

director, whereby it will twist in 180◦ in the opposite direction. To visualise this,

imagine applying a low-frequency sine wave (F = 1 Hz) where the field gradually

oscillates resulting in I oscillating between dark and bright states as the c twist

varies from +90◦ → 0◦ → −90◦. This is equivalent for NLCs. Now imagine a

high frequency input (F = 10 kHz). This results in the NLC remaining bright

or in the ON state, as n = −n. For the FLC, this results in no response, that is

the c-director remains in its equilibrium OFF orientation. This is shown for two

temperatures in Figure 8.4. As the frequency is increased for the VGA-FLC, the

transmission decreases from a maximum value. Note that this is not an issue for

addressing with TFTs where the refresh rate is 60 Hz. It does however create

difficulties when measuring the electro-optic response of the VGA-FLC, as ionic

build up needs to be considered. This is discussed further in Section 8.2.5.

8.2.4 Electro-Optic Response

The transmission (I) versus applied voltage (V ) response was measured for the

VGA-FLC device to confirm that the switching mechanism was as predicted.

This is shown in Figure 8.5. Indeed, on increasing V , and therefore E, I was ob-

served to increase up to a maximum value where a 90◦ twist is induced through

the device. On increasing fields, I decreases approximately linearly as the twist

through the cell becomes unevenly distributed (twist at the electrode surface).

This is the same trend as seen in −∆ε NLCs with IPS [35]. The differences in

voltage required to obtain the peak transmission differ due to varying frequency

between temperatures (to maximise I), coupled with increasing Ps and rotational

viscosity. The transmission does not drop off substantially in the larger cell gap

device on increasing E past that required for a 90◦ twist.
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Figure 8.5: The transmission versus applied voltage of two VGA-FLC devices (see

Table 5.1). a): VGA-FLC Device 1: Vrms = 20 V , F = 22 Hz. b): VGA-FLC

Device 2: Purple squares: T = 55 ◦C, F = 100 Hz. Teal triangles: T = 45 ◦C,

F = 50 Hz. Orange circles: T = 35 ◦C, F = 22 Hz. The frequency was varied

for each measurement to obtain the maximum transmission (I). The transmission

was measured with a photodiode and averaging the transmission over a cycle of

square waves. The measured I is lower than that of the theoretical maximum for

these geometries as c oscillates between dark and bright states. The experimental

errors are approximately the size of or smaller than the data points. The lines

are guides for the eye.
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The effect of increasing voltage on the transmission was also explored by ro-

tating the device between crossed polarisers. Here, 0◦ and 90◦ indicate the initial

dark state obtained at 0 V , where both g and so c are aligned with crossed polaris-

ers. At this rotation, following the curve with increasing voltage gives the results

in Figure 8.5. As the device is rotated, I increases to a maximum at 45◦ between

crossed polarisers, as expected for this device. A cell gap of 16 µm gives the

maximum transmission for the quarter wave plate condition (see Equation 2.50)

at T = 45 ◦C, which is the reason for the relative I being larger for d = 12 µm

when compared to d = 30 µm. The transmission curve on rotation flattens out

on increasing the applied voltage due to an increasing twist of c through d. The

peak was expected to be at 0◦ and 90◦, with slightly lower I at 45◦. However here

the average transmission is taken over a continually switching field, and so 0◦ and

90◦ switch through a dark state, while 45◦ switches through a bright state, and

so skewing the average measured transmissions. The trend of the curves are as

expected. Taking 40 V (blue diamonds) to be the optimum 90◦ c twist through

the device for both devices, the cell gap at d = 30 µm gives a higher maximum

transmission than that of d = 12 µm as it is closer to satisfying the Gooch-Tarry

maximum given by Equation 2.64.

Figures 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6 confirm that the VGA-FLC device is responding to

electric fields as expected. Importantly, the device continues to maintain its c-

director alignment on repeated addressing. That is, on the removal of the electric

fields the c-director returns to align perpendicular to g.

8.2.5 Ion Flow in FLCs

Before exploring the response times for the VGA-FLC device, the effect of ion flow

in SCE13(*) and therefore considerations for the electrical addressing of the de-

vice will is discussed. Figure 8.7 shows the I response for various applied voltages

over a range of temperatures and applied frequencies. The concern is that I drops

during the continual application of an applied voltage, and reaches an equilibrium

I, here > 50% lower than the maximum, seen in Figure 8.7a. When the voltage is
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Figure 8.6: The transmission versus rotation of the device between crossed po-

larisers of the two VGA-FLC devices at T = 45 ◦C (see Table 5.1). a): VGA-FLC

Device 1. b): VGA-FLC Device 2. The frequency was constant at 20 Hz and

50 Hz for the two devices respectively, to obtain the maximum average trans-

mission. Purple squares: 0 V . Teal triangles: 10 V . Orange circles: 20 V . Blue

diamonds: 40 V . The transmission (I) was measured with a photodiode and

averaging the transmission over a cycle of square waves. Therefore the measured

I is lower than that of the theoretical maximum for these geometries due to the

c-director (c) oscillating between dark and bright states. The experimental er-

rors are approximately the size of or smaller than the data points. The lines are

guides for the eye.
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Figure 8.7: The transmission versus time of measurement for VGA-FLC Device

1: a): A Vrms = 15 V , F = 0.1 Hz DC pulse is applied with a V = 15 V offset

(such that ON is 30 V and OFF is 0 V , shown by the blue line) at T = 50 ◦C.

b): A 42 ms DC pulse applied to Device 1 at T = 50 ◦C. c) A 30 ms DC pulse

applied to Device 1 at T = 30 ◦C. Purple squares: 30 V , teal triangles: 20 V ,

orange circles 10 V . The response of the c-director depends on the length of the

applied pulse, and voltage applied at. The experimental errors are approximately

the size of or smaller than the data points.
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removed, I first increases back to a maximum, and then returns to the OFF state.

There are two factors responsible for this. First is that the applied V is large

enough such that c is over-twisting past an optimum of 90◦ required for the max-

imum I. This is reasonable as on removal of V there is a peak in I suggesting

that on returning to the dark state c must return via the optimum 90◦ twist.

Second is that there is a shielding of the field caused by ionic charges building up

at the electrodes. This is an issue frequently observed in FLC’s [232]. This same

of SCE13(*) is also relatively old (synthesised in 1980/1990’s) and has not been

purified to remove the ions as is required for TFT addressing. Ions respond to

the field by moving to their oppositely charged electrode, creating an increased

electrical current. Once the ions reach the opposite electrode, the current flow

begins to reduce, until most the free ions have arrived. The flow of the ions is

determined by the ionic mobility which is related to the viscosity of the material.

Figure 8.7a suggests that c is over-twisting, due to the I peak on field removal.

This is not the case on examination of Figures 8.7b and 8.7c. Here, various

pulses are applied for 42 ms and 30 ms respectively. The same trend is seen

during an applied voltage, that is I increases up to maximum, and if V is large

enough to form a 90◦ twist then I decreases. This is seen in Figure 8.7a. On

removal of the field, I immediately decreases. This confirms that the decrease in

I is due to ion shielding rather than an over-twist of c. At Vrms = 10 V , I gradu-

ally decreases back to its OFF state. However, at Vrms = 30 V , I goes through a

turning point and then increases. It reaches a new maximum of lower magnitude

than before, before returning to a dark state. An explanation for this is that when

the field is removed, c begins to untwist back to its OFF position, but instead of

stopping at this OFF position it continues to twist further in the opposite direc-

tion. That is, the effect is caused by the build up of ionic charge at the electrodes.

The amount of ions at the surface of the electrodes will be proportional to

the applied voltage (simple plate capacitor: C = Q
V

). Once the field is removed,

the ions tend to diffuse towards the bulk of the cell and so creating a current in

the opposite direction of the applied voltage. This is proportional in magnitude
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to the initial applied V and length of time charged for. This results in c twisting

in the opposite direction, and if of a large enough magnitude to rotate c beyond

its OFF state.

8.2.6 Method for Addressing the VGA-FLC Device

These ionic effects are important when addressing the VGA-FLC device. In mod-

ern TFT addressing, the LC is purified such that it has few ions. It is therefore

important to ensure that the results presented are not influenced by ion flow in

the FLC. In the case of determining response times, the ion flow is considered to

occur on a longer time-scale than the response of c. The peak in current back-flow

occurs in 10’s of milliseconds compared to the millisecond response times normal

for FLC devices [232].

Ion flow has no effect on measuring the ON times (τON) if the electric pulse

is applied when the device is in its OFF state. The OFF times (τOFF ) are more

challenging and less repeatable because they are highly dependent on the applied

V , and the length of time before removing V . Therefore to obtain the optimum

results for τOFF based on purely c-director relaxation back to its initial orienta-

tion, the ON pulse should be terminated immediately once the peak I is obtained.

This ensures no ionic effects influence the c-director relaxation.

The effect of electrically addressing τOFF to quickly restore the OFF state

was also explored. It should be noted that for a TFT driven device, the time

of the pulse is fixed, and it is the voltage that must be varied. Here τOFF was

measured by applying the opposite magnitude voltage to the device at the point

of maximum I. The length of the applied restorative pulse required to be var-

ied, and was not the same as required for τON due to over-twisting of c past

the OFF state. This is shown in Figure 8.8a, where Vrms = ± 15V , the ON

pulse is applied for 5 ms, and three OFF pulses are applied for durations of 0,

1 and 5 ms. Here, with no OFF pulse applied (purple squares), c relaxes back
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Figure 8.8: The transmission versus time of optical response for a variety of OFF

pulses at T = 50 ◦C for Device 1: a): A constant +15 V on pulse is applied for

5 ms. Three OFF pulses are then applied. Purple squares: no OFF pulse. Teal

triangles: a −15 V pulse for 1 ms. Orange circles: a −15 V pulse for 5 ms. The

coloured lines indicate the time which the voltages are applied. b) A selection of

OFF times obtained by applying pulses for different times and voltages. Purple

squares: OFF times at −15 V measured after a 5 ms ON pulse at +15 V . Teal

triangles: OFF times at −30 V measured after a 3 ms ON pulse at +30 V . The

dotted lines are liner fits and act as a guide to the eye. The experimental errors

are approximately the size of or smaller than the data points.
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to its OFF state in the expected way. The shortest OFF pulse of 1 ms reori-

ents c faster, shown by the steeper gradient, however the pulse in not applied

for long enough to restore the OFF state. The remainder of the OFF response

is similar to the 0 V relaxation. An OFF pulse of 5 ms (orange circles) causes

a transmission minimum and then increases I as c twists in the opposite direction.

Figure 8.8b shows the trends obtained for the OFF times, and indicates how

to obtain the fastest OFF times. Linear fits are shown to emphasise the trend,

although are a more complex combination of two separate times: those assisted

by a field (∝ 1
Ps

), and those with no field (a decay curve related to γϕ, B22 and

the initial energy state). The gradient of the −30 V field is steeper than those of

the −15 V field, and so shorter pulses are required for higher fields, as expected.

τOFF doesn’t reduce substantially despite requiring shorter pulses compared to

τON . Figure 8.8b emphasises the importance of electrically addressing τOFF with

the correct restorative pulse. The same curves should be obtained on varying

voltage and keeping the applied OFF time constant.

The example of the OFF response given in Figure 8.8 gives rise to some

interesting results regarding the effect of the grating alignment. As expected

τON with an applied voltage is faster then τOFF if not addressed, such that

τ(ON, +15V, 5ms) < τ(OFF, 0V ). τON is approximately equal to or slower than τOFF

if both are electrically addressed with the correct length pulses. This is in direct

agreement with Equation 2.70, which says that in the SSFLC the ON and OFF

times are approximately equal. In fact, if the OFF times for the VGA-FLC ge-

ometry are faster than the ON times, this implies that the gratings are acting

to restore the alignment, and so creating a restorative torque to the ON times

and assertive to the OFF times. This would be positive if considering the shock-

stability of the device, and can be used in future to examine the effect of the

surface-relief gratings in further detail. Alternatively it may be the effect of B22

acting to restore c to its lower energy unwound state.
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8.3 Response Times of the VGA-FLCD

Response times were measured for two VGA-FLC devices at various temperatures

and applied voltages, as described in Section 8.2.6. The devices and IDEs have

properties as described in Section 8.1. Material properties for SCE13*, including

Ps, are given in Chapter 3, Section 3.10.1.

8.3.1 τON Measurements

The fastest measured response times for a given voltage and temperature are

summarised in Figure 8.9. The response times were measured as described in

Chapter 3, Section 3.10.4, such that τON represents the time that the measured

intensity takes to go from 10% to 90% its minimum and maximum respectively.

The maximum transmission was that at the peak of the curves shown by Figure

8.8. The general trend for the ON times are as follows. The higher the applied

voltage, the larger the electric field, and therefore the faster τON , as expected

from Equation 2.70. As temperature decreases, τON increases, despite an increas-

ing Ps (Equation 2.26). This is due to an increasing rotational viscosity (γφ),

where γφ follows the Arrhenius law [233]:

γφ = γ0 exp

(
EA
RgT

)
, (8.2)

where EA is the activation energy, Rg is the gas constant, and γ0 the pre-

exponential constant of viscosity. Thus γφ increases at a greater rate than Ps,

and so resulting in slower τON on reducing temperature. This is found for all

FLC devices [234–236]. Of note is the decreasing gradient of τON at varying T

and constant V . The difference between these two devices is the cell gap, d, where:

dDevice1
dDevice2

=
30± 2 µm

12± 2 µm
= 2.6± 0.6 , (8.3)

and it was expected that at constant V and T , τON ∝ d. A ratio of 2.72± 0.02 is

obtained at T = 30 ◦C, but increases to 3.7± 0.3 at T = 50 ◦C. These values are
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Figure 8.9: The response times for two VGA-FLC devices versus temperature

for various applied voltages. Measurements were made with ON and OFF pulses

of the same but opposite magnitude voltage (±V ), but the times applied were

varied depending on reaching a peak or minimum Tr, as described in Section 8.2.6.

Measurements taken at 15 V and 30 V were taken over a number of repeats, while

those at 20 V and 36 V are for just one measurement. Response times (τ) are

calculated from 10 % to 90 % of the minimum and maximum Tr respectively. a):

ON times for Device 1, b): ON times for Device 2, c): OFF times for Device 1,

d): OFF times for Device 2. Purple squares: ±15 V . Teal triangles: ±20 V .

Orange circles: ±30 V . Blue diamonds: ±15V . All lines of best fit are guides for

the eye, and are not necessarily expected to be linear.
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Figure 8.10: The length of electrical pulse required to obtain maximum I shown

versus temperature, as a function of applied voltage. a): Device 1. b): Device 2.

The lines of best fit are guides for they eye, and are not necessarily expected to

be linear.

within error, but it should be noted that the values at T = 50 ◦C have a larger

than expected difference.

8.3.2 τOFF Measurements

These τOFF values have been obtained by applying the same sign field as for τON

as described in Section 8.2.6 and shown in Figure 8.8 for the optimum length of

time to restore the OFF state. These times are summarised in Figure 8.10.

The OFF times for the VGA-FLC devices are similar in magnitude to those

of the ON times, and follow the same trends. This confirms that Equation 2.70

holds true when the VGA-FLC geometry is electrically addressed. The length of

time of the OFF pulses depends on the length of time of the ON pulse. The OFF

times always require a shorter pulse time than the ON times. This is a result of
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ion flow on switching, and that the induced twist (B22) is being unwound which

is energetically favourable. Relaxation times for no field have not been presented,

however an example of these times is given in Figure 8.8b. The trend is that the

higher the applied voltage and the longer applied for, the longer the relaxation

time back to its initial alignment.

8.3.3 Achieving Sub-millisecond Response Times

These τON times are too slow to justify the use of this VGA-FLC device geometry

for fast-switching electro-optic devices. They must be sub-millisecond, otherwise

NLCs can be used instead. Indeed, this was a limitation of the choice of FLC

material, and not a restriction of the device itself. Now that the geometry has

been shown to function successfully as a switchable electro-optic device, optimi-

sation of the materials and physical device properties can be explored. This was

not achieved during this project. However, predictions based on the results in

this Chapter can be made with a high level of confidence.

The most detrimental aspect for measuring “slow” response times was the

use of mixtures of SCE13* with SCE13-R to increase the helical pitch. This

was essential for characterisation of the alignment of the FLC in the VGA-

FLC geometry. The two mixtures of SCE13 at 30 ◦C have a reduced R0 (and

therefore Ps) to ensure a surface-stabilised device, resulting is a reduction from

Ps(100%) = 26± 1 µm to Ps(5%) = 1.0± 0.1 µm and Ps(8.3%) = 2.0± 0.1 µm.

This is shown in Figure 3.15. If using SCE13* with a cell gap of 22 µm (calculated

for maximum I) and satisfying 4d > P , the maximum Ps mixture of SCE13(*) is

only 11%. This means that it is not possible to obtain sub-millisecond switching

with SCE13* in the current design of the VGA-FLC device.

There are commercial FLC mixtures that have larger R0 and Ps. Consider the

FLC Felix-015 which has the physical properties at 30 ◦C given in Table 8.1 [237].

Comparing this to SCE13*, the main differences are R0, F elix015 = 10×R0, SCE13∗ ,

and Ps, Felix015 = 0.4×R0, SCE13∗ . This results in the pure Felix-015 mixture being
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Table 8.1: Material properties of the FLC Felix-015 at 30 ◦C [237].

θc Ps R0 γφ

24◦ 10 nCcm−2 > 100 µm 0.05 Pas

unwound in the VGA-FLC device geometry, with a 5× larger Ps than possible

with a mixture of SCE13*. Scaling the results in Figure 8.9, theoretical times for

τON at 30 ◦C of τON, 15V, Felix015 = 0.7 ms, and τON, 30V Felix015 = 0.3 ms, obtained

by multiplying by a scaling factor of 0.073. These aren’t the sub-millisecond

responses predicted possible by Clark and Lagerwall, and are still an order of

magnitude larger than can be obtained with commercial FLC devices (∼ 10 µs)

[28, 126]. It is possible to imagine further reducing these ON times with an FLC

purposefully designed for use in the VGA-FLC geometry: high cone angle, large

spontaneous polarisation and high pitch. If a material with a much larger θc or

∆n can be used, a smaller cell gap can be used to satisfy the Gooch-Tarry equa-

tion. For example, if ∆neff can be halved, then d can too be halved, resulting in

a further reduction in τ by 50 %. This is of course predicting that these materi-

als will align in the VGA-FLC device geometry in the same way as SCE13*, and

leads towards some possible future work.

Another aspect of the VGA-FLC device that can be optimised is the spacing of

the IDEs, where in this device l = 22 µm, and commercial electrodes are usually

lcommercial = 6 → 8 µm, which is ∼ 3× smaller. These electrodes can therefore

be considered to produce an electric field that is ∼ 3× larger for a given voltage,

by considering Equations 4.8 and 4.9. With this consideration, our experimental

values for SCE13* are reduced below 1 ms at 30 V for Device 2 at T = 30 ◦C.

8.4 Summary - Chapter 8

The response of the VGA-FLC device to in-plane electric fields has been explored

over a range of temperatures, voltages and cell gaps. In-plane electric fields in-
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duce a 90◦ twist of the c-director through the device, and returns to its initial

alignment determined by the surface-relief gratings when removed. Due to dif-

ferences in geometry to other devices, new considerations were made to optimise

the VGA-FLC performance, involving an unsymmetrical OFF pulse to quickly

restore the dark state of the device. Fast response times are obtained for this

prototype device, although fall short of sub-millisecond times at 30 ◦C. Simple

optimisation of the device is discussed, where it is shown that sub-millisecond

response times are possible by considering a higher performance FLC and reduc-

tion of the electrode spacing. Obtaining response times in the order of 10’s of

microseconds appears unlikely, and is limited to FLCs showing higher values for

θc and ∆n in the homeotropic geometry such that the cell gap, and therefore

τ , can be reduced. Nevertheless, this novel device geometry provides promising

results, and can hopefully form the basis for future research into TFT addressed

grating-aligned FLC devices.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Work

“Don’t adventures ever have an end? I suppose not. Someone else always has to

carry on the story.”

— J.R.R. Tolkien, The Lord of the Rings

9.1 Conclusions

Ferroelectric liquid crystals are of particular interest for use in the micro-display

and spatial light modulator industries as they exhibit significantly faster electro-

optic response times compared to those obtainable through nematic liquid crys-

tals. The smectic layers of ferroelectric liquid crystals make them highly sensitive

to shock-induced flows. A well aligned sample, once disrupted, can result in per-

manently displaced layers yielding devices inoperable. This work introduces the

VGA-FLC mode: a vertical alignment geometry aided by surface-relief gratings.

The vertical geometry is shown to be more shock resistant than planar aligned lay-

ers famously utilised in the SSFLC. The vertical geometry aided by surface-relief

gratings control both the smectic layer normal and smectic c-director, and enable

a “self-healing” of the smectic layers when distorted by a mechanical shock. The

device is shown to be operable using interdigitated electrodes, and so suitable for

active matrix addressing using thin-film transistors. Millisecond response times

are obtained for both the ON and OFF times. Simple arguments are made for

achieving sub-millisecond responses using optimised FLC materials and IDEs.
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As such, this geometry shows outstanding potential for improving FLCs in LCoS

SLMs for use in high speed adaptive optics and head mounted displays for virtual

and augmented reality applications.

Chapter One outlined the history of the LCD, from the unveiling of the dy-

namic scattering mode in 1968, through to modern TFT addressed nematics

relying on vertically aligned modes operated with IDEs. One strong competi-

tor at this time was the SSFLC, attracting a lot of attention. Ultimately this

technology lost out due to relying on passive matrix addressing, and the lack of

shock-stability for use in portable devices. FLCs are still of particular interest

due to their fast electro-optic response, and see commercial success in LCoS dis-

plays. Despite these displays utilising modes that are less sensitive to shock, new

shock-insensitive modes remain important to explore and develop. This formed

the motivation for this thesis.

Chapter Two explored the unique physical properties of calamitic liquid crys-

tals and how they are utilised to create electro-optic displays and devices. The

order parameter, biaxiality and chirality are introduced for nematic liquid crys-

tals, followed by the higher complexity smectic phases and the origin of ferro-

electricity, the key parameter that enables sub-millisecond switching. The liquid

crystal cell was introduced as a means to easily explore the alignment and be-

haviour of liquid crystals in specific containments. Key theories relevant for FLC

devices were introduced, including those regarding the refractive indices, elastic

constants, free energy, electric energies and addressing. The relevant polarisation

optics for LCDs were discussed, including the general birefringent retarder and

the Gooch-Tarry equation for a twisted nematic. Finally, the specific considera-

tions for FLCs were introduced, and some operating modes beyond the SSFLC

for display and non-display applications.

Chapter Three introduced the main experimental methods used throughout

this work. A major emphasis was placed on photolithography, which was ex-

plained in detail for its use in fabricating permanent microstructures for liquid
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crystal containment, as well as creating temporary stencils for patterned elec-

trode fabrication. Two techniques were used for patterning photoresists: direct

write lithography using the DWL for maskless prototyping, and photomasks with

a mask aligner for quickly replicating electrode designs. One of the main goals of

this project was to set up these processes for the Soft Matter group in the Univer-

sity of Leeds. Once these processes were set up and could be used to reproducibly

fabricate designed structures, the processing was modified to create sub-micron

and micron sized features, resulting in two optimised processes depending on

the desired film thickness. The structures were analysed using scanning electron

microscopy and surface profilometry. The replication of microstructures was dis-

cussed, enabled by creating stamps and embossing techniques to create low-offset

in alternative photopolymers. The creation of photomasks and IDEs was dis-

cussed, along with analysis of the final electrodes. The vapour-phase deposition

of silane was described for controlled, homeotropic alignment. The fabrication of

cells for analysing liquid crystals was described, along with analytical techniques

including polarising optical microscopy, reflection and transmission spectrometry.

The current-reversal technique was employed for measuring mixtures of the FLC

SCE13* and SCE13-R.

Chapter Four introduced the concept of the VGA-FLCD: a vertical grating

aligned ferroelectric liquid crystal device. The geometry was designed towards

enabling shock-stable FLCs, whilst taking advantage of the materials’ sponta-

neous polarisation and therefore potential for sub-millisecond optical response

times. First the difference in response between planar and homeotropic FLCs

was explored, concluding that the homeotropic geometry provided more resistant

due to the direction of flow of the layers under an applied pressure. However

there was no control of the c-director, which aligned with the flow direction. A

proposal was made for the VGA-FLC geometry. It was proposed that surface-

relief gratings could be introduced to orient the c-director, and so provide an

energetically favourable alignment following a shock-induced flow. The device

should be addressed using IDEs positioned as to introduce a 90◦ twist through

the device for the ON state, satisfying the Gooch-Tarry equation. The relevant

theories required by this design were discussed, including considering the effective
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birefringence of the SmC(*), the effect of the complex electric fields introduced

by IDEs, including expected response times, the effect of compressions on smec-

tic layers and the boundary layer conditions. This established the work for the

remainder of the thesis.

Chapter Five was concerned with the fabrication of variable pitch and ampli-

tude surface-relief gratings for use in the VGA-FLC device. The negative-tone

photoresist SU-8 was explored as an option to create sinusoidal-like surface-relief

gratings using the DWL. This pushed the technique to its limits, by varying the

solvent levels and baking times to create curved features in an otherwise digital

process. Sinusoidal-like, 4 micron pitch, variable amplitude gratings were shown,

and analysed using SEM and surface profilometry. The transmission of the grat-

ings was discussed, although deemed not particularly problematic as it was low

for the gratings used in the final devices, and the photopolymer’s refractive index

can be matched to the LC for commercial applications.

Chapter Six looked towards homeotropic FLC alignment before the introduc-

tion of surface-relief gratings. First the textures on cooling through the nematic

and smectic A phases was confirmed to show homeotropic alignment using the

techniques outlined in the methodology. The optical textures observed in the

schlieren SmC(*) texture were explored, with particular emphasis on the for-

mation of optical single and double undulations in the texture at cooling rates

> 1 ◦Cmin−1. Their origin was determined to be caused by the layers favourably

undulating before new layers were created, as dC decreases on cooling as the

mesogens tilt. The relative magnitudes of the A21 and A12 layer bend elas-

tic constants were investigated through a correlation between the optical tex-

ture pitch and the actual physical undulation pitch, and it was concluded that

A12 > A21 for SCE13(*). This confirmed that an A21 undulation was more ener-

getically favourable, and as the layer pitch was measured at ∼ 4 µm, it should be

favourable to form over a 4 µm pitch surface relief grating and allow control of

the c-director. Transmission measurements were made for the device to establish

the frequency of the “layer jumps”, where new layers are made at predictable

points. Shock-induced flow of this geometry was also explored, where it was
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found that similar undulations were induced into the texture depending on the

applied pressure. These undulations also disappeared behind a dislocation line

of layer formation.

Chapter Seven introduced surface-relief gratings to the device, and the SmC(*)

alignment was explored. Importantly, the nematic and smectic A phases showed

no distortions due to the gratings, and were optically equivalent to the device with

no gratings. The effect of the grating amplitude was explored, and no adverse ef-

fects were seen below APP = 1 µm. It was confirmed using a full wave-plate that

the c-director aligned perpendicular to the grating vector, and so confirming that

the SmC(*) preferentially forms an A21 undulation over the grating alignment

as predicted in Chapter Six. Thermal undulations were observed in this geome-

try, with particular note of a frustrated “carpet” texture immediately below the

SmA to SmC(*) transition. This was shown to be a result of the boundary layer

conditions and penetration length induced by the surface-relief gratings into the

smectic layers. This texture dissipated revealing a well aligned c-director, and low

contrast dark texture. Defects were observed in this alignment, and their removal

is discussed in the Future Work Section. The VGA-FLC device was subject to

mechanical shock tests, and was found to strongly orient the c-director over all

applied pressures. Metastable undulations were induced into the textures at the

highest force shocks due to A12 undulations, however these caused little increase

in optical transmission, and caused no negative device performance. A model for

the defect structure that must form over the surface-relief gratings was proposed,

and observed to have little contribution to the optics of the device. The geometry

successfully showed good shock-resistance, purely relying on surface-relief grat-

ings inducing A21 undulations into the smectic layers close to the grating surfaces.

Finally, Chapter Eight explored the electro-optic response of the VGA-FLC

device with in-plane electric fields, with particular consideration for its com-

patibility with active matrix addressing for use in commercial applications. The

geometric property of c 6= −c for the SmC(*) phase required extra considerations

to be made with regards to ON and OFF pulses and IDEs. This was because the

c-director can twist in two possible directions despite the same sign electric field.
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This was particularly useful for enabling high viewing angle displays, but results

in complicated OFF pulses to restore the OFF state of the device. Experimental

results showed the electro-optic response with regards to applied frequency and

applied voltages. Care was made to ensure the time of the applied pulses was

short to ensure no ionic effects influenced the results, which were shown to be

particularly problematic. In reality, this would not be a problem as the material

can be purified from ions. The OFF response was found to strongly depend on

the previously applied ON pulse, but with extra considerations, OFF times were

obtained at the same magnitude as the ON times. This confirmed that the VGA-

FLC geometry can produce sub-millisecond electro-optic responses, although not

possible with the FLC SCE13(*) material used in this work. The VGA-FLC de-

vice therefore shows great potential for enabling shock-stable FLC displays and

devices.

To conclude, this Thesis is concerned with ferroelectric liquid crystals. A

novel geometry, the VGA-FLCD, was invented, examined and shown to enable

a shock-resistant FLC retarding layer for use in ultra-fast switching electro-optic

displays and devices. This geometry should allow FLCs to see further success in

LCoS device applications and VR/AR systems.

9.2 Future Work

The VGA-FLC geometry has shown great potential for shock-stable alignment

of smectic C(*) materials. This Section discusses some of the most important

aspects that could form the basis for further research.

9.2.1 Removal of Grating-Induced Defects

The origin of the defects that form on SmC(*) grating alignment was confirmed

to arise from the c-director having two possible orientations relative to the grat-

ing vector, g. This causes two problems. The defects appear bright in the dark
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OFF state, raising the required 0 % transmission by up to 5 %, reducing the

maximum optical contrast that can be obtained for the device. These must be

removed for practical use. They are also not shock-stable: on a mechanical shock

they misalign the local well aligned homeotropic layers, resulting in a further

increase in the optical transmission. They must therefore be removed. This was

not achieved during this work. Some potential solutions are presented.

One method is to ensure that the surface-relief grating only induces one pos-

sible orientation to the c-director, such that one orientation relative to g is ener-

getically favourable. On cooling from the SmA, the c-director will tilt in just this

one direction. This would require to be induced by the geometry of the grating

itself, and it it hard to image how this could easily be achieved. A solution be-

comes plausible if the A12 layer undulation is instead preferred over the grating

surface. The gratings can be fabricated such that they are blazed, resulting in

the two alignment orientations for c to no longer be of equal energy. This was

a technique employed in the Zenithal Bistable Device [167, 238]. This however

creates further problems, such as how do the A12 layer undulation become ener-

getically favourable, and optically these undulations create more distinct grating

undulations due to the average increased effective birefringence of the undulation.

One might predict that the grating pitch can be varied to be of the magnitude of

the A12 undulations (< 3 µm) to make them favoured. This would be interesting

to explore. This also raises further questions, such as what effect does the pitch

have on the alignment of the homeotropic smectic layers? Can it be used to cause

a preferred layer undulation, or will the A21 always form if it is the smaller elastic

constant?

Another method is to introduce a second set of IDEs on the opposite sub-

strate, and apply an electric field using both electrodes while cooling from the

SmA into the SmC(*) phase. This would create a single orientation for the c-

director at both surfaces between each opposing electrode. The problem with this

is first from an engineering standpoint, as the electrodes would have to be well

aligned, and then the device would have a redundant set of electrodes. The other

issue is ensuring that when the field is removed that the c-director will relax to
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align with the grating in the correct way. This would also reorient the formation

of defect to be above the electrodes, rather than between the electrodes. This

option seems simpler to implement, but less effective and practical than changing

the grating profile discussed earlier.

Another option would be the use of a reactive mesogens or other align-

ment inducing photopolymers that could be used as a replacement for PP2 and

homeotropic surface treatment [168]. This could be tuned to induce an appropri-

ate pre-tilt in the SmC(*) to potentially remove the defects. This could result in

a poor alignment in the SmA phase, resulting in tilted layers through the device.

Temperature gradients could also be explored. It was observed that the direction

of the temperature gradient influenced the c-director orientation relative to g.

9.2.2 Pitch, Amplitude, Surface Treatment and Ferroelec-

tric Material

A thorough study of varying the pitch, amplitude and surface treatment of

the surface-relief gratings was not performed. The pitch was kept constant at

4 µm, and the surface treatment not varied as these parameters produced a good

homeotropic alignment of the FLC smectic layers. In addition, low-amplitude

gratings (> 0.3 µm) were chosen as they minimised transmission losses due to

diffractive and refractive effects, gave preferable c-director orientation, and little

disruption to the smectic layers. This was by no means the optimum system. It

would be interesting to investigate whether varying the pitch can be used to de-

cide the preferred layer undulation, either A21 or A12. It would also be beneficial

to explore if the response times are influenced by varying the grating amplitude,

and the effect this has on the shock-stability of the device.

The smectic C(*) material was also not varied during this project. It is ex-

pected that the geometry will work regardless of the material used, provided it

shows a SmA phase to achieve the correct alignment. Felix-015 was introduced

as a high pitch alternative material that could be used to confirm if the device
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can achieve sub-millisecond response times at room temperature. This, or an-

other appropriate material should be tested in this geometry. This also raises

the question of the effect on FLCs that don’t show a SmA phase, those that

transition directly from the nematic into the smectic C(*). Perhaps this grating

geometry can be used to successfully align these materials, for either use in the

device, or simply performing experiments on their physical properties. If it works

for N → SmC(∗) materials, perhaps it can be used for biaxial nematic materi-

als? Perhaps the VGA-FLC geometry can be adapted for creating an ultra-fast

switching device or display utilising these complex phases [239]? Ultimately, the

success of the VGA-FLC geometry relies on both the device, and also the avail-

ability of an appropriate FLC material.
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